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Abstract



While mathematics is widely believed to be important for success in introductory physics there has been little research to distinguish the importance of different mathematical skills. Even though most math diagnostic tests focus on algorithmic manipulation and computation, we argue that algebraic representation is as, if not more, important a skill for physics expertise. The primary focus of this dissertation is the study of symbolic physics questions. A comfort with both constructing and interpreting symbolic equations is important for physics expertise because symbolic mathematics is the foremost language of physics. Even so, students in introductory physics often express a strong preference for numeric questions. I will describe the results of studies that show that differences in score as high as 50% can be achieved between numeric and symbolic versions of the same question. I will also describe careful studies involving the analysis of both student written work and video from student interviews that revealed why students find symbolic questions difficult. We find that the main cause of students’ poor performance on symbolic questions is due to confusion about the meaning of symbols and symbolic equations. Symbolic solutions require a greater attention to meaning than do numeric solutions. When solving a symbolic question students must actively identify known quantities while reading the question, keep track of symbol states, and keep track of the relationships between symbols. I will present data that show that the difficulties associated with symbolic physics questions are the most pronounced for the students most likely to fail physics. Further, a math diagnostic exam we have created indicates that word problems that stress mathematical representation are better predictors of success than algorithmic manipulation questions.
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Chapter 1 Introduction



1.1



The Need for Improved Physics Education



In 1997 the Department of Physics at the University of Illinois, at UrbanaChampaign (UIUC) began a systematic reform of the introductory physics sequence based on the findings of physics education research (PER). Since the changes were implemented we have observed improved student performance and satisfaction, but, nonetheless 15% of our students receive failing grades (D’s and F’s) in our introductory mechanics course Physics 211. This percentage is worrisome because the freshman class from the College of Engineering boasts an average high school class rank of 93%, and an average ACT score of 30.7. Also disturbing is that underrepresented groups in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM), specifically African-American, Latino/a, and women under perform when compared to the overall population. From data collected over 8 semesters of Physics 211 from fall 2000 to spring 2004 we have found that roughly 60% of Black students, and roughly 40% of Latino/a students receive failing grades. In addition the failure rate for women is 10% higher than for men. These problems are not isolated to only the University of Illinois. In 2005 the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering convened a committee of experts in science and engineering to recommend concrete steps necessary to ensure the continued prosperity of the United States in the increasingly international marketplace. In the 2007 report entitled “Rising Above the Gathering Storm: Energizing and Employing America for a Brighter Economic Future” [5] they describe a number of disturbing indicators that the United States is losing its competitive edge in science and
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engineering. • About one-third of US students intending to major in engineering switch majors before graduating. • More S&P 500 CEOs obtained their undergraduate degrees in engineering than in any other field. • There were almost twice as many US physics bachelor’s degrees awarded in 1956, the last graduating class before Sputnik, than in 2004. • In South Korea, 38% of all undergraduates receive their degrees in natural science or engineering. In France, the figure is 47%, in China, 50%, and in Singapore, 67%. In the United States, the corresponding figure is 15%. The committee especially stressed the importance of increasing the numbers of students graduating with bachelor degrees in the sciences and engineering. At UIUC, as is the case with many other universities with engineering colleges, difficulty passing introductory physics is often why many students drop out of the engineering program. Physics courses are sometimes referred to as “weed out” courses for this reason. For many students it is their introductory course in physics that is the practical barrier to continuing in science and engineering. Improvements in physics education could potentially lead to not only an increased number of bachelor degrees awarded in physics, but also more students graduating with degrees in engineering and the other sciences.



1.2



The Importance of Mathematics in Physics



Physics 100 was created in an attempt to decrease the failure rate in Physics 211 by identifying and assisting students in danger of failing. Physics 100 is an 8 week course covering the material up to the first exam in Physics 211 more gradually and more in depth. We recruit students into the class in a variety of ways. We invite students from the Minority in Engineering Program, and ask all entering engineering 2



students to take a “Self Evaluation” exam online to gauge their preparedness for Physics 211. The Self Evaluation exam is a 16 multiple-choice question exam developed in 1999 containing a mixture of some basic physics and math problems. Students who perform poorly on this exam are invited to join the course. While the initial focus of Physics 100 was to improve students’ conceptual understanding we have recently been considering the influence of mathematical ability on student success in physics. We are concerned that many of the students in Physics 100 lack the basic mathematical skills needed to be successful in Physics 211. Multiple studies have shown correlations between mathematical ability and success in physics. Hudson & Liberman [12] and Halloun & Hestenes [9] have studied the correlation between scores on math diagnostic exams with course grades in physics, and found R2 = 0.12 and R2 = 0.26 respectively. Halloun & Hestenes claim their method for selecting discriminating math questions during the development of their diagnostic exam is the reason for the higher correlation. In any case the results indicate that mathematical ability as measured by these math diagnostics exams account for 12% to 26% of the variance in physics students’ introductory physics grades. Meltzer [20] using the math diagnostic developed by Hudson & Liberman performed a similar correlation study using normalized gains1 on a conceptual exam in electricity and magnetism instead of course grades as the dependent variable. Meltzer studied four semesters of physics at two different universities and found that in three of the four semesters that the scores on the math diagnostic correlated with the gain on the conceptual exam. For the three semesters where a significant correlation was found, Meltzer found R2 values from 0.09 to 0.21, which are consistent with the studies described earlier. We performed a similar analysis using ACT Math (ACT-M) scores2 as a measure of mathematical ability. Figure 1.1 shows the correlation between the Math ACT scores with student exam averages in Physics 211 between fall 2000 and spring 2004. For ACT-M scores greater than twenty the average Physics 211 exam score is strongly correlated with ACT-M scores. Analyzing 1



The normalized gain is calculated as the post-course score minus the pre-course score over the maximum possible improvement. 2 A national exam used for college admission, which most UIUC students complete before enrolling
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Figure 1.1: Correlation between Physics 211 exam average versus ACT-Math score. The plot contains data from 4,289 students from 8 semesters of Physics 211 from Fall 2000 to Spring 2004



scores for individual students we find R2 = 0.26, which is consistent with previous studies. When one considers the variety of ways math ability and success in physics were measured in these four studies it is surprising that mathematical ability seems to consistently account for 10% to 25% of the variance in performance in physics.



1.3



Beyond Algorithmic Mathematical Ability



Mathematical equations permeate every aspect of a typical physics course. It is neither surprising nor unexpected that the studies described should find correlations with performance in physics. A cause of concern, however, is the limited way in which they effectively define mathematical ability. The math diagnostic exams (as well as the ACT) used to measure mathematical ability in those studies focused mainly on algorithmic knowledge of equation
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manipulation3 , computation, and the recall of mathematical facts. While these are certainly important mathematical skills in physics, they do not encompass the total variety of mathematical abilities necessary to be successful in physics. In physics classes, mathematical equations are used to describe conceptual relationships, derive relationships, as well as compute quantities. Many physics education researchers [23, 28, 40, 41] have stressed the importance of meaningfully interpreting and constructing mathematical representations in introductory physics. Tuminaro [40, 41] carefully studied many hours of video of students working in groups on homework questions. Tuminaro’s focus was to describe the ways in which students used mathematics in physics and to explain the cause of their mathematical errors. Tuminaro’s analyses of these videos led to the construction of a cognitive framework to describe students’ mathematical thinking in physics. Tuminaro’s cognitive framework involves three constructs: mathematical resources, epistemic games, and frames. Mathematical resources refer to the knowledge elements that are activated in mathematical thinking and problem solving. Mathematical resources might include intuitive physical ideas, or mathematical forms. Epistemic games refer to the coherent set of activities used to complete a task. Epistemic games are much like chess or basketball, in that in each game there is a desired end result and rules to follow to reach that result. Frames are used by students to interpret and react to situations that confront them. These frames help explain why a student might choose to play a specific epistemic game in a particular context. Tuminaro observed more than just the mindless use of equations; he saw that in many cases the interactions between students demonstrated a considerable amount of effort and difficulty connecting meaning to the mathematical equations they were using. As an example of thoughtless use of equations he describes an epistemic game called ‘Recursive Plug-and-Chug,’ in the ‘Rote Equation Chasing’ frame. In this game students try to match variables to a list of equations. If they find an equation where the target quantity is the only unknown, they solve for the target quantity; if it is not then they replay the game until an appropriate equation is found. On the other hand, he also describes the ‘Mapping Meaning to Mathematics’ in the 3



I use the term “algorithmic manipulation” to describe the process of combining and simplifying symbolic equations. This process does not require that the student understand the meaning of the equations that they are manipulating.
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‘Quantitative Sense Making’ frame. During this game students develop a story, relate the quantities in the story to symbols, form an equation relating the quantities according to the story, manipulate the equation, and then evaluate the story. This is a common mathematical activity in physics which is by no means mindless. Similarly, Sherin [28] studied experienced physics students working on problems in pairs and observed how they made sense of physics equations. He developed a theoretical framework to describe his observations based on the concept of symbolic forms. The symbolic forms are pieces of vocabulary that students use to form and interpret equations. The symbolic forms consist of two main components, the symbol templates and the conceptual schema. The symbol templates are forms for the equations, for example 2 = 2, where the boxes stand for mathematical terms. The conceptual schema connects some conceptual idea with the symbol template. For example, the template 2 = 2 might be interpreted as meaning two effects balance one another (as in gravitational force vs. air resistance during terminal velocity), or that one effect is related to another (as in the way force and acceleration are related in Newton’s 2nd Law). From his observations he created a list of symbolic forms that the students used to create and interpret symbolic equations. The symbolic forms act as a kind of interpretive vocabulary that physicists use to conceptually interpret and construct equations. As an example of how a student confusions may be driven by the symbolic forms, a student in Sherin’s study made the following remark after applying Newton’s 2nd law on a block moving on a surface with friction to find the equation µmg = ma. What Bob didn’t mention is that this is when the two forces are equal and the object is no longer moving because the force frictional is equal to the force [the block] received Sherin says that this student equated ‘ma’ with the “force [the block] received” because the student had inappropriately applied the symbolic form for balancing in which two equal influences balance each other out. Because friction is a force the student interpreted the equation to mean that ‘ma’ was a force that balanced it. The process of connecting meaning to the mathematical formalism is very common in physics. It seems likely that it is these mathematical skills rather
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than algorithmic math skills that are responsible for the size of the gap between novices and experts in physics. The goal of this dissertation is to identify tasks in physics that rely on non-algorithmic mathematical abilities, such as the ability to formally represent physical relationships mathematically, and to determine the importance of those abilities for student success in physics.



1.4



Focus of the Dissertation



The primary focus of this dissertation is the study of symbolic physics questions. The ability to solve symbolic physics encompasses many non-algorithmic mathematical skills that are important for physics expertise. While students often express a strong preference for numeric rather than symbolic questions, experts often prefer to use symbolic solutions even when numbers are present. A comfort with both constructing and interpreting symbolic equations is an important aspect of physics expertise because symbolic mathematics is a main language used to express ideas in physics. Students who are unable to use and understand symbolic equations cannot begin to learn expert procedures like the derivation of a general result or how to check a solution by the examination of extreme cases. A thorough understanding of why students have difficulties with symbolic questions is necessary before effective instructional interventions can be designed. In this dissertation I will describe careful studies involving the analysis of both student written work and video from student interviews that revealed many of the difficulties students have with symbolic questions. Rather than algorithmic mathematical difficulties, we found that the main cause of students’ poor performance on symbolic questions was due to confusions about the meaning of symbols. Differences in procedure necessary for solving numeric and symbolic questions also explain why students prefer numeric questions. When solving a symbolic question students must actively identify known quantities while reading the question, keep track of symbol states, and keep track of the relationships between symbols. We will also present data that indicate the difficulties associated with symbolic physics questions are more pronounced for students most likely to fail physics.
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1.5



Overview of the Dissertation



Chapter 2 is a review of the literature of student difficulties coordinating different meanings of algebraic expressions, and the algebraic representation of relationships. In Chapter 3 we investigate differences in score between paired numeric and symbolic questions on a final exam in Physics 211. We demonstrate that differences as large as 50% can be observed. Rather than algorithmic math difficulties we find that the primary symbolic error is the misidentification of the meaning of the symbols. In Chapter 4 we describe the results from a math diagnostic exam we have created in order to determine differences between algorithmic and nonalgorithmic algebra questions. We find that symbolic word problems are more difficult than numeric word problems which are more difficult than algorithmic manipulation questions. We also find that word problems are better predictors of future success than algorithmic manipulation questions. In Chapter 5 we will describe findings from student interviews and describe important differences in procedure required to solve numeric and symbolic questions. In Chapter 6 we describe a second final exam study in which we attempt to identify variables that may affect the difference in score between numeric and symbolic questions. We find that simultaneous equation questions and single equation questions show no large differences between the versions. We also identify properties that may make symbolic questions more difficult. In Chapter 7 we verify our earlier studies by coding all of the exam questions administered in one semester of Physics 211. We find that simultaneous equation questions and multiple equation symbolic questions are more difficult and more discriminating than both conceptual and numeric sequential questions. In Chapter 8 we connect the findings from our experiments to existing theories about learning physics. We describe cognitive load theory, and use it to describe our observations. We also describe some mechanisms for how mathematics may assist a student to learn physics. In Chapter 9 we give practical advice related to our findings to physics instructors. And finally in Chapter 10 we summarize all of our findings. 8



Chapter 2 Literature Review



2.1



Introduction



If, as it is commonly said that mathematics is the language of physics, then algebra is the main dialect in introductory physics. Thus, in order to begin to understand mathematics in introductory physics we must understand the variety of skills that together form algebraic competence. For many decades the mathematics education research community has carefully studied the difficulties associated with learning and applying algebra. What we find from this literature is that many of the difficulties with algebra stem from difficulties students have interpreting the meaning of the algebraic symbols and equations.



2.2



Interpretations of Algebraic Symbols



In mathematics classes the meaning of symbols is often implicit and context dependent. As students move from arithmetic to algebra similar symbols take on new meanings and uses. Arithmetic immediately precedes the teaching of algebra in high school and deals primarily with numeric computations. Algebra, while also often requiring numeric computations, mainly focuses on the mathematical representation of relationships between symbols. As part of the Concepts in Secondary Mathematics and Science (CSMS) project studying the mathematical ability of 3000 British school children between the ages of 11 and 16, Kuchemann [17] was able to identify six different interpretations that children applied to letters to complete mathematical tasks (See Table 2.1). While the first two categories were methods that were unrelated to what was taught, the latter four methods reflect different ways that symbols are used in algebra. The coordination of interpretations is often difficult for 9



Children’s Interpretation of Letters “This category applies to responses 1) Letter Evaluated where the letter is assigned a numerical value from the outset.” “Here the children ignore the letter, 2) Letter not used or at best acknowledge its existence but without giving it a meaning.” “The letter is regarded as a short3) Letter used as an object hand for an object or as an object in its own right.” “Children regard a letter as a spe4) Letter used as a specific uncific but unknown number, and can known operate upon it directly.” “The letter is seen as representing, 5) Letter used as a general numor at least being able to take, several ber values rather than just one.” “The letter is seen as representing a range of unspecified values, and a 6) Letter used as a variable systematic relationship is seen to exist between two such sets of values.” Table 2.1: Table of the various ways children interpreted the meaning of the letters while solving arithmetic and algebraic questions. Reproduced from Kuchemann [17]
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students when they make the transition from arithmetic to algebra. Carolyn Kieran [13–15] has also studied the confusions between arithmetic and algebra. She interviewed students in an arithmetic class about the meaning of the equal sign and found that the arithmetic students did not view the equal sign as an equivalence symbol, but rather as a “do something symbol.” They thought of the equal sign as a prompt to perform a mathematical action. When asked to solve problems they sometimes violated the equivalence relation expressed by the equal sign when performing their mathematical actions. For example, the question “In an existing forest 425 new trees were planted. A few years later, the 217 oldest trees were cut. The forest then contains 1063 trees. How many trees were there before the new trees were planted?” might be answered by an arithmetic student using the equation 1063 + 217 = 1280 − 425 = 855 1 . While this string of operations clearly violates the definition of the equal sign, it is also clear that the student conceptually understood the question and the solution. Even though the proper understanding of the equal sign was not important for the solution to this particular question, such a misunderstanding makes the symbolic representation required for many algebraic solutions very difficult. When students make the transition from arithmetic to algebra they are often confused by algebraic expressions because the two subjects are similar enough that the students can recognize the form, but different enough that the students have difficulty understanding the meaning. Kieran notes that in arithmetic, the mathematical expressions contain procedural information about how to proceed to the solution. For example, 3 + 5 =?, contains the symbol “+” to denote that you must use the additive process to find the solution, and the equal sign which is used to assert the solution to the expression. Mathematical expressions in algebra, on the other hand, express relationships in themselves but do not necessarily yield information about the process to solve for an unknown in the equation. Kieran calls the arithmetic perspective a process oriented perspective. Expressions are thought of only as a process to a numerical solution. In algebra the expressions must be understood both in terms of the process to solve for a particular quantity, and as an expression of a particular relationship 1



Slightly modified from Kieran’s example [13]



11



between quantities. For example, from the algebraic perspective expressions like ‘a+b’ are viewed in two different ways. The expression ‘a+b’ is thought of as a process of combining the values of a and b, but also as an object that represents the sum of a and b. This transition is especially troublesome for students because procedures that work for questions in arithmetic often fail for questions in algebra. Filloy and Rojano [6] have identified that while solutions of the form Ax + B = C can be solved using arithmetic methods, that those methods fail for solutions of the form Ax + B = Cx + D. As in the forest example described earlier, students can solve questions of the form Ax + B = C by performing a sequential set of numeric computations. However, questions with solutions of the form Ax + B = Cx + D require that students first represent the relationship mathematically before computing the result. They say that these two equation structures create a break between arithmetic and algebraic thought. Arithmetic students often have difficulties working with mathematical objects that contain unevaluated expressions. Filloy and Rojano found that even when students were able to accurately represent the relationship many were reluctant to perform operations involving the unknown. In their example this required that the students subtract the unevaluated expression ‘Cx’ from both sides of the equation. Similarly, Kinzel [16] found that questions that required plugging in an unevaluated expression into another equation could not be solved by students who viewed the symbolic equations procedurally. She interviewed students while they solved the following problem: A treasure is located at a point along a straight road with towns A, B, C, and D on it in that order. A map gives the following instructions for locating the treasure: • a) Start at town A, and go 1/2 of the way to C • b) Then go 1/3 of the way to D • c) Then go 1/4 of the way to B, and dig for the treasure If AB = 6 miles, BC = 8 miles, and the treasure is buried midway between A and D, find the distance from C to D. While many students were able to find the expression (7+x)/3 from step (b)2 , many claimed they could go no further because they needed a numeric value 2



The symbol x is the distance from C to D
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to complete the next step. The students’ were unable to solve the question because of their inability to view this equation not only as a process to find a numeric value, but also as the representation of the numeric value. To some physics students, arithmetic may serve as an alternative mathematical perspective that may interfere with how they interpret algebraic equations in physics. Some students may not have made the transition in perspective from arithmetic to algebra, and as a result have difficulty understanding algebraic expressions in physics.



2.3



Alternative Meanings for Mathematical Concepts



The arithmetic versus algebraic perspectives has also been framed by some mathematics education researchers as being representative of different ways of understanding mathematical concepts in general. Sfard [27] has proposed that all mathematical concepts can be thought of both operationally and structurally. The dual conceptions in algebra in which an equation can represent both the procedure for computing a number and as a representation of that number is one particular projection of this idea. Sfard claims that in order to understand a mathematical concept one must first understand the operational definition of the concept and then later the structural definition. In this framework a structural understanding does not replace the operational understanding, but rather is in addition as a complementary perspective. This process of student learning is reflected in the historical development and acceptance of mathematical concepts. For example, during the development of the set of complex numbers, complex numbers were initially thought of only as the result of the operation of taking a square root of a negative number, but not as things in themselves. Eventually mathematicians developed a structural understanding of complex numbers such that they were considered as objects like other types of numbers. This theoretical description also prescribes a method for learning mathematical concepts. If the conjecture on operational origins of mathematical objects is true, then first there must be a process performed on the already familiar objects, then the idea of turning this process into 13



an autonomous entity should emerge, and finally the ability to see this new entity as an integrated, object-like whole must be acquired. We shall call these three stages in concept development interiorization, condensation, and reification, respectively. In this process the student becomes familiar with the operational definition of the concept, they practice it until it is an automatic procedure, and then there is an instantaneous change so that the concept can also be thought of structurally as an object. Other researchers [8, 34] have used the idea of the importance of the dual nature of mathematical notation to explain the advantage to using ambiguous notation in algebra. Gray and Tall use the word “procept” to represent the combination of process and concept represented by a symbolic expression. An elementary procept is the amalgam of three components: a process that produces a mathematical object, and a symbol that represents either the process or the object. They explain that ambiguity of symbolic meaning is a way for mathematicians to flexibly move from one interpretation to the other without the burden of separate notations. Instead of having to cope consciously with the duality of concept and process, the good mathematician thinks ambiguously about the symbolism for product and process. We contend that the mathematician simplifies matters by replacing the cognitive complexity of process-concept duality by the notational convenience of process-product ambiguity. While the ambiguity of meaning may be a confusing to many students, it is a key component to algebraic expertise.



2.4



College Students’ Understanding of Algebra



While most of these studies have investigated high school and junior high school students understanding of algebra there has also been research performed to study the algebraic difficulties of students at the college level. 14



John Clement and colleagues [3,24] have studied introductory physics students’ ability to mathematically represent relationships between quantities. In these studies he found that many college students had difficulties coordinating the different meanings of the symbols within mathematical equations. He and his colleagues have used variations of what has become known as the “Students and Professors” problem. Write an equation using the variables S and P to represent the following statement: “There are six times as many students as professors at this university.” Use S for the number of students and P for the number of professors. First-year engineering students scored roughly 60% on this question, with the most common error being a reversal of the correct quantitative relationship (6S = P instead of S = 6P ). While it might first appear that the errors were due to carelessness, research involving a variety of techniques demonstrated that this was not a careless mistake but in fact due to an alternative conception of the meaning of algebraic equations. Student interviews revealed that many of the students who made the reversal error did so not only when translating from a sentence to an equation but also when translating from a picture to an equation, data tables to equations, or equations to sentences. Many who made the reversal error demonstrated that they conceptually understood the relationship but did not understand how to correctly represent it algebraically. They found that the reversal error was a result of two types of approaches. The first they called the ‘word order matching’ approach. During this approach students directly replaced words with mathematical symbols. When these students saw the word ‘student’ they would write ‘S’ and when they saw ‘is’ or ‘as’ they would write down an equal sign, etc. The students who used this approach did not demonstrate that they even considered the meaning of the statement or equation they were translating. The other more interesting approach they called the ‘static comparison’ approach. During this approach the students demonstrated an understanding of the meaning of the statement, but were unable to correctly translate that meaning into an algebraic equation. During interviews students who made this error demonstrated knowledge of which group was larger, but felt that the larger number should be placed next to the letter representing the larger 15



group. In an equation like 6S = P , the variable S is used to signify a single student rather than the number of students. This is similar to the use of labels in a unit conversion such as 100cm = 1m in which we consider cm to mean a single centimeter rather than the number of centimeters. Clement and his colleagues call this the static comparison approach because the students viewed the variable as a static object rather than a dynamic numeric quantity. Rosnick and Clement [24] found that these confusions occurred even after direct instruction on the correct method. During interviews students frequently switched between the algebraic interpretations they had just been taught and the unit interpretation that was the source of the reversal error. Some students even correctly wrote the equation using the procedures described by the interviewer, only later to interpret the equation as if the letters were units. In one example a student reinterpreted C to represent the number of people in England and E to represent the number of people in China. Not only does this demonstrate the resilience of the static comparison perspective, but it also shows that symbolic interpretations can be dynamic even on very small time scales. Soloway, Lochhead and Clement [30] showed that in the context of writing a computer program that students were much more likely to correctly represent the algebraic relationship. A class of 100 students was given a students and professors like problem and was split so that half were assigned to write a computer program and half asked to write the algebraic equation. The students asked to write the computer program performed 24% better than the group asked to write the algebraic equation. This finding is consistent with the idea that while many students are able to use equations procedurally they are not able to structurally represent algebraic relationships. Trigueros and Ursini [39] performed a study in which they developed a mathematics questionnaire designed to probe first year undergraduates understanding of the different meanings of symbols in algebra. The students in the study were 164 first-year undergraduates from a variety of non-science majors who had failed a classification test meant to measure students’ preparedness to take calculus. Each question was created to measure at least one aspect of their understanding of the symbol as an unknown, symbol as a general number, and the symbol in a functional relationship (related variables). For each of these types they further broke down student understanding into more specific skills (see Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4). 16



U1



U2 U3 U4 U5



Symbol as Unknown Recognize and identify in a problem situation the presence of something unknown that can be determined by considering the restrictions of the problem Interpret the symbols that appear in an equation as representing specific values that can be determined by considering the given restrictions Substitute for the symbol the value or values that make the equations a true statement Determine an unknown quantity that appears in equations or problems by performing algebraic and/or arithmetic operations Symbolize the unknown quantities identified in a specific situation and use them to represent the situation by an equation



Table 2.2: Table of skills related to understanding a symbol as an unknown. Reproduced from Trigueros and Ursini [39]



G1 G2 G3 G4 G5



Symbol as General Number Recognize patterns, perceive rules and methods in sequences and in families of problems Interpret a symbol as representing a general, indeterminate entity that can assume any value Deduce general rules and general methods by distinguishing the invariant aspects from the variable ones in sequences and families of problems Manipulate (simplify, expand) the symbols Symbolic general statements, rules or methods



Table 2.3: Table of skills related to understanding a symbol as an general number. Reproduced from Trigueros and Ursini [39]
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F1



F2



F3 F4 F5 F6



Symbol as Functional Relationship Recognize the correspondence between related symbols independently of the representation used: tables, graphs, verbal expressions, analytic representations If possible, determine the values of a symbol considered dependent given appropriate conditions on the symbol considered independent If possible, determine the values of a symbol considered independent given appropriate conditions on the symbol considered dependent Recognize the joint variation of the symbols involved in a functional relationship If possible, determine the range of one symbol given the range of the other one If possible, symbolize a functional relationship bases on the analysis on the data of a problem



Table 2.4: Table of skills related to understanding a symbol in a functional relationship. Reproduced from Trigueros and Ursini [39] They found that the majority of the students in their sample had very poor understanding of these three methods of understanding an algebraic symbol. The rate of success along each of the three categories was about 50%. They concluded that first-year undergraduate students still primarily held an arithmetic perspective on the meaning of symbols. These studies show that we cannot assume that students in our introductory courses have developed a fluent understanding of algebra. It may be necessary, as instructors, ensure that our students can handle the algebraic overhead necessary for learning physics.



2.5



Summary



In this section we have surveyed the mathematics education research on learning algebra. We have seen that a major difficulty is the transition from an arithmetic/procedural understanding to an algebraic/structural understanding. In arithmetic courses that precede algebra courses students focus on the procedural aspects of numeric computation. In algebra students are required to also understand the symbolic representation of mathematical relationships. Equations used in arithmetic must be thought of in totally different
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ways in algebra. Arithmetic procedures often fail when applied to algebraic questions that require the manipulation of unevaluated expressions. While most of the research in this area has focused on high school and junior high school students, similar difficulties are also found for first-year college students. The findings from these studies suggest that there may be many students who take introductory physics who have not yet transitioned from an arithmetic perspective to an algebraic perspective. The initial state of students who take introductory physics dictates that in order to successfully teach physics one must teach more than just physics.
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Chapter 3 A Comparison of Numeric and Symbolic Physics Questions 3.1



Introduction



Students in our introductory courses may possess algebraic difficulties that interfere with their ability to be successful in physics. In this chapter we attempt to use what we have learned from the mathematics education literature to describe the difficulties students have with symbolic physics questions. For physicists, solving a question symbolically has three major advantages: generalizability, interpretation, and error checking. First, a symbolic solution is more general in the sense that it is apparent how a change in a particular parameter will change the final result. Second, symbolic equations make the relationships between different variables readily apparent. Finally, symbolic equations allow you to check your answer by comparing it to your conceptual expectations of the relationships expressed in the equations. Even with all of those advantages, it is commonly observed that students have a strong preference for numeric questions over symbolic questions. It is also commonly observed that students perform far better on numeric questions than on symbolic questions, so this preference among students is not without basis. The differences between numeric and symbolic physics questions may reflect arithmetic and algebraic differences. While students may be able to perform arithmetic procedures to solve numeric questions, they must explicitly represent relationships to solve symbolic questions. One explanation for students’ difficulties with symbolic questions may be that students with algebraic difficulties are not able to use unevaluated symbolic expressions as known values as is required for solving symbolic questions. In this study we modified exam questions to see the effect of numeric computational and symbolic representational cues on student performance. We were interested in both verifying that symbolic questions are more diffi20



cult than numeric questions, and also to analyze the types of errors made. We hypothesized that changing the numeric quantities in the questions to symbols would change the way students thought about and approached the solution to the questions. Specifically, we hypothesized that student errors would reflect a reluctance to plug an unevaluated symbolic expression into another symbolic equation.



3.2



Methodology



To study differences between numeric and symbolic questions we gave numeric and symbolic versions of two questions to two equivalent populations of physics students during a final exam. Symbolic questions were created by replacing the numbers given in the numeric question with symbols. This method of creating paired questions allowed us to control the physics content so that we could more easily study the effect of changing the mathematical content of each question. The subjects of the study were 894 students who completed the final exam in the calculus-based introductory mechanics course, Physics 211, at UIUC during the spring 2006 semester. Physics 211 is a reformed physics course in which students attend interactive lectures, discussion sections and labs, as well as complete weekly interactive online homework assignments. Sixty percent of the students’ grade is based on performance on three multiplechoice midterm exams and a multiple-choice final exam [26]. The final exam consists of two distinct versions that are administered simultaneously and at random to the students. The enrollment of Physics 211 during spring semesters consist mostly of students from the College of Engineering. We placed a pair of kinematics questions dealing with cars on each version of the final exam. On final exam 1, numeric values were used and on final exam 2, symbolic variables were used (See Figure 3.1). Minor modifications were made to discourage cheating. The order of the problems and the order of the choices were reversed from one final to the other. The same choices are present in both versions of each problem, except final 1 question 7 and its partner final 2 question 6 where two choices do not agree1 . 1



Both choices, however, were selected by less than one percent of the students.
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Figure 3.1: Questions from Physics 211 spring 2006 on Final 1 (Numeric) and Final 2 (Symbolic). The values in parentheses represent the percentage of students who choose each option.
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Question “Bank robber” “A car can go”



Final 1 Numeric (N = 453) 85.7% ± 1.6% 94.5% ± 1.1%



Final 2 Symbolic (N = 441) 58.7% ± 2.3% 45.3% ± 2.4%



Table 3.1: Mean and standard error for each exam question for the entire population of students in this study.



3.3



Results



As we expected, the mean score of the questions that used symbols were lower than the questions that used numbers. Table 3.1 lists the mean2 and the standard error3 for each question. There were significant differences between the numeric and symbolic versions for both questions. For one question we observed a 50% change in the question score. To test the equivalence of the groups we compared the mean midterm exam grade for each group. The mean midterm exam grade and standard error for the students who were given final exam 1 was 72.2% ± 0.6%; for the students who were given final exam 2 the mean midterm exam grade and standard error was 71.9% ± 0.6%. According to this measure the two groups are statistically indistinguishable. To further demonstrate the equivalence of the groups we created a histogram using the average midterm exam grade for students who completed each final [see Figure 3.2]. The two distributions are virtually indistinguishable.



3.3.1



Analysis of Student Written Work



At the conclusion of the final exam, all students were required to turn in all exam materials. The exam packets were collected to keep the exam secure for future use and to resolve potential student concerns. Although students were not graded based on their written solutions, a great majority of the exams we analyzed showed written work. In most cases it was clear what the student was doing, but there were some cases in which the student’s method was indeterminate. We coded a sample of student written work (89 students). 2



The averages reflect partial credit in which a student could choose more than one choice but with fewer points if one of their choices was correct. Our 2006 paper [37] represents only single choice correct percentages. 3 The use of the Gaussian standard error is discussed in Appendix F.
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Figure 3.2: Histogram of student midterm exam average for students completing each version of the final exam. The similarity of the distributions demonstrates the equivalence of the groups.



Table 3.2 demonstrates that the mean score for each of the questions for our sample was consistent with that of the overall population. The coding scheme developed and the numbers of students making each error are shown in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. Question “Bank robber” “A car can go”



Final 1 Numeric (N = 43) 84.9% ± 5.5% 93.0% ± 3.9%



Final 2 Symbolic (N = 46) 60.9% ± 7.2% 37.0% ± 7.1%



Table 3.2: Mean and standard error for each exam question for a sample of 89 students. The question scores are consistent with the overall population.



The analysis of the students’ written work revealed that the main difficulty was not related to their inability or reluctance to plug an unevaluated expression into another equation but instead seemed to be that when working symbolically the students often used the symbols in a way inconsistent with the symbols defined meaning. They used the symbol t as if it referred to the time to reach a speed v1 /2 in the A car can go problem and the symbol v as 24



Final 2 Question 6 (A car can go) Codes Correct Using v1 /2 = at and (v1 /2)2 = 2ad. Here t is misunderstood to mean the time it takes for the car to reach a speed v1 /2. They get the incorrect result d = v1 t/4. Using v1 = at and d = (1/2)at2 . Here t in the second equation is misinterpreted and they are actually finding the distance when the car reaches a speed v1 rather than the distance when it reaches a speed v1 /2. They get the incorrect result d = v1 t/2. Using v1 /2 = at and d = (1/2)at2 . Here t in both equations is misinterpreted. See errors 1 and 2. They get the incorrect result d = v1 t/4. Use (v1 /2)(t) = d or use (v1 /2)(t/2) = d. They use the equations for constant velocity. In the first they also misinterpret the meaning of the variable t. They get the choices d = v1 t/2 and d = v1 t/4 respectively. An algebra error Indeterminate No work Other



Students 17 4



1



5



2



3 9 3 2



Table 3.3: Coding of student work for the “A car can go” problem



Final 2 Question 7 (Bank robber) Codes Correct Using v 2 = 2ad. Here the v is used as if it were the cop’s final velocity when he reaches the bank robber, but in the statement of the problem it is actually the bank robber’s speed. They get the choice a = v 2 /(2d). Using t = d/v and v = at. The v in the second equation is used as if the cop’s final velocity is the velocity of the bank robber. They get the choice a = v 2 /d. An algebra error Indeterminate No work Other



Students 28 11



2



1 2 1 1



Table 3.4: Coding of student work for the “Bank robber ” problem
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if it referred to the cop’s final velocity in the Bank robber problem. An analysis of the students’ written work on the symbolic version of the Bank robber problem showed that 11/17 of the students who marked an incorrect choice also used the equation v 2 = 2ad. This error appears to be a matching of the variable v given in the problem with the vf in the general equation vf2 = vo2 +2a∆x on the equation sheet. When they make this velocity error they are (consciously or unconsciously) confusing the velocity of the bank robber with the final velocity of the police officer. The velocity error may be especially attractive to students because this solution only requires a single equation in order to obtain one of the choices while the correct solution requires two equations connected by the time. Although few students given the numeric version used this procedure. An analysis of the students’ written work on the A car can go problem is less clear. The main identifiable error can by seen by combining the 2nd and 4th rows of Table 3.3. 9/29 students who chose an incorrect choice used the equation (v1 /2) = at to determine the acceleration of the car. The general equation, vf = vo + at is appropriate, but they confuse the variable t in the equation with time to reach the velocity (v1 /2). To form this incorrect equation they combined information from two different sentences in the problem. When deciding what to substitute for vf in the general equation only v1 and (v1 /2) have the correct units for the replacement. They may be influenced to choose (v1 /2) because that is the quantity of focus in the question. Unlike the Bank robber question, in the A car can go analysis of the students’ written work we found that 9/29 of the students who chose the incorrect choice showed work that was indeterminate. These students either showed partial equations, many conflicting equations, or only a few sparse equations. Even though no one student received both the numeric and symbolic version of a particular question, these data suggest that 30% to 50% of the students who could solve a numeric question correctly would not solve the symbolic question correctly. From an expert’s perspective students’ difficulty with symbolic problems is surprising because even though experts prefer to work symbolically they expect that identical procedures would be used for both types of questions. The types of errors made, however, make it clear that the questions were not identical to many of the students in this study. In the sample of written work that we analyzed there were more students 26



who inappropriately used the symbols in the symbolic questions than the total number of students who incorrectly answered the numeric questions.



3.3.2



Relation to Overall Class Rank



To study the relationship to overall class rank we have analyzed the symbolic and numeric differences in score for different subgroups within the class. We divided the class into the bottom quarter, the middle half and the top quarter based on their total course points. The groups were created in this manner to explore differences between students failing or on the verge of failing (bottom quarter), those who comfortably pass (middle half), and those who were the most successful (top quarter). In Figure 3.3 we show the average score for each version of the two questions for the three class subgroups. From this graph we see that drop in score of the symbolic questions is primarily due to the poor performance of the bottom of the class. In Figure 3.4 we show the ratio of the symbolic score to the numeric score for each group averaged over both questions described in this study. We interpret this ratio to represent the likelihood that the students who could solve the numeric version correctly would also solve the symbolic version correctly. Not only are students in the bottom 1/4 less likely to be able to solve a symbolic version than the top 1/4, but they also are less likely to be able to solve a symbolic version even if they are able to solve the analogous numeric version.



3.4



Conclusion



As we hypothesized, students performed significantly worse on the symbolic version compared to the numeric version of the same question. Our hypothesis was that students would not feel comfortable using unevaluated symbolic expressions and become stuck. However, an analysis of student work showed that rather than becoming stuck, many student errors were apparently related to a confusion of the meaning of the symbols. There was no evidence that students had difficulty or hesitation with plugging an unevaluated symbolic expression into another equation, they just did so incorrectly. And even though it might be expected that algorithmic mathematical skill may be a 27



Figure 3.3: The score for the numeric and symbolic versions for each class subgroups on the A car can go question (above) and the Bank robber question(below).
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Figure 3.4: Ratio of the symbolic version score to the numeric version score for different subgroups of the class averaged over both questions described in this study. We interpret this ratio to represent the likelihood that the students who could solve the numeric version correctly would also solve the symbolic version correctly.
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factor in poorer performance on the symbolic versions of the questions, our analysis of student work found that such errors were rare. An analysis of the scores on each version for different subgroups in the class found that the students in the bottom 1/4 were the least likely to correctly solve the symbolic version even if they are able to solve the analogous numeric version.
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Chapter 4 A Comparison of Question Properties on a Math Diagnostic Exam 4.1



Introduction



For the past few years we have been working on the construction of a math diagnostic exam that could be used to identify students at risk of failing introductory physics, and measure the relative importance of different mathematical abilities for success in physics. As discussed in Chapter 1, most pre-course math diagnostic exams in physics have focused on algorithmic mathematical ability [9, 12, 20]. We believe that this focus does not do justice to the variety of mathematical skills that are necessary to be successful in physics. For example, they do not measure the students’ ability to represent relationships between quantities symbolically. We designed our math diagnostic exam (see Appendix A) so that we could compare word problems which require the mathematical representation of relationships with no context algorithmic equation manipulation questions which do not. Our math diagnostic has been heavily influenced by the work of mathematics education researchers on the difficulties associated with learning algebra. Two questions on the current version of the math diagnostic are taken directly from the work by Filloy & Rojano [6], and Goodson-Espy [7] (questions 3 and 10). In fall 2006 on the first day of Physics 100 we administered the latest version of a math diagnostic exam that had been created using what we had learned from the math education literature and what we had learned from the Physics 211 final exam study in spring 2006. The version of the math diagnostic exam described in this chapter can be found in Appendix A.
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Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12



Num/Sym Numeric Numeric Numeric Numeric Numeric Numeric Symbolic Symbolic Symbolic Symbolic Symbolic Symbolic



Seq/Sim Sequential Sequential Simultaneous Simultaneous Sequential Simultaneous Sequential Simultaneous Simultaneous Simultaneous Sequential Sequential



Context Rate Area Rate Area No Context No Context No Context No Context Rate Area Rate Area



Table 4.1: Question properties of the math diagnostic exam.



4.2



Question Categories



The math diagnostic was designed with three different question property categories in mind. The first category distinguishes whether the question is numeric or symbolic, the second whether the equations in the solution can be solved sequentially (arithmetically) or whether they must be solved simultaneously (algebraically), and the last is based on context. The three contexts used in the math diagnostic were word problems dealing with area, word problems dealing with a rate, and no context questions in which students were given the equations to manipulate (see Table 4.1). In the symbolic no context questions we introduced known constants that students were asked to use in their final answer. Even in these questions numbers were given, so even these questions were at least in part numeric. We predicted that the no context questions would be easier than the word problems because in the no context questions the students were given the equations to manipulate, whereas in the word problems they had to both represent and manipulate the equations to reach the solution. Based on the findings from the spring 2006 final exam study described in Chapter 3 we predicted that the symbolic questions would be harder than the numeric questions. We also predicted that the simultaneous equation questions would be harder than the sequential equation questions. Simultaneous equation ques32



tions are questions in which the solution requires the simultaneous use of multiple equations to reach the solution. For example, two equations must be solved simultaneously if there are two unknowns and both unknowns appear in both equations. Sequential equation questions are similar except that the solution can be reached by considering only one equation at a time. An example of a pair of sequential equations would be two equations and two unknowns in which one of the equations contains only one of the unknowns. In that example one of the equations can be used to solve for one unknown and then the other equation for the other unknown. This distinction between simultaneous and sequential equation questions is a generalization of the work of Filloy & Rojano [6]. They described that while arithmetic students could solve equations of the form Ax + B = C, They could not solve equations of the form Ax + B = Cx + D. The algebraic form in which the unknown appears on both sides of the equation can also be conceived as two simultaneous equations Ax + B = y y = Cx + D As we analyzed data generated from the math diagnostic we realized that there were unanticipated variables that did not allow for fair comparisons of questions along the sequential vs. simultaneous, or area vs. rate axes. These variables were most closely controlled for the numeric vs. symbolic comparisons. A thorough explanation of the unanticipated variables and the effect of those variables on specific question comparisons are presented in Appendix B. For the remainder of this chapter we will only discuss the findings from the numeric vs. symbolic comparisons.



4.3



Question Difficulty



A total of 120 Physics 100 students completed the math diagnostic. The majority completed it on the first day of class; others who enrolled late completed it within the next two weeks. Scores were calculated based only on each student’s final answer. Table 4.2 shows the score for each of the questions.
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Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12



Properties Numeric, Sequential, Rate Numeric, Sequential, Area Numeric, Simultaneous, Rate Numeric, Simultaneous, Area Numeric, Sequential, No Context Numeric, Simultaneous, No Context Symbolic, Sequential, No Context Symbolic, Simultaneous, No Context Symbolic, Simultaneous, Rate Symbolic, Simultaneous, Area Symbolic, Sequential, Rate Symbolic, Sequential, Area



Score 83.3% ± 3.4% 70.8% ± 4.1% 75.0% ± 4.0% 73.3% ± 4.0% 86.7% ± 3.1% 86.7% ± 3.1% 78.3% ± 3.8% 75.8% ± 3.9% 58.3% ± 4.5% 65.8% ± 4.3% 60.0% ± 4.5% 45.0% ± 4.5%



Table 4.2: Properties and scores for each question on the math diagnostic exam. The values are the percent correct and the standard error. Properties Sequential, Area Sequential, Rate Simultaneous, Area Simultaneous, Rate Sequential, No Context Simultaneous, No Context



Numeric 70.8 ± 4.1 83.3 ± 3.4 73.3% ± 4.0% 75.0% ± 4.0% 86.7% ± 3.1% 86.7% ± 3.1%



Symbolic 45.0 ± 4.5 60.0 ± 4.5 65.8% ± 4.3% 58.3% ± 4.5% 78.3% ± 3.8% 75.8% ± 3.9%



Diff/Error 4.2 4.2 1.3 2.8 1.7 2.2



p-value 2.3 ∗ 10−5 2.0 ∗ 10−5 9.5 ∗ 10−2 1.7 ∗ 10−4 1.1 ∗ 10−1 1.2 ∗ 10−2



Table 4.3: Numeric vs. symbolic comparisons of question difficulty for questions on the math diagnostic.



As predicted, students scored higher on the numeric questions than on the symbolic questions for each question comparison. The average score for the symbolic word problems was 57.3% ± 2.2%, for numeric the word problems was 75.6% ± 1.9%, and for the no context questions was 81.9% ± 1.7%. Also as predicted students scored higher on no context questions than on the word problems for each question comparison. Table 4.3 shows data on each of the numeric vs. symbolic comparisons on the math diagnostic. Although the direct comparisons of sequential and simultaneous questions were confounded by extraneous factors we did find that the individual numeric vs. symbolic comparisons showed that a larger difference was observed for the sequential rather than simultaneous questions. Both symbolic and simultaneous questions are similar because both require students to represent equations before they solve for the target quantity. And so it makes sense 34



that the difference between numeric and symbolic questions would be less when the equations are simultaneous rather than sequential.



4.4



Discrimination with the Physics 100 Final Exam



Of the 120 students who completed the math diagnostic in the first few weeks of Physics 100, 117 also completed the Physics 100 final exam. When the students sat down to take the final exam it had been 8 weeks since they had completed the math diagnostic exam. The scores from the final exam were used to calculate the discrimination for each question on the math diagnostic. The discrimination is a measure of the effectiveness of a question to distinguish high and low achieving students. The discrimination was calculated as the ratio of the difference in the average final exam scores between those correct and those incorrect on that math diagnostic question divided by the maximum possible difference based on the math diagnostic question average. For example a math diagnostic question with a score of 75% would be calculated in the following way: D=



[(avg. f inal of correct) − (avg. f inal of incorrect)] [(avg. f inal of top 75%) − (avg. f inal of bottom 25%)]



The maximum exam score difference would occur if all of the top students, ranked by exam score, were to get the question right and all of the remaining students were to get it wrong. The discrimination value can have a maximum value of one and a minimum value which is determined by the population being studied and the question average. We used this equation for the discrimination as a method for controlling for differences in question score. This equation allowed us to average the discriminatory ability of questions with different levels of difficulty. Table 4.4 shows the average discrimination for each question on the math diagnostic based on the Physics 100 final exam. Figure 4.1 shows the average discrimination for numeric word problems, no context, and symbolic word problems. The symbolic word problems were on average more discriminating than the numeric word problems and no context questions. Symbolic word problems were more discriminating than 35



Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12



Properties Numeric, Sequential, Rate Numeric, Sequential, Area Numeric, Simultaneous, Rate Numeric, Simultaneous, Area Numeric, Sequential, No Context Numeric, Simultaneous, No Context Symbolic, Sequential, No Context Symbolic, Simultaneous, No Context Symbolic, Simultaneous, Rate Symbolic, Simultaneous, Area Symbolic, Sequential, Rate Symbolic, Sequential, Area



Discrimination 0.18 ± 0.10 0.34 ± 0.13 0.32 ± 0.13 0.49 ± 0.13 0.15 ± 0.13 0.33 ± 0.13 0.20 ± 0.11 0.21 ± 0.11 0.46 ± 0.12 0.46 ± 0.12 0.52 ± 0.11 0.33 ± 0.11



Table 4.4: The discrimination of the questions on the math diagnostic exam calculated using each students score on the Physics 100 final exam.



Figure 4.1: The average discrimination for numeric word problems, no context, and symbolic word problems on the math diagnostic exam calculated using student scores on the Physics 100 final exam. Each bar represents the average discrimination of 4 questions.
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Properties Sequential, Area Sequential, Rate Simultaneous, Area Simultaneous, Rate Sequential, No Context Simultaneous, No Context



Numeric 0.34 ± 0.13 0.18 ± 0.10 0.49 ± 0.13 0.32 ± 0.13 0.15 ± 0.13 0.33 ± 0.13



Symbolic 0.33 ± 0.11 0.52 ± 0.11 0.46 ± 0.12 0.46 ± 0.12 0.20 ± 0.11 0.21 ± 0.11



Diff/Error −2.5 ∗ 10−2 2.3 −1.7 ∗ 10−1 8.4 ∗ 10−1 2.8 ∗ 10−1 −6.7 ∗ 10−1



Table 4.5: Numeric vs. symbolic comparisons of math diagnostic question discrimination calculated using the students’ scores on the Physics 100 final exam.



numeric word problems in 2 of the 4 possible comparisons. Although in the cases where the symbolic was more discriminating it was much more discriminating, while in the cases where the numeric were more discriminating it was only slightly more discriminating. Table 4.5 shows the individual question comparisons along the numeric vs. symbolic axis. These data suggest that no context algorithmic questions may not be the most effective type of questions to use for diagnostic purposes. Symbolic questions, and simultaneous equation questions appear to be on average better predictors of future success in physics than algorithmic manipulation questions.



4.5



Discrimination with Total Points in Physics 211



Of the 120 students who took the math diagnostic in fall 2006, 80 went on to complete Physics 211 in spring 2007, and 13 in fall 20071 . These students completed Physics 211 somewhere between 6 and 13 months after taking the math diagnostic. While the time gap is greater than to the Physics 100 final, looking at the discrimination from Physics 211 is useful because the grade in Physics 211 is more accurate (because of the greater number of exams and other graded work), and because their performance is measured and curved against the larger population of engineering students. In the following analysis we will show the discriminations for students 1



Five students from the spring 2007 semester repeated Physics 211 in fall 2007, but only their spring 2007 grades were included in the following analysis
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Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12



Properties Numeric, Sequential, Rate Numeric, Sequential, Area Numeric, Simultaneous, Rate Numeric, Simultaneous, Area Numeric, Sequential, No Context Numeric, Simultaneous, No Context Symbolic, Sequential, No Context Symbolic, Simultaneous, No Context Symbolic, Simultaneous, Rate Symbolic, Simultaneous, Area Symbolic, Sequential, Rate Symbolic, Sequential, Area



Discrimination 0.21 ± 0.16 0.42 ± 0.18 0.28 ± 0.17 0.46 ± 0.16 0.24 ± 0.22 0.02 ± 0.16 −0.01 ± 0.18 −0.10 ± 0.18 0.32 ± 0.15 0.37 ± 0.15 0.41 ± 0.15 0.20 ± 0.14



Table 4.6: The discrimination of the questions on the math diagnostic exam calculated using student scores in Physics 211 during the spring 2007 semester.



who took Physics 211 in spring 2007 only, and then with students who took Physics 211 either in the spring or fall of 2007.



4.5.1



Physics 211 Spring 2007



Table 4.6 shows the discrimination for each question using each students total course points in Physics 211 spring 2007. Unlike the discrimination from the Physics 100 final, very little difference was observed between the discrimination for the numeric and symbolic word problems. Figure 4.2 shows that both types of word problems were significantly more discriminating than no context questions, which showed virtually no discrimination on average. Table 4.7 shows each of the numeric vs. symbolic question comparisons. There were no individual comparisons which showed large significant differences. While these results seem to stand in contrast to the discriminations from the Physics 100 final it is important to pay attention to the differences in population for each of these analyses. The group that completed Physics 211 in spring 2007 was only a subset of the total population who took both the Math Diagnostic and the Physics 100 final. It is likely that the group who completed Physics 211 immediately after Physics 100 were on average better students than the overall Physics 100 population. 38



Figure 4.2: The average discrimination for numeric word problems, no context, and symbolic word problems on the math diagnostic exam calculated using the students’ total points in Physics 211 during the spring 2007 semester. Each bar represents the average discrimination of 4 questions.



Properties Sequential, Area Sequential, Rate Simultaneous, Area Simultaneous, Rate Sequential, No Context Simultaneous, No Context



Numeric 0.42 ± 0.18 0.21 ± 0.16 0.46 ± 0.16 0.28 ± 0.17 0.24 ± 0.22 0.02 ± 0.16



Symbolic 0.20 ± 0.14 0.41 ± 0.15 0.37 ± 0.15 0.32 ± 0.15 −0.01 ± 0.18 −0.10 ± 0.18



Diff/Error −9.6 ∗ 10−1 9.0 ∗ 10−1 −3.9 ∗ 10−1 1.4 ∗ 10−1 −8.9 ∗ 10−1 −5.0 ∗ 10−1



Table 4.7: Numeric vs. symbolic comparisons of math diagnostic question discrimination calculated using the students’ total points in Physics 211 spring 2007.
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Groups All Physics 100 Students Physics 100 students in Physics 211 during spring 2007 Physics 100 students in Physics 211 during spring 2007 and fall 2007



Physics 100 Final Exam 76.2% ± 1.2% 80.1% ± 1.4% 78.5% ± 1.3%



Table 4.8: A comparison of performance on the Physics 100 final exam for different populations. Students who completed Physics 211 immediately after completing Physics 100 scored significantly better on the Physics 100 final exam than the overall Physics 100 population.



To test this hypothesis we looked at the average Physics 100 final exam score for those who completed Physics 211 in spring 2007 and the overall population who completed Physics 100. Table 4.8 shows that the students in this analysis performed significantly better on the Physics 100 final than the overall Physics 100 population. Table 4.8 also shows that when students who completed Physics 211 in fall 2007 are included in the analysis the combined population is closer to the overall Physics 100 population. We repeated the discrimination analysis by also including students who completed Physics 211 in fall 2007.



4.5.2



Physics 211 Spring 2007 and Fall 2007 Combined



Table 4.9 is shows the discrimination for each question using each students total course points in Physics 211 from either fall or spring 2007. We find a pattern similar to the discriminations from the Physics 100 final. While the difference between the numeric and symbolic word problems is not significant, the symbolic word problems are on average more discriminating than the numeric word problems. We also find that the no context questions show non-zero discrimination. Figure 4.3 shows the average discrimination for numeric word problems, no context, and symbolic word problems. Table 4.10 shows each of the numeric vs. symbolic question comparisons. The largest difference from the numeric vs. symbolic comparisons is for the sequential rate questions, which was also the largest difference observed
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Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12



Properties Numeric, Sequential, Rate Numeric, Sequential, Area Numeric, Simultaneous, Rate Numeric, Simultaneous, Area Numeric, Sequential, No Context Numeric, Simultaneous, No Context Symbolic, Sequential, No Context Symbolic, Simultaneous, No Context Symbolic, Simultaneous, Rate Symbolic, Simultaneous, Area Symbolic, Sequential, Rate Symbolic, Sequential, Area



Discrimination 0.18 ± 0.14 0.37 ± 0.15 0.24 ± 0.14 0.43 ± 0.13 0.23 ± 0.20 0.27 ± 0.17 0.09 ± 0.16 0.03 ± 0.16 0.39 ± 0.13 0.40 ± 0.13 0.51 ± 0.13 0.22 ± 0.13



Table 4.9: The discrimination of the questions on the math diagnostic exam calculated using student scores in Physics 211 during the spring 2007 and fall 2007 semesters.



Figure 4.3: The average discrimination for numeric word problems, no context, and symbolic word problems on the math diagnostic exam calculated using the students’ total points in Physics 211 during the spring 2007 and fall 2007 semesters. Each bar represents the average discrimination of 4 questions.
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Properties Sequential, Area Sequential, Rate Simultaneous, Area Simultaneous, Rate Sequential, No Context Simultaneous, No Context



Numeric 0.37 ± 0.15 0.18 ± 0.14 0.43 ± 0.13 0.24 ± 0.14 0.23 ± 0.20 0.27 ± 0.17



Symbolic 0.22 ± 0.13 0.51 ± 0.13 0.40 ± 0.13 0.39 ± 0.13 0.09 ± 0.16 0.03 ± 0.16



Diff/Error −7.5 ∗ 10−1 1.7 −1.8 ∗ 10−1 7.4 ∗ 10−1 −5.7 ∗ 10−1 −1.0



Table 4.10: Numeric vs. symbolic comparisons of math diagnostic question discrimination calculated using the students’ total points in Physics 211 during the spring 2007 and fall 2007 semesters.



when we calculated the discriminations from the Physics 100 final. In general the pattern of question discrimination is similar to what was found on the Physics 100 final. The lack of significance is perhaps not surprising because of the large time span between the time when the math diagnostic was completed and when the students completed Physics 211. And although the inclusion of students from fall 2007 brought this population closer to the overall Physics 100 population it was still slightly better than the overall Physics 100 population.



4.6



Conclusions



The goal of the construction of the math diagnostic was to create an exam that could identify students who were in danger of failing physics and that would give us information about the types of mathematical knowledge that is important for success in physics. We have found that word problems tend to be more discriminating than no context questions according to the performance on the Physics 100 final. While most other pre-physics exams like the math diagnostic given at other institutions focus on no context manipulation questions, these data suggest that math questions used for diagnostic purposes should focus instead on symbolic and numeric word problems. We also found that questions that were either symbolic or simultaneous were more discriminating according to the Physics 100 final than numeric sequential questions. This is consistent with the importance of representing equations for success in physics. Numeric questions do not require the formal representation of an equation, 42



while simultaneous and symbolic equations do. Reassuringly, the results for the discrimination based on the total points in Physics 211 is consistent with the findings from Physics 100 when we find a population close to the overall population of students in Physics 100.
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Chapter 5 Difficulties with Symbolic Physics Questions 5.1



Introduction



In the Chapter 3 we identified large differences between the numeric and symbolic versions of two kinematics questions. The written work from the symbolic version indicated that many students confused the meaning of the symbols. In the Bank robber question students seemed to be confusing the symbol v, which represented the velocity of the robber, as the final velocity of the police officer. Similarly, in the A car can go question students seemed to confuse the meaning of the symbol t, which is the time to reach a speed v1 , as the time to reach v1 /2. While the written work allowed us to determine what the students did, it did not give us information about the students’ thought processes underlying those actions. It is not clear if errors we observed were due to conscious mischaracterizations or a lack of consideration for meaning. It is possible that the students were blindly manipulating general equations to find a final equation that matched one of the choices and so did not even consider the symbols’ meaning. Additionally, from an expert perspective it is confusing that students perform more poorly on symbolic questions than numeric questions because experts consider the solutions to numeric and symbolic questions to be identical. If a large percentage of students could solve the numeric question, then why didn’t students who were given the symbolic version use the same procedure as they would on the numeric? In this chapter1 I will describe the results from interviews we performed in spring 2007 with students in Physics 211 using questions with the same structure but different surface features as those described in Chapter 3. We 1 This chapter was written to cover all of the relevant data from the interviews. The casual reader may skip, if s/he prefers, to the summary at the end of the chapter.
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ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M



Physics 100 Final 82 75 86 87 78 84 72 90 93 87 90 89 83



Physics 211 Exam 1 46 56 65 67 79 82 95 79 81 90 90 92 100



Average 64 65.5 75.5 77 78.5 83 83.5 84.5 87 88.5 90 90.5 91.5



Physics 211 Grade D Incomplete C+ D+ B+ C+ B C+ B B A AA-



Table 5.1: Performance of the students in the interview sample on the Physics 100 Final and the Physics 211 first exam, as well as their final grade in Physics 211. The column entitled “Average” is the average of the Physics 100 final and the Physics 211 first hour exam.



find important differences between the procedures necessary to solve numeric and symbolic physics questions that explain why symbolic questions are more difficult for students. Specifically, in order to successfully solve a symbolic question students must keep track of more information about the quantities than when solving numeric questions.



5.2



Methodology



Subjects in the study were selected from the pool of former Physics 100 students enrolled in Physics 211 during spring 2007. Thirteen subjects were selected so that the interview sample contained both high and low achieving students. Student ability was measured using the average of the score on the Physics 100 Final and the 1st hour exam in Physics 211. Six of the thirteen subjects in the study were female. Table 5.1 shows scores from the students who participated in the interviews. While there is some disagreement with the scores on the Physics 100 final and the Physics 211 1st hour exam, the average of the two scores is a decent indicator of the students’ final grades in Physics 211. The only clear 45



mischaracterization is for Student E who received a B+ because of improved performance on the remaining Physics 211 exams. The bottom quarter can be identified as Students A, B, and D, and the top quarter as Students K, L, and M. Students were videotaped while they described their solutions to physics questions. An interviewer was present to ask clarifying and follow-up questions. Each subject was paid $15 and given solutions to two Physics 211 2nd hour exams from previous semesters in exchange for their participation in a one-hour videotaped interview. All of the interviews occurred two weeks after the Physics 211 1st hour exam, in which one dimensional kinematics was one of the topics covered. At the start of the interview students were given a brief introduction to the interview process. The students were then given two numeric warm-up questions to get them acclimated to the interview procedures. The script for the introduction and the warm-up questions can be found in Appendix C. Students were then given the symbolic version of the the Tortoise and Hare question (See Figure 5.1). This question is structurally equivalent to the Bank robber question discussed earlier, but with different surface features. The subjects were asked to speak aloud as they worked through the question. When the students were satisfied with their solution (whether correct or incorrect) they were asked the following three questions: I am not saying that you are right or wrong, but could you explain what the symbol “a” represents in your final equation. (Can you be more specific, of what, when, and where?) What does the “d” in your equation represent? What does the “v” in your equation represent? The purpose of these questions was to probe the students’ understanding of the symbols in the question. Student responses to these questions would allow us to compare how the students understood the meaning of the symbols with how they had used the symbols to reach their solution. If the student made the velocity error, using the equation v 2 = 2ad and confusing the final velocity of the Hare with the velocity of the Tortoise, then they were asked the following question. 46



Figure 5.1: The symbolic version of the Tortoise and Hare question. This question was designed to be structurally equivalent to the Bank robber question from the Physics 211 spring06 final exam study.
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Again I’m not saying that you are right or wrong, but how would you answer the question if it instead asked for the final velocity of the Hare? (What are the given symbols? Can your write it in terms of the given symbols?) The purpose of this question was to see if they could resolve the two velocities present in the question with the symbol v. We hypothesized that the explicit introduction of the final velocity of the Hare would lead them into a contradiction and would cause them to realize they had made an error. Once they were satisfied with their symbolic solution or were stuck, they were given the numeric version of The Tortoise and Hare question and asked to find the solution. If they were not able to solve the numeric version, then we moved on to the next question. If they were able to solve the numeric version, then they were then asked to use their numeric solution to find the symbolic result. The numeric version was given to the students in order to compare how approaches used on symbolic questions differed from approaches on numeric questions. We were also interested in seeing if it was possible to observe an individual student correctly solve the numeric version immediately after failing to correctly solve the symbolic version. Recall from the previous study that no individual student was given both the numeric and symbolic versions of the same question. Next students were given the symbolic version of the Airliner question (See Figure 5.2). This question is structurally equivalent to the A car can go question discussed in the previous experiment but with different surface features. The students were asked to speak aloud about their solution. When the student was satisfied with their solution (whether correct or incorrect) they were asked the following three questions to probe their understanding of the meaning of the symbols in the question: I am not saying that you are right or wrong, but could explain what the symbol “L” represents in your final equation. (Can you be more specific, of what? when? And where?) What does the “v1 ” in your equation represent? What does the “t” in your equation represent? 48



Figure 5.2: The symbolic version of the Airliner question. This question was designed to be structurally equivalent to the A car can go question from the Physics 211 spring 2006 final exam study.
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Again we wanted to compare the students understanding of the symbols with how they had used the symbols in their solutions. The next follow-up question was a function of the type of error performed. We identified three main errors, and for each we created an appropriate follow-up question. 1) If the student incorrectly calculated the acceleration as a = v1 /(2t), then they were asked the following question: Again I’m not saying that you are right or wrong, but how would you answer the question if it instead asked you to find the acceleration necessary to reach the final velocity v1 in a time t? (What are the given symbols? Can your write it in terms of the given symbols?) The purpose of this question was to focus their attention on the first sentence of the question about the acceleration to see if they would be able to resolve the two velocities and times present in the question. We hypothesized that the reinforcement of this first sentence would lead them to realize that they had incorrectly represented the acceleration. 2) If the student calculated the distance when the plane reached a speed v1 instead of v1 /2, then they were asked the following question: Again I’m not saying that you are right or wrong, but how would you answer the question if it instead asked for the distance traveled when the plane reaches a final velocity v1 in a time t? (What are the given symbols? Can your write it in terms of the given symbols?) The purpose of this question was to lead them to consider that they had not calculated for the appropriate distance. We hypothesized that when attempting to modify their earlier equations they would see that they had incorrectly substituted the velocity or the time. 3) If the student used a constant velocity equation to find an answer, then they were asked the following question: Again I’m not saying that you are right or wrong, but how would you answer the question if it instead asked for the acceleration of the plane? (What are the given symbols? Can your write it in terms of the given symbols?) 50



The purpose of this question was to make them consider the acceleration of the plane. We hypothesized that they would be lead to realize that that they had not considered the acceleration in their solution. Once they were satisfied with their solution or were stuck, they were given the numeric version of the Airliner question and asked to find the solution. If they were not able to solve the numeric version, then we moved on to the next question. If they were able to solve the numeric question they were then asked to use their numeric solution to find the symbolic result. We were interested in comparing the approaches taken by the students on the numeric and symbolic versions. Additional questions were given to the students, but these data have not been analyzed.



5.3



The Tortoise and Hare Question



Table 5.2 shows the breakdown on each phase of the protocol. Ability to solve the symbolic version fell roughly along the ranking by the grade in Physics 211. Also the poorer students were more likely to make the velocity error. Table 5.3 shows the final answer for each interview subject on the numeric and symbolic versions of the question.



5.3.1



Difficulties with Time



Of our sample of 13 students, 7 (Subjects A, C, D, F, G, H, & J) were not able to correctly solve the symbolic version. Five of those students made the velocity error, and two were stuck. A key to the solution was whether students could successfully solve for the time. Subjects C, F, H and J attempted to use the time in their symbolic solutions, but none were able to do so successfully. 1) Subject C found an expression for the time in terms of two other unknowns: ∆v and a. He combined this expression with another and found an equation with two unknowns. The subject later revised his strategy and made the velocity error. The following is the written work by Subject C 2 . d = 0 + 0t + at2 2



Subject C also made an algebra error
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ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M



Physics 211 Grade D Incomplete C+ D+ B+ C+ B C+ B B A AA-



Symbolic Correct? No Yes No No Yes No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes



Velocity Error? Yes



Numeric Correct? No



Symbolic Solution?



Yes Yes



Yes No



Yes



Yes Yes No (stuck)



Yes No Yes Yes Yes (guess)



Mostly



No (stuck)



Yes Yes



Table 5.2: Summary of the interviews about the Tortoise and Hare question. “Symbolic Correct?” represents whether the subject found the correct result on the symbolic version. “Velocity Error?” represents whether the student effectively confused the velocity of the Tortoise with the final velocity of the Hare. “Numeric Correct?” represents whether the subject found the correct result for the numeric version. “Symbolic Solution?” represents whether the subject was able to use their numeric solution to find the symbolic result.



ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M



Physics 211 Grade D Incomplete C+ D+ B+ C+ B C+ B B A AA-



Symbolic Answer



Numeric Answer



v 2 /(2d) = amin =? a = 2v 2 /d vf2 /(2d) ah = vf2 /(2x) a = 2v 2 /d a = v 2 /(2∆x) a = v 2 /(2d) a = vt vh /d a = 2v 2 /d a = vf2 /(2d) a = 2vT2 /d a = 2v 2 /d a = 2v 2 /d



a = 0.02m/s2 a = 0.08m/s2 a ' 0.08 a = 0.02m/s2 N/A a = 0.08m/s2 amin = 0.02m/s2 a = 2/25 a = 2/25 amin = 0.08m/s2 N/A N/A N/A



Table 5.3: Summary of the final answers of the interview subjects after having worked on the Tortoise and Hare question. The correct answer for the symbolic version is a = 2v 2 /d, and for the numeric version is a = 0.08m/s2
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vf = vo + at ∆v/a = t 2d/t2 = 2d/[∆v 2 /a] = 2da/[∆v 2 ] 2) Subject F found the expression d = vt, and he attempted to use it but became stuck. The subject later revised his strategy and made the velocity error. 3) Subject H found the correct expression for the time in terms of d and v, but plugged it into an equation with three unknowns: vh , a, and t. The subject decided to move on without reaching a solution because she was stuck. The following is the written work by Subject H. v = tortoise d/v = t vh = vo + at vh = 0 + a(d/vt ) a = vt vh /d 4) Subject J also found the correct expression for the time in terms of d and v, but was unsure how to use it. The subject decided to move on without reaching a solution because he was stuck. Three of these subjects (Subjects C, F, & H) were the only subjects in the study to correctly answer the numeric version after having been unable to correctly answer the symbolic version. We believe that the numeric quantities aided in the recognition of how to solve for the time. While Student H had solved for the time while working on the symbolic version, she had not been able to use it to find the acceleration. Student H again solved for the time on the numeric version, but unlike her performance on the symbolic version she was able to eliminate inappropriate equations. Subject H: OK, umm, I’m just going to try the same equations I tried before, v = vo + at, and I know that vo is zero, the acceleration is what I am solving for, Oh this isn’t right because I don’t have distance in it and that is one thing that I do have, so [starts to erase] Interviewer: You can just cross it out Subject H: I can just cross it out, OK, so I’m gonna retry it 53



with vf2 = vo2 + 2ad, and this will be, this is the rabb, this is the hare. The initial velocity is zero times two times the acceleration which is what I’m looking for ... and I don’t know why I keep trying these two [laughs] because it is the other one I should be using Interviewer: OK Subject H: OK, so third time will hopefully be the charm, r = ro + vo t + (1/2)at2 , and the final, OK the distance is 1, the initial is zero, the initial velocity is zero, plus 1/2 the a is what we are looking for and then times time, OK so I have 1 equals 1/2 a and then t squared will be 25, so then I have 2 over 25 equals the acceleration. And that’s .08 and that’s b. Interviewer: OK so how confident do you feel about that? Subject H: I feel pretty confident in that Similarly Student C attempted to use the same procedure he had used earlier in the symbolic version to solve for the time on the numeric version, but realized that it wouldn’t work because he would have too many unknowns (he calls them variables). Recall that on the symbolic version he had written the equation for the time in terms of two other unknowns. Subject C: Again I’m just solving for time, alright, that’s going to leave me with two variables so that’s not going to help me, umm let me try uhh... so umm I’m just going to solve for time based on the turtle because that’s how much time we know that the hare will have to accelerate in order to beat him Interviewer: OK Subject C: [uses his calculator] Interviewer: And you get the time of 5 seconds. Subject C: Yeah and therefore I can throw that right back in and... The numbers made it easier for these students to think about what was known and what was unknown in the equations they were using. In the symbolic version the students had to keep track in their heads what was known and what were unknown quantities, but in the numeric version the numbers were easily identified as knowns and the symbols were easily identified as 54



unknowns. This allowed them to more easily eliminate equations that were not helpful for finding the solution to the problem.



5.3.2



Ineffective Algebraic Strategies



We also observed multiple cases of ineffective algebraic strategies while attempting to solve the symbolic version. As described above Subject C found an equation for t in terms of two unknown quantities, which actually took him farther from the solution because it introduced additional unnecessary unknowns. Similarly, Subject F solved for the acceleration in terms of the two unknowns ∆v (which he identified as the change in velocity of the Hare) and the time t. While not totally confident with this result he looked at the answer choices and was surprised that the choices did not contain ∆v. Subject F: Umm, see what they have up here [looks at choices and mumbles]. The change in, OK... So maybe I should, none of the answers have the change in velocity of the Hare, so maybe I should relate that change in velocity to the speed of the turtle, ummm... He apparently did not realize that he had introduced this unknown into his equations, and expected ∆v to be in the answer options. Both Subjects I and M found the appropriate two equations necessary for the solution, but they eliminated the known quantity d, and found the acceleration in terms of the unknown t. d = vo t d = (1/2)at2 vo t = (1/2)at2 a = 2vo /t After finding the result Subject M made the following remark: Subject M:...so I think we can solve that for the acceleration so 2vo t/t2 equals to acceleration, so 2vo /t = a. And that’s not one of the options I think, maybe I did this wrong...OK so the distance is going to be the same, but the time is going to be the same as well, so I’m going to go back to the two equations I had 55



before and I’m going to set them equal to one another by time, so the distance... Subject I made the similar realization: Subject I: [mumbles calculations] um now solving for a, I actually solved for, so vo t = (1/2)at2 , lets start over, vt, 2vt equals at2 divided t2 , divided by t2 , equals a, cross those guys out, 2vo /t equals a, and that would give you none of the answers given, which stinks!... On their second attempt both Subjects I and M used the symbol t (an unknown) to set the equations equal to one another, thus eliminating an unknown and leaving one equation and one unknown. Both then correctly solved the question. No subjects in the study used similar strategies when working on the numeric version. We believe that these errors in algebra are due to the difficulty of tracking which symbols are given (known) and which symbols were introduced (unknowns) when working symbolically.



5.3.3



Students Use of Subscripts



Only subjects E, H, and K used subscripts to denote that v was the velocity of the tortoise. None of these students confused the meaning of the symbol v, although Subject H was not able to decide upon an option and decided to move to the next question. Subject H: But I’m not sure [laughs] umm... Cause if the Tortoise is going at a speed of v, [mumbles]...if I divide the distance by v, then I should get the time that it takes, and then, I can see if the Hare would be able to re, get the same distance in that amount of time... OK so I’m going to try the final velocity squared equals the initial velocity squared plus acceleration times time [actually writes v = vo + at], and I’m going to plug in d/v for time because that’s the, that would be how long it would take the tortoise to get from where he is to the finish line at the speed he is going...um, and then I’ll have v of the Hare, OK final velocity of the Hare [writes subscript for the hare] will equal zero plus a times d/v, 56



and so then I can just ignore the zero and put that the velocity, oh this is of the tortoise [writes in the subscript for the tortoise] times the velocity of the Hare divided by d equals the acceleration... And so I get an answer that looks similar to b but its not quite b Interviewer: OK Subject H: So I’m not very sure at all about this answer [laughs] Interviewer: OK, so ahh, if this were an exam what do you think you would do? Would you keep working on it or would you move on? Subject H: I would probably look at it come back, try to come back to it at the end, because I was confused from the beginning I wasn’t sure how to start it Interviewer: OK Even though she was not able to reach the correct result by the use of subscripts Subject H was able to avoid making the velocity error. Her subscripts explicitly showed that her answer was not correct, and she mentioned that she would come back to it later if she were taking an exam. Generally it was found for the symbolic version that even when students knew of the correct strategy to use (i.e. finding the time), they had difficulty using the symbols to implement the strategy. Some who made errors were eventually able to recover and reach the solution (Subjects I and M), while others were not (C, F, H, & J). Also, while subscripts helped students avoid the velocity error, it did not necessarily lead them toward the correct solution.



5.3.4



Understanding the Meaning of the Symbol “v”



As stated in the methodology section earlier students were asked questions about the meaning of the symbols in their symbolic solutions. There were no inconsistencies with regard to students’ responses to the meaning of the symbols a and d, but there were inconsistencies with the meaning of the symbol v. All of the students who found the correct choice correctly identified v as the velocity of the Tortoise. Only Subject B lacked confidence with this designation. She felt that there should have also been an expression for the velocity of the Hare in her final expression, but was not sure. We believe she 57



ID A C D F G



Physics 211 Grade D C+ D+ C+ B



Velocity Error? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes



Meaning of “v” Tortoise Hare Hare Tortoise Tortoise



Final velocity of the Hare v 2 = 2ad vf2 = 2ad vf = sqrt(2ax) vf = sqrt(2a∆x) v = sqrt(2ad)



Table 5.4: Summary of the answers to the follow-up questions which asked about the meaning of the symbol v and to find the equation for the final velocity of the hare.



was applying a consistency rule to interpret the equation, i.e. that since it was the equation for the acceleration of the Hare that it should also be the distance and velocity of the Hare. Subjects A, C, D, F, & G made the velocity error. Table 5.4 summarizes their answers to the follow-up question. When asked about the meaning of the symbol v, Subjects C and D both responded that it was the final velocity of the Hare, which is consistent with how they used it in their solution, but not with how it was defined in the question. Subject F said that his equation used v as the velocity of the Hare, but that it should be in terms of the velocity of the Tortoise, but was unsure of what he should do about it. He said that he was 70% confident with his answer. The remaining subjects, Students A & G, correctly identified the symbol v as representing the velocity of the tortoise, which was inconsistent with how they used it to find their result. All 5 were asked to find the equation for the final velocity of the Hare when it reached the finish line, and all 5 students manipulated their solution (a = v 2 /(2d)) and isolated the symbol v. The two students who had previously confidently claimed that v represented the velocity of the tortoise now claimed that the v represented the final velocity of the Hare. Even though we hypothesized that students would be lead to realize that they had confused the two velocities in the question, none of the subjects made this realization. Instead two of the students seemed to have a rather flexible conception of the subject associated with the symbol v. For example, Student A had just made the velocity error when the following exchange occurred.
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Interviewer: OK and what does v represent? Subject A: umm, the veloc, the constant velocity of the tortoise Interviewer: Alright, so lets say that instead of this question asking for the minimum acceleration, asked you to find ... um... the vel, the final velocity of the hare, do you think you could write down an equation for the final velocity of the hare when it reaches the finish line? Subject A: umm, I think I would just, probably rearrange this equation [referring to her final answer of v 2 /2D = amin ] Interviewer: OK Subject A: Because it, blah, the acceleration does not change, I mean its constantly accelerating, but in this scenario its still the minimum acceleration, and distance doesn’t change, so I would just rearrange the equation to find the final velocity. Interviewer: And that would be the final velocity of the hare? Subject A: Right Within the span of a minute, she claimed two different meanings for the symbol v. Similarly Student G also had a similar switch in meaning of the symbol v. Interviewer: Alright, and so d is the distance, and v is the velocity ... Subject G: And v is the velocity of the tortoise Interviewer: OK, so let’s say that this question instead asked you to figure out the final velocity of the hare when he reaches the finish line, do you think you could...figure that out? Subject G: In terms of distance...and velocity? Interviewer: Yeah Subject G: Well um, if I have an acceleration, if I have a value for my acceleration, well I could just manipulate this back to the original equation. [points to v 2 /2d = a] Well consid, like if I had numerical Interviewer: OK Subject G: umm, I guess values for distance and velocity, now I’m not just solving in terms of v and d, then a velocity would just equal the square root of 2ad. 59



Because they were asked specifically about the meaning of the symbols, their responses indicate that the cause of their error was not due to a blind manipulation of general equations. In this case they were forced to consider the meaning of the symbols, but still confused the subject associated with the velocity. We believe that these students treated the velocity v not as a specific quantity with specific object associations, but instead as a variable in which different object associations could be applied.



5.3.5



Using the Numeric Procedure to Find the Symbolic Solution



There were four students (C, F, H, I) who successfully completed the numeric version and were asked to find the symbolic expression using their numeric solution as a guide. Subject I had already completed the symbolic version correctly, but was given the numeric version because of his difficulty manipulating the equations. The only notable difficulty was for Subject F who followed his numeric procedure and solved for the acceleration: t = d/v x = (1/2)at2 = (1/2)a(d/v)2 a = 2x/(d/v)2 After writing that equation the following exchange occurred: Subject F:...and so yeah that is what I got for the acceleration that the rabbit needs to have...using the symbols and the same procedure that I used with the numbers Interviewer: OK Subject F: ...and that’s a different, I’m pretty sure that’s a different answer than what I got when I just, when I used the old way on the other paper that I did Interviewer: So what does, what does x represent in this equation? Subject F: x represents the distance from the finish line when the rabbit starts to move Interviewer: and what is d represent in that equation? Subject F: The distance is the same thing OK [laughs] umm, 60



yeah so I had two different variables because I was using two different equations, hold on, yeah d and x are the same thing so 2x over x2 over v 2 ... so its 2v 2 /x. And that is what I got from the last time. So I kind of confused myself by using different variables in each equation. Interviewer: OK, so how confident do you feel in this numeric version? Subject F: I felt a lot better definitely This was actually not the same answer he had found on the symbolic version, but it was the correct result. This difficulty demonstrates one of the differences between numeric and symbolic problem solving. When solving a numeric problem one has to consider meaning only so far as a way of checking that one is plugging in the correct values because the rules of numeric computation take care of the rest. But when solving symbolic problems students must continually track how different symbols are related in order to judge whether cancelation, combination and in general simplification is possible. In this case Student F was unaware that he had introduced two symbols for the same quantity, and this makes sense because the knowledge that he used the same distance twice in his calculation is not required for the correct numeric solution.



5.4



The Airliner Question



Table 5.5 outlines the results from the interview questions on the different versions of the Airliner problem and Table 5.6 shows each subject’s final answer for the numeric and symbolic versions. Four students were able to reach the correct answer with the correct work, two made algebra errors on the symbolic version but correctly solved the numeric version, three showed incorrect work on the symbolic version and changed approach and correctly solved the numeric version, and three were incorrect on both the numeric and symbolic versions. Again, success on both versions fell roughly along the ranking by the grade in Physics 211. The numeric version was given to all of the students even if they got the correct response because many of the students who found the correct choice felt uncertain about their symbolic solution. The numeric version was given to see if it would increase their 61



ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M



Physics 211 Grade D Incomplete C+ D+ B+ C+ B C+ B B A AA-



Symbolic Correct? No(Stuck) No Yes No No (algebra) No Yes (guess) No Yes Yes No (stuck, algebra) Yes No



Numeric Correct? No(Stuck) No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Mostly Yes



Symbolic Solution?



Yes



Mostly Mostly



Yes No



Table 5.5: Summary of the Airliner question interviews. “Symbolic Correct?” represents whether the subject found the correct result on the symbolic version. “Numeric Correct?” represents whether the subject found the correct result for the numeric version. “Symbolic Solution?” represents whether the subject was able to use their numeric solution to find the symbolic result.



confidence.



5.4.1



Errors on the Symbolic Version



The rate of correct responses for the symbolic version was lower, but not significantly different than the rate observed in the final exam. Although even high achieving students felt unsure about their symbolic solutions. As was the case for the A car can go problem in the final exam study, the variety of erroneous methods was large. There was no single dominant error made by the interview subjects as was the case for the Tortoise and the Hare question. Table 5.7 summarizes the errors observed for the symbolic version of the Airliner question.



5.4.2



Difficulties with Acceleration



Like the time in the Tortoise and Hare question, the key to the symbolic solution seemed to be whether the student could correctly solve for the acceleration of the plane. The students who were unable to solve either the 62



ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M



Physics 211 Grade D Incomplete C+ D+ B+ C+ B C+ B B A AA-



Symbolic Answer



Numeric Answer



No Answer L = v1 t/4 v1 t/8 x = vi t/4 x = v1 t/4 x = (v1 /2) ∗ t L = v1 t/8 L = v1 t/4 L = v1 t/8 L = v1 t/8 No Answer L = tv1 /8 L = (1/2)vt



No Answer d = 450m L = 900m x = 900m x = 900m x = 900m L = 900m L = 1800 L = 900m L = 900m x = 898.72m Not Complete L = 900m



Table 5.6: Summary of the final answers of the interview subjects after having worked on the Airliner question. The correct answer for the symbolic version is L = v1 t/8 and for the numeric version is L = 900m



ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M



Physics 211 Grade D Incomplete C+ D+ B+ C+ B C+ B B A AA-



Symbolic Error Description Stuck Constant velocity equation None Wrong acceleration Algebra error Wrong distance Stuck Wrong acceleration None None Stuck None Wrong Distance



Symbolic Error Equation L = (1/2)at2 L = (v1 /2) ∗ (t/2) a = [(v1 /2) − 0]/t (v1 /t)(t/2)2 /2 = v1 t/4 L = (1/2)(v1 /t)(t2 ) L = (t)(v1 /2) a = (v1 /2)/t



v1 /2 = v1 /T L = (1/2)(v1 /t)(t2 )



Table 5.7: Summary of the errors made by subjects while working on the Airliner question.
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numeric or symbolic versions (Subjects A, B, and H) were the only students who failed to correctly solve for the acceleration. Additionally, Subjects D and G were able to correctly solve for the acceleration in the numeric version, even though they had not done so in the symbolic version. Subject D had attempted to solve for the acceleration in the symbolic version but had done so incorrectly. Her error stemmed from confusion about the final velocity. She used v1 /2 in the equations where v1 was the appropriate final velocity. The structure of the numeric solution seemed to help her distinguish the two velocities. We will discuss her errors in more detail later. Subject G talked about using the acceleration and even attempted solving for the acceleration before abandoning the approach and using a constant velocity equation. He was able to reach the correct symbolic solution, but only by guessing. When given the numeric version he immediately calculated the acceleration and used it to find the distance, even though he initially expressed doubt over the usefulness of it compared to the symbolic version. Subject G: I don’t know, I’ll give it a shot Interviewer: OK Subject G:... Um well here it travels um, [cough] it accelerates constantly 80m/s in 90 seconds, so if I find out my acceleration from here, cause I have um, a velocity I know velocity equals acceleration times time, so I could find out my acceleration [writes], um, so velocity equals acceleration over time, I have my velocity, and I have my time, 80m/s over 90 equals acceleration, so acceleration equals 8/9, um meters per second squared, since I have that now I have another velocity, um and it just wants to know the distance L so I use the third equation and solve for um... Interviewer: The distance Subject G: The distance L, which... He was then able to correctly answer the question, and said that he felt more confident. The numbers aided both Subjects D and G to solve for the acceleration. In the case of Subject D the numbers aided her in distinguishing the two final velocities, and in the case of Subject G it allowed him to easily see that it was possible to solve for the acceleration.
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5.4.3



Multiple Symbols of the Same Type



The interviews revealed that one of the reasons for the difficulty of the Airliner question was that there were so many symbols of the same type. In this question there were two different final velocities, two different times, and two different distances. While the time to reach v1 /2, and the distance traveled when the airliner reaches a speed of v1 were not explicitly mentioned in the question, they were often invoked by students (perhaps unknowingly) through the use of the general equations. Subject D’s error was consistent with calculating the acceleration incorrectly as a = v1 /(2t), but she did not specifically invoke this equation until asked about it in the follow-up question. She found a general equation for the acceleration, and plugged that into a kinematics equation. The resulting equation contained a vf from the acceleration equation and a vf from the kinematics equation. She inappropriately replaced both vf ’s with v1 /2, and ended up with the result L = v1 t/4. The following is a summary of Subject D’s work 3 . vf2 = vo2 + 2ax (vi /2)2 = 0 + 2[(vf − vi )/t]x vi2 /4 = 2[(vi/2 − 0)/t]x x = vi t/4 Student D’s difficulties are interesting when one compares her numeric and symbolic solutions. Her error in the symbolic case was a failure to differentiate the two vf ’s in her equation. In her numeric solution she was able to avoid this error through the use of sequential equations. When calculating the acceleration she only considered the first statement of the question involving the velocity v1 , and when calculating the distance she only considered the second statement of the question involving the velocity v1 /2. The two situations were demarcated by the calculation for the numeric value of the acceleration. The lack of a clear demarcation in the symbolic version led to the error. The errors by Subjects F and M were identical. They setup equations in which they had represented two different times using the symbol t, and 3



Subject D made errors and went back and corrected some of the errors. What is shown is a summary of the work after making changes to her original procedure.
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when they combined their equations they both inappropriately canceled the t’s. This cancelation meant that they had effectively solved for the distance the plane traveled when it reached a velocity v1 . When given the numeric version both were able to find the correct result. The numeric version allowed them to isolate each time in separate equations, and allowed them to avoid confusion. Interestingly neither was able to use their numeric solution to find the correct symbolic expression (we will discuss this later). The following is a summary of the work observed for both Subjects F and M. L = (1/2)at2 v = at a = v/t L = (1/2)(v/t)t2 L = (1/2)(vt) Unlike Subjects F and M, Subject E explicitly mentioned his discomfort with the cancelation of the t’s in his equation. When asked about his confidence in his solution he said that his confidence was “in the middle” because of the cancelations of the t’s. He felt more confident after using the same approach in the numeric version. Even though he had made a small algebra error when combining the equations, he was aware of the places where conceptual errors could be made. It is interesting to note that his performance later in the course improved as the semester continued. We might have been able to predict such improvement based on his performance during the interviews. The numeric versions allowed for a greater degree of compartmentalization of the quantities under consideration, and resulted in less confusion of quantities of the same type.



5.4.4



The Meaning of the Symbols



It was quickly found that the questions from the protocol related to the meaning of the symbols were not clear to the students. It was found that it was clearer to ask students about the relationship between the symbols. For example: What is the velocity of the Airliner when it has traveled a distance 66



ID A B C D E F G H I J K L M



Physics 211 Grade D Incomplete C+ D+ B+ C+ B C+ B B A AA-



Velocity at Distance “L” N/A v/2 v/2 v v/2 v/2 v/2 v/2 v/2 v/2 N/A v/2 v/2



Velocity at Time “t” N/A v/2 in t/2 v v/2 v/2 v/2 in t/2 v/2 v/2 v v/2 N/A v/2 v/2



Table 5.8: Summary of how the subjects responded to the follow-up questions asking about the meaning of the symbols in the Airliner question. The velocity at a distance L is v/2, and the velocity at a time t is v or v/2 in t/2.



L? (Is it v1 or v1 /2?) What is the velocity of the Airliner after a time t? (Is it v1 or v1 /2?) Many students even with the correct answer incorrectly answered the meaning of the symbol t (See Table 5.8 for a summary of how the subjects responded to the questions asking about the meaning of the symbols). However, when working on the numeric version they plugged in the correct numeric value for the time. We believe that students were applying rules for consistency between the symbols to interpret their meaning. When applying a general equation all of the specific symbols or numbers plugged in must be consistent with one another. For example, the final velocity used in the general equation must correspond to the time and distance traveled when that velocity was attained. In this case because the final equation resulted from the combination of equations representing different physical situations that consistency rule did not apply.
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As we will discuss later it is also probably the case that students treated the symbol t as a variable quantity, which may have also contributed to this interpretation.



5.4.5



Wrong Acceleration Follow-up Question



Subjects D and H were the only subjects in our sample who incorrectly used the acceleration of the airliner as a = v1 /(2t). Both were subsequently asked to find the acceleration when the airliner reached a speed v1 . Contrary to our hypothesis neither student was lead to realize their error. Both were able to reconcile the discrepancy by creating two different equations for the acceleration. Subject H specifically wrote an equation for the acceleration as a = v1 /(2t). When asked about the meaning of the symbols she incorrectly said that t represented the time when the velocity of the plane was v1 /2. She was then asked to find the acceleration when the airliner reaches a speed v1 in a time t. She came up with the equation a = v1 /t, and the following exchange occurred: Interviewer: All right so your acceleration if your final speed is v1 Subject H: um hm Interviewer: is just v1 /t, but your acceleration if the final speed is um v1 /2, is v1 /(2t) Subject H: Right Interviewer: Ok now does that make sense? Subject H: I think so because I mean, either way you just, I mean, cause if you plugged in a value here, say your v1 is 4, you’d just have 4 right here but if you take half of 4 that would be 2, it will be the same thing Interviewer: OK, ok Subject H: Because its just like saying that this [points to v1 /2] is equal to what is here [points to v1 ] She seemed to be saying that the velocity v1 /2 could be equal to the velocity of v1 if the symbols were redefined. This might be evidence that she did not consider v1 to represent a specific quantity or that she interpreted 68



my question to mean that I was asking her to redefine v1 . It is likely that she was not considering the time when she made those statements. When given the numeric version she calculated the incorrect acceleration and used the same incorrect method as in the symbolic version. Earlier we described the work of Subject D who had confused the final velocities after she combined the two different equations. When asked about the meaning of the symbols in her final expression she incorrectly identified both t and L. She said that the L represented the distance to go from zero to a speed v1 , and that the t represented the time to reach a speed v1 /2. She was then asked the follow-up question and the following exchange occurred: Interviewer: OK, alright, soo if this question, were, asked you what the acceleration to reach a speed v1 in a time t would be how would you answer that question?...Maybe I could have worded that better, do you understand I’m saying could you solve for the acceleration, uhh of the plane to go to zero to v1 in a time t? Subject D: Yes. Interviewer: What would that be? Subject D: It would just be v equals v initial plus a t, and just solve for a, because the initial velocity is zero and the final is v1 Interviewer: OK, so it would just be a = v1 /t Subject D: Yes Interviewer: Alright and the acceleration to go from a speed zero to a speed v1 /2 is what? Subject D: Umm, what do you mean? Interviewer: So um, in this equation here you had to solve for the acceleration right? Subject D: Yes Interviewer: So when you solved for that umm, Subject D: Well I solved for the length, I already knew the acceleration was v1 over t Interviewer: OK...alright so the acceleration to reach a speed v1 , is the same as the acceleration to reach v1 /2? Subject D: No... Well I guess this should be a = v1 , err 1 over 2t, and the acceleration to reach a time t, err at velocity, v1 instead of v1 /2 would be a = v1 /t. 69



In this exchange she claimed that she used a = v1 /t in her solution when she had not. She also thought that the equations for the accelerations when traveling to a final speed v1 , was different from a final speed of v1 /2. She seemed to be using the symbol t, not as a specific given time, but as a variable. In general she seemed to be confused about different symbols of the same type. When given the numeric version her difficulties with these confusions disappeared. She correctly answered the question, and claimed confidently that the acceleration to reach a final speed v1 was the same as the acceleration to reach a final speed v1 /2. When asked about her contradictory claim on the symbolic version, she was not able to explain why she thought earlier that they should be different. Her response is also consistent with the interpretation that the combination of the symbolic equations may have contributed to her confusion of the two final velocities and that she was aided by the sequential structure of the numeric solution.



5.4.6



Wrong Distance Follow-up Question



As discussed earlier both Subjects F and M calculated the wrong distance by inappropriately canceling t’s in their equation. Subject F correctly identified the meaning between the variables (although later statements put his understanding into question), while Subject M incorrectly stated that the velocity when the time was t as v1 /2. As discussed earlier, this was a common misinterpretation. They were asked how they would solve for the distance traveled by the airliner when it reached a speed of v1 (as compared to their previous answer for the distance when the speed reached v1 /2). Both used a similar method of modifying their existing equations to answer the question, but neither was completely correct. Subject F used the same procedure he used to answer the original question and came up with the same answer. He realized that the same answer to both questions was not possible and decided to modify his answer to the original question. He modified his final equation by replacing v with v/2, and found L = (1/4)v1 t. Similarly, Subject M replaced v1 /2 in her old equation with v1. Interviewer: OK... so umm, let’s say that this question asked 70



you to instead find the distance the plane traveled, uh, when it reached a velocity of v1 . Do you think you can solve the distance the plane travels when it reaches a velocity v1 ? Subject M: Umm, Yes, cause well we just got an equation since I didn’t actually solve for an actual number I have an equation Interviewer: OK Subject M: So length = (1/2)v ∗ t, and you said if we change the velocity from v1 /2 to just v1 , that means we are multiplying v1 times, the v we had before times 2, so v equals to v1 /2 times two, and we want to find twice that, so we just need to multiply the velocity times 2, so we plug the new velocity in and the 1/2 and the 2 cancels, the length, I mean the distance L would be traveled in the velocity times the time, and you said you wanted to look for the time or the distance? Interviewer: Oh the distance the plane travels at that velocity, velocity v1 Subject M: OK Interviewer: And, so that would be it Subject M: That would be the answer. Interviewer: v1 ∗ t would be the distance? Subject M: Yes While both students changed the velocity neither attempted to adjust the time, even after they acknowledged that the distance and the final velocity of the jet airliner would change. Both students were given the numeric version and were able to answer it correctly. They used the same equations as they had before, but plugging in the numeric value for the time led them to realize that they would have to use two different times in the question. As both students were about to plug in a value for the time in the kinematics equation, they realized that they needed to solve for the specific time when the jet airliner reached a speed of 40 m/s (half the maximum speed). Each performed an additional side calculation to find this time. Even though Subject F was able to find the correct numeric result, he did so by using is previously incorrect symbolic equation, L = (1/2)vt. Even though he had acknowledged that this equation was not correct during the 71



follow-up question, he did not show any sign of a memory of that earlier portion of the interview. He was able to get the correct numeric result by using alternate definitions for v and t than as defined in the symbolic version. He plugged in v = 40m/s and t = 45s, both of which are smaller velocity and the smaller time. Subject F: Umm, x = ...(1/2)at2 , and then a = v/t ... so when I plugged in the x equals, uhhh, the acceleration equals v/t in my equation x = (1/2)at2 , I crossed out the times, but this was for when it was 90 and this is when, we don’t know how long it took. So maybe I should...figure out... how long it takes for the plane to get to 40 m/s. OK so velocity equals vo+at, OK and the velocity they give us was 40 m/s and we had our acceleration is 80 m/s over 90 s and then times the t, so the t =90/2 = 45 seconds. So I’m stuck with which time should I use, it can’t be 90 because that’s when its gone to 80 m/s Interviewer: OK Subject F: so now I just found the time to go 40 m/s and the time was 45 seconds, which makes sense because it is half the speed with the same acceleration, x = (1/2)vt, umm, and so its 20 times 45 [uses calculator] x = 900m. Interviewer: OK so how confident do you feel about that? Subject F: Umm, I was pretty confident, but I kind of got sidestepped over what time I should use, so I went to the side and solved for it. While it might appear that Subject F had permanently redefined the meaning of v and t, more likely he viewed the symbols in his equation as one might view symbols in a general equation. In a general equation the symbols act as slots for either numbers or more specific known or unknown symbols. It is likely he held this view because earlier he calculated for the acceleration by plugging in v = 80m/s and t = 90s into the equation a = v/t. That equation for the acceleration was the same equation he used to derive the equation L = (1/2)vt, into which he used v = 40m/s and t = 45s. Subject M solved the numeric version sequentially to find the value of the acceleration, which she used to find the numeric value of the time, which she
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then plugged into a kinematics equation to find the final answer. She did not combine any symbolic equations as Subject F had. Again the structure of the numeric solution allowed Subjects F and M to isolate the steps in which the two different times were used. Additionally, the act of plugging in numeric values seemed to make the specification of the general variable more concrete, and lead them to perform the additional calculation for the time.



5.4.7



Constant Velocity Equation Follow-up Question



Subject B and Subject G were the only students to use the constant velocity equations in their solutions. In the case of Subject G, as described earlier he used the constant velocity equation but he used it to make a guess. He said that he lacked confidence in what to plug in for the time in his constant velocity equation. When asked about the meaning of the symbol t, he incorrectly stated that it represented the time when the speed would be v1 /2. He was not asked the follow-up question because he had already previously unsuccessfully attempted to solve for the acceleration. When given the numeric version Subject G abandoned the constant velocity approach and correctly solved the problem. Subject B used the constant velocity equation to find L = v1 t/2. When asked about the meaning of the symbols she questioned her earlier work and eventually correctly described the meaning of each of the symbols, but was not very confident in her answer. When asked to find the acceleration of the airliner she was also able to correctly answer the question. Contrary to our hypothesis this did not lead her to abandon the constant velocity equation. The question did lead her to the conclusion that the time would be t/2 when the plane reached a speed of v1 /2, but she used that information to modify the constant velocity equation rather than abandon it. She modified her old equation to find L = v1 t/4. When given the numeric version she used the constant velocity equation to find an answer. When plugging into an equation it was apparent that she was confused about the meaning of the symbols. Subject B showed the following work. t = 90s = 45s v = 40m/s = v1 /2 d = v1 t/4 = 40 ∗ 45/4 = 450m 73



She plugged in half of 80 m/s and half of 90 seconds, for v1 and t. She did not seem to have fixed meanings for the symbols. She and Subject F (described earlier) were the only subjects in the study to use her final symbolic equation to solve the numeric version. Judging from the responses given by other subjects on the meaning of the symbols, others may have been likely to plug in the incorrect numeric values into their equations. This might be an interesting technique for future studies.



5.4.8



Using the Numeric Procedure to Find the Symbolic Solution



Five students were asked to use their correct numeric solutions to find the final symbolic expression (Subjects C, F, G, K, and M). Subjects C and K were able to easily find the correct symbolic expressions. The other students had more difficulty. Subject G was able to use his numeric solution to eventually find an expression that was correct, but he had some difficulties relating the symbols for the two different velocities. He used VP to represent 80 m/s, and VE to represent 40 m/s 4 . He was able to find the expression VE2 /[2(VP /t)]. It was necessary for the interviewer to remind him of the relationship between VE and VP . This is similar to Subject F’s performance in the Tortoise and the Hare question, in which he didn’t realize he had used two different symbols to represent the same quantity. In numeric solutions, such realizations are not required for the solution. Subject F used his numeric solution and found the symbolic expression L = v 3 /(2a2 t). The interviewer encouraged him to substitute a = v/t, and he found the equation L = (1/2)vt. While not as v and t were defined in the statement of the question, he showed that he could use them to find the correct numeric result. As described earlier there is evidence that he held a flexible view of the meaning of the symbols v and t. While Subject M was similar to Subject F in her symbolic and numeric solutions, she was not able to use her numeric solution to find the symbolic expression. After a few minutes of trying to figure it out she said she was too confused and asked to move on to another question. She made many mentions of the two different velocities, and the two different times, but had 4



The subscripts were randomly chosen letters.
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great difficulty with how to represent them in the equations. Her original attempt was to replace every v in her numeric solution with 2vf . Subject M: OK so, I need to know... [cough] I , so v velocity, it’s a little confusing, but the velocity that’s final for this problem was half of the velocity v1 so when I go back and wherever I plugged in vf I have to put vf uhhh, times 2, so ... 2 vf over She later realized that this was not correct and was able to find the correct expression of the acceleration, a = v1 /t. She verbally distinguished the two velocities as v1 and v2 , and the times as t1 and t2 . Subject M: OK so I have the equation and I’m just gonna put v2 , I have to solve for, I have acceleration, I have to solve for the 2nd time, which I think is just going to be 1/2 of the t from the problem because velocity equals distance times time [Actually writes v = d/t], if I have 2 times the velocity, I’m going to have 1/2 the time. Right so it would be 1/2 ... whoa ... right so if I have twice the velocity I’m going to have 1/2 the time, so the time I figured here is going to be t/2 ... will be equal to t/2 ... so now that I know acceleration and the time, and go back and plug it in so L = (1/2)(v1 /t) times ... t/2 but I don’t think that’s right... Interviewer: So why don’t you think its right? Subject M: Because... I don’t know, I just don’t think its right. While her expression for the time when the Airliner reaches v1 /2 is correct, her reasoning to achieve that expression was not correct. She used a constant velocity equation even though she had not used that equation at all in her numeric solution. In the end she was not able to find the symbolic expression because she was not sure how to symbolically represent and distinguish the two velocities and times. I believe that this exercise was so difficult for her because of the additional tracking of meaning that is necessary to solve symbolic questions. In her numeric solution she only had to worry about meaning of the symbols when she plugged in the numeric values, but to solve the symbolic question she had to constantly track the meaning and she often became confused. 75



Analogous Numeric Procedure 1) Relationships between quantities are resolved by rules of computation. 2) Numbers with symbols allow for an explicit notation for identifying and distinguishing symbol states.



Symbolic Procedure 1) Keep track of relationships between symbols for later simplification 2) Actively Identify and Track symbol states



Table 5.9: Summary of procedures necessary to successfully solve symbolic physics questions, and their analogous numeric procedure. The difficulty of these procedures in symbolic solutions relative to numeric solutions we believe to be the main cause of poor performance on symbolic questions.



5.5



Summary



In Chapter 3 we showed that equivalent populations demonstrated differences in score on numeric and symbolic versions of the same question. We have extended that finding in this chapter by demonstrating that numeric/symbolic mathematical difficulties could be observed in individual students. Students unable to solve a symbolic question were observed to correctly solve a numeric version of the same question (See Tables 5.2 and 5.5). Although less common, some students who demonstrated an ability to solve numeric questions were unable to use their numeric solution to find the correct symbolic result. The analysis of the interview data has shown that interpreting the meaning of symbols and symbolic equations is a major difficulty. What appeared to be errors related to the blind manipulation of equations were revealed instead to be significant difficulties with understanding meaning. The observations from these interviews has given us insight into why students perform so poorly on symbolic questions. The symbol confusions we described in Chapter 3 are a result of difficulties with procedures required for symbolic solutions which are not required for numeric solutions (See Table 5.9). In the next few sections we will summarize the differences in procedure required for numeric and symbolic solutions and the difficulties they cause for students.
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5.5.1



Tracking Relationships Between Symbols



As was seen for Subjects D, F and M who incorrectly canceled nonequivalent symbols on the Airliner question, symbolic solutions require that the solver continually track the meaning of the symbols as well as the relationships between symbols in order to simplify expressions. For the questions in this study the tracking of meaning was important because there were multiple quantities of the same type. In the Tortoise and Hare question there were two final velocities, and in the Airliner question there were two final velocities, two times, and two distances. For numeric questions this tracking is not necessary because once you have satisfied yourself that you have plugged in the correct quantity the rules for computation take care of the rest. Like the infomercial personality Ron Popeil used to say on late night television: “set it, and forget it.” In addition, it was found that the numeric sequential solutions aided students in compartmentalizing different equations and quantities of the same type. In a numeric sequential solution each equation is a well defined step. This allows students to focus on one equation at a time, which in most cases only have one quantity of each type. For example, in the solution to the numeric version of the Airliner question students used one equation to find the numeric value for the acceleration, and then plugged that value into another equation to find the distance. This isolation of the two equations allowed them to avoid getting confused about the two times present in the equations.



5.5.2



Actively Identifying and Tracking Symbol States



We observed many difficulties related to distinguishing known and unknown symbols as well as specific from general symbols. The symbolic solutions require that students be able to keep track of the state of each of the symbols in their equations (See Table 5.10). In symbolic solutions letters are used for both known and unknown symbol states, while in numeric solutions letters are used for unknown quantities and numbers are used for known quantities. When reading numeric questions students can easily process the known and unknown quantities because numbers are known and letters are unknown.
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Symbol State 1) Known 2) Unknown 3) Slot variable



Example 1) “A force of F = 3N pushes ...” 2) “Find the force, F ” 3) A symbol in a general equation. F in F = ma.



Table 5.10: Summary of the symbol states used during physics problem solving. Symbol Properties 1) Type of Quantity 2) Object Association 3) Spatial and Temporal Associations



Example 1) Mass, Force, Momentum, etc. 2) Mass of the car, Mass of the bike. 3) Initial, final, in, out.



Table 5.11: Summary of symbol properties that are used to specify the relationship of the symbol to the physical system.



But when reading symbolic questions both known and unknown symbols are represented with letters. The successful solver must actively interpret which are known and which are unknown by the context in which the symbol is introduced. We believe that this was one of the contributing factors behind the difficulty of recognizing simple relationships like finding the time in the Tortoise and Hare question, and the acceleration in the Airliner question. As well as the underlying cause of the inefficient equation manipulation and difficulties identifying appropriate equations to use in the Tortoise and Hare question. Further, symbolic solutions require students to distinguish general from specific symbols. General equations contain what I call slot variables. I call them this because they act as place holders in the equation for something more specific. These symbols only contain partial information about the quantity so that they can be applied to many systems. They sometimes carry temporal and spatial associations, and rarely carry object associations. Table 5.11 shows the symbol properties that are used to specify the relationship of slot variables to a physical system5 . In order to apply a general equation one must replace each slot variable with a more specific letter or 5



This table is heavily influenced by the work of Edward “Joe” Redish and his arguments of the density of meaning in symbolic physics equations [23].
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Symbol States General Equation with Slot Variables Equation with Known and Unknown Quantities Transformation of an Unknown Quantity into a Known Quantity



Numeric



Symbolic



d = vt



d = vt



1m = (0.2m/s)t



d = vt



t = 5s



t = d/v



Table 5.12: The transformation of symbol states in numeric and symbolic solutions. While the equations in the numeric solution undergo explicit transformations from one step to the next, the symbolic equations do not.



numeric value. In the symbolic versions of our questions we observed students often fail to specify slot variables and made errors consistent with having an overly general sense of the symbol. In the Tortoise and Hare question, Subjects A, F, and G treated the symbol v as if it were a slot variable and applied different object associations to it at different times. In the Airliner question Subjects B, D, F, H, and M seemed to use the symbols defined in the question as variable quantities. Slot variables can be distinguished from more specific symbols by applying subscripts, but few students used them. The use of subscripts did not guarantee that the student would be successful, as was was the case for Subject H when attempting to solve the Tortoise and Hare question. While letters are used to represent both unknowns and slot variables in numeric solutions, the inclusion or exclusion of numbers can be used to differentiate the two types of symbol states (See Table 5.12). When the equation is totally symbolic it is implicitly a general equation, and when the equation has both letters and numbers it is an equation with specific known and unknown symbols. The idea of implicit changes in symbolic meaning is not new to either math education or physics education researchers. All we have done is apply this concept to explain differences between numeric and symbolic physics solutions. For many years mathematics education researchers have observed that similar symbols can change meaning depending on context [14, 15, 17]. For example, the symbol x can in one context represent a specific unknown quantity, and in another context can represent a symbol with variable value.
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In physics, symbols are used to represent a greater density of meaning than in mathematics [23]. Redish points out that letters in physics are used to represent specific types of physical properties that are not relevant in mathematics. For example, the meaning of the equation W = F d, is very different from the meaning of the equation F = ma even though they express the same mathematical relationship. This is because the letters used are reserved in physics to carry certain meaning, while this is less common in mathematics. Previous researchers have even directly discussed changes in the state of symbols during physics problem solving. Larkin, McDemott, Simon and Simon [18] wrote computer programs that were meant to simulate the problem solving procedures of experts and novices. In their paper they describe pieces of code that declare symbols to be one of the three symbols states: known, unknown and unbound. Unbound symbols are similar to what we have been calling slot variables. They use the term unbound to describe the state of a symbol in a general equation before it is specifically related, or bound, to a quantity in the statement of the question. This is similar to the specification of the slot variable that we have been describing, but the specification of a slot variable is a more general concept because it relates to the act of assigning meaning, which does not have to necessarily have to be a quantity explicitly mentioned in the question. Our research is unique in that we have been able to use this explanation of symbol states to describe why students often perform more poorly on symbolic questions rather than numeric questions.



5.5.3



Rules of Consistency



A procedure that works well for interpreting equations in a numeric solution breaks down in the symbolic solution. A way of checking to see if you are correctly plugging into an equation is whether all of the quantities you are using pertain to the same object, or whether the symbols pertain to the same instant or interval of time. It would be inappropriate, for example, to plug in the acceleration and distance of the Hare along with the velocity of the Tortoise into the general equation vf2 = 2ad. The quantities in the equation should all be associated with either the Hare or the Tortoise, but cannot be a mixture. In symbolic solutions this rule is harder to apply because the symbols do not have to be consistent in this way when two or more equations 80



are combined. Consequently, it is possible that you could have an equation with the acceleration and the distance of the Hare and the velocity of the Tortoise. We found that students were mislead about the interpretation of different symbols, and inappropriately questioned correct expressions. Even though experts consider numeric and symbolic solutions to be identical, we have found many subtle differences in procedure that make symbolic questions more difficult.
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Chapter 6 Question Properties that Influence Numeric and Symbolic Question Scores 6.1



Introduction



In Chapter 5 we described in detail two questions which showed large differences in score between numeric and symbolic versions. We also described student difficulties related to subtle notational shifts that occur when solving symbolic questions. In this chapter I will describe the results from a study that we designed to explore whether the numeric/symbolic distinction alone was sufficient to predict large differences in scores between versions. The previous final exam study was limited in the regard that there were only two questions. Both questions were one dimensional kinematics questions and the scores for the numeric versions were high. In this study we analyzed numeric and symbolic versions of 10 different physics questions from a variety of topics, and with a range of difficulties1 . We use data from this study to identify question properties that increase the difficulty of symbolic questions as well as numeric questions.



6.2



Method



The subjects of the study were students who were enrolled in the calculusbased introductory mechanics course, Physics 211, at UIUC in the spring 2007 semester. There were 765 students who completed one of the two randomly administered versions of the final exam. Each version of the final contained either the numeric or symbolic version of each of the 10 questions. Both versions of each question can be found in Appendix D. 1



Two of the questions in this study are nearly identical to the questions in the spring 2006 final exam study. We have added additional subscripts and corrected the options on the numeric version so that all options match between versions.
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Three of the questions in the study were designed to test predictions on the size of the numeric and symbolic difference. We predicted that simultaneous equation questions, questions with subscripts, and questions containing only one quantity of each type would show smaller differences in score between the numeric and symbolic versions. A simultaneous equation question2 is a question with two equations and two unknowns, but with both unknowns present in both equations. This equation structure does not allow for numeric sequential solutions. In order to solve the problem students must represent both equations before they can solve for any numeric quantities. Therefore we expect that simultaneous numeric questions be as difficult as the symbolic. We also predicted that an increased number of subscripts introduced in the statement of the question would aid students in solving symbolic questions because it would be an explicit cue of the meaning of the symbol. Finally, we predicted that questions containing only one quantity of each type would eliminate the possibility of inappropriate cancelation. For example, if there is only one relevant velocity in the question then it is impossible for the students to confuse two different velocities. We expect the scores on the numeric and symbolic versions of that question to be similar. The remaining questions were modified versions of existing exam questions written by the faculty members who had taught the course. All but one of the 10 paired questions contained analogous choices for each the numeric and symbolic versions of the question3 . To discourage cheating many of the choices were rearranged between the versions. To test the equivalence of the groups we compared the average midterm exam score of the students for each of the final exam versions. The average midterm score and standard error for final 1 was 78.9 ± 0.5, and for final 2 was 78.6 ± 0.5. Based on their average midterm exam scores the two groups are statistically indistinguishable. 2



In our 2007 PERC paper [38] we referred to this type of question as a “coupled equation question,” we have since adopted the terminology of Larkin et al. [18]. 3 The incorrect choices for the two versions of Question 4 were similar but with i and negative signs omitted from the choices in the numeric version
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6.3



Average Scores



The scores for the numeric and symbolic versions of each question are shown in Table 6.1. The errors shown represent the standard error. While large differences exist between numeric and symbolic scores for some questions, other questions show no significant difference. Numeric Symbolic Numeric Symbolic



Q1 91.5 ± 1.4 70.4 ± 2.3 Q6 61.2 ± 2.4 52.9 ± 2.5



Q2 93.3 ± 1.3 56.8 ± 2.5 Q7 76.0 ± 2.1 75.6 ± 2.1



Q3 79.6 ± 2.1 63.4 ± 2.4 Q8 33.2 ± 2.3 29.8 ± 2.2



Q4 90.5 ± 1.5 82.3 ± 1.9 Q9 78.6 ± 2.0 54.5 ± 2.5



Q5 44.9 ± 2.5 31.9 ± 2.3 Q10 48.8 ± 2.3 52.8 ± 2.4



Table 6.1: Average and standard error for numeric and symbolic versions of each question in this study



6.4



Performance by Class Subgroups



To further study the relationship between the differences in score between numeric and symbolic questions and overall course performance we divided the class into three subgroups based on the course point totals. The groups are the bottom quarter, the middle half and the top quarter4 . The scores for each question for each subgroup can be found in Appendix D. For each group and for each question in the study we calculated the ratio of the average score on the symbolic version to the average score on the numeric version. This ratio factors out the effect of the physics content difficulty on the question score, which allows us to focus on the relationship between mathematical content and success in physics. We interpret this ratio to represent the likelihood that the students who could solve the numeric version correctly would also solve the symbolic version correctly. Even though no individual was given both versions of a single question, we believe we are justified in this interpretation because of the equivalence of the groups. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 6.1. In the cases where we observed a large difference between the numeric and symbolic versions, 4



The groups were created in this manner because of our interest in the issue of retention. The groups distinguish students who fail or who are on verge of failing (bottom quarter) with those that pass comfortably (middle half) and those that excel (top quarter)
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Figure 6.1: The ratio of the symbolic score over the numeric score for each question and for three groups based on total points in Physics 211 the largest difference (smallest ratio) was observed for the bottom quarter of the class. The top quarter of the class, by comparison, rarely showed any distinction between the numeric and symbolic versions. For the top quarter only one question had a ratio lower than 0.93. This backs up our finding in Chapter 3 that the difficulties with symbolic questions are the most pronounced for the weakest students.



6.5



Phenomenological Categories



We performed an analysis involving a careful inspection of each of the 10 questions including an inspection of the popularity of the correct choices, popularity of the incorrect choices, and an analysis of students’ written work to create a coding scheme to differentiate the questions. A detailed explanation of the analysis of the written work can be found in Appendix E. The question properties identified from this analysis can be summarized by the following phenomenological properties. Difficulty for the top quarter The score for the top quarter on numeric version of the question. 85



Multiple equations This code distinguishes whether the problem is commonly solved with one equation or with multiple equations. Simultaneous We say that the solution is simultaneous if, for example, there are two equations and two unknowns and both unknowns are present in both equations. This is contrast to a sequential problem where with two equations and two unknowns there is an equation where only one of the unknowns is present. General equation manipulation This code signifies whether it is possible to obtain one of the incorrect choices by combining general equations or manipulating a single general equation with minimal changes(e.g. replacing x with d ). Specification of a slot variable A slot variable is a symbol found in a general equation. This code signifies that in order to reach the correct symbolic solution the student must replace a slot variable with a compound expression (e.g. replacing the slot variable v with a more specific compound expression v/2 ). Table 6.2 shows the codes for each of the 10 questions in this study, as well as the measurement of the ratio of the average score on the symbolic version to that of the numeric version for the bottom quarter.



Q.1 Q.2 Q.3 Q.4 Q.5 Q.6 Q.7 Q.8 Q.9 Q.10



Difficulty for the Top 1/4 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.67 0.87 0.94 0.49 0.94 0.82



Multiple Eqs. Y Y Y N Y Y N Y Y Y



Simul. Eqs. N N N N N N N N N Y



General Equation Manip. Y Y Y N N N N Y Y N



Specification of a Slot Variable N Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y N



Ratio of the Symbolic to the Numeric for the Bottom 1/4 0.55 ± 0.06 0.43 ± 0.06 0.66 ± 0.10 0.86 ± 0.08 0.30 ± 0.12 0.62 ± 0.13 1.01 ± 0.11 0.96 ± 0.23 0.45 ± 0.08 0.95 ± 0.19



Table 6.2: Coding of question properties for each of the 10 questions in the study



6.5.1



Physics Difficulties Dominate



In some cases it was found that the difficulty of the physics content overwhelmingly dominated the mathematical difficulty of the questions. The 86



Figure 6.2: The numeric version of Question 5 from the spring 2007 Physics 211 final exam. Both the numeric and symbolic choices are shown with the popularity of each choice shown in parentheses. The correct choices are in bold and are italicized.



score for the top quarter on the numeric version was used as a measure of each question’s physics difficulty. Two questions (Questions 5 and 8) were significantly more difficult for the top students. The following is a detailed description of the problems and the analysis we performed. Question 5 Question 5 is shown in Figure 6.2. This question requires the use of conservation of energy and Newton’s 2nd Law to find the solution. There were two popular incorrect choices: T = 2mg and T = mg. The selection of T = 2mg was equally prevalent on both versions of the question and found to be due to either the incorrect application of Newton’s 2nd Law to find T = ma, or the correct application of Newton’s 2nd Law but using a = g. A sample of written work by students who chose T = 2mg on the symbolic version (N = 25) found that 76% of identifiable errors were one of these two errors. The error corresponding to the choice T = mg was 8.5% more popular on the symbolic version than on the numeric version. A sample of written work by students who chose T = mg on either version (N = 43) revealed that 77% showed no work. Additionally, there were no observed methods which led to this option. It is likely that a conceptual misunderstanding was the main cause for this options popularity. The activation of this concept by the 87



Figure 6.3: The numeric version of Question 8 from the spring 2007 Physics 211 final exam. Both the numeric and symbolic choices are shown with the popularity of each choice shown in parentheses. The correct choices are in bold and are italicized. The square brackets denote the equations used to reach that result.



symbolic expression T = mg probably explains the differences in popularity of this option on the symbolic version relative to the numeric version. An additional analysis of the written work by students in the bottom quarter who selected the correct result showed that the majority were not guessing. It was found that 60% showed correct work on the symbolic version (N = 5), and 53% showed the correct work on the numeric version (N = 17). While the large slope for this question in Figure 6.1 may be an indication that mathematical difficulties distinguish the versions, this was achieved only because 7% of the bottom quarter correctly answered the symbolic version. This score is significantly below the guessing rate one would expect of 20%. In this case it is clear that physics content difficulties were a dominant factor in the observed scores. Question 8 Question 8 is shown in Figure 6.3. This is a multiple equation conservation of energy problem. Popular incorrect choices corresponded to a failure to
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specify the change in height in the potential energy equation as L/2 (options a and c). Many students also chose options corresponding to the velocity of the center of mass instead of the velocity of the end of the stick (option d). The scores for all three groups were remarkably low. An analysis of the work by the bottom 1/4 for both versions showed that the performance on this question was based entirely on guessing the correct choice. Only 1 out of 29 students from the bottom 1/4 with the correct response on either version showed the correct work. As was the case for question 5, conceptual physics difficulties were a dominant feature in the score on the two versions of this question. Consequently we removed questions 5 and 8 from further analysis in this study.



6.5.2



No Difference Between Groups



From Figure 6.1 one can see that there are three remaining questions (Questions 4, 7, and 10) in which there was virtually no difference between the numeric and symbolic versions for the three groups in the class. Question 4 Question 4 is shown in Figure 6.4. This question is solved using a single conservation of energy equation. The symbolic version was not purely symbolic because numbers were provided in the statement of the question. Also not all of the choices for the numeric and symbolic versions were identical. Two choices were identical to both versions; one choice was identical in magnitude in both versions, but were different by the imaginary factor “i.” A small but significant difference between versions was found, but this difference was found to be due to the manipulated form shown for the correct option and the similarity of the first option to the correct answer. A sample of written work by students who incorrectly chose option a on the symbolic version (N = 21) revealed 61% showed only correct work, and that 90% correctly setup the conservation of energy relationship.
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Figure 6.4: The numeric version of Question 4 from the spring 2007 Physics 211 final exam. Both the numeric and symbolic choices are shown with the popularity of each choice shown in parentheses. The correct choices are in bold and are italicized. The square brackets denote numeric value associated with each symbolic equation.
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Figure 6.5: The numeric version of Question 7 from the spring 2007 Physics 211 final exam. Both the numeric and symbolic choices are shown with the popularity of each choice shown in parentheses. The correct choices are in bold and are italicized.



Question 7 Question 7 is shown in Figure 6.5. This question was a follow-up question to question 6 in this study (described later). This was a conceptual question that required that the student understand that linear momentum was conserved even though the objects rotate. The solution required the setup of a single equation, and the specification of the slot variable M. Both the scores and patterns of choice are statistically identical. Question 10 Question 10 is shown in Figure 6.6. The solution to this question requires the use of Newton’s 2nd Law in both the linear and angular form. This question was designed in such a way that the solution required that the students setup two simultaneous equations. The most popular incorrect option was a = (1/2)g. A sample of written work by students who selected a = (1/2)g on either version (N = 45) revealed that 60% of the students used T = mg and found a = 2g. It is likely that the students selected a = (1/2)g because it was the option most similar to the answer a = 2g. There was no difference in the score between versions. We believe that the simultaneous nature of 91



Figure 6.6: The numeric version of Question 10 from the spring 2007 Physics 211 final exam. Both the numeric and symbolic choices are shown with the popularity of each choice shown in parentheses. The correct choices are in bold and are italicized.



the equations prevented a simple numeric sequential solution and thus made the numeric version as difficult as the symbolic version. While T = mg is a known misconception in the physics education literature, the relatively high score of the top quarter does not show that this question is dominated by physics difficulties. Further it is possible that students were drawn to this error because it allowed them to find an answer using a sequential method. Questions 4 and 7 were the only questions in which the solution could be found with a single equation. Further the solution to Question 7 depended mainly on the concept that linear momentum is conserved after a collision that caused rotation. Students also showed no distinction between the numeric and symbolic versions of Question 10. This question is the only question in our sample that required simultaneous equations for the solution. In order to solve a simultaneous physics problem one has to setup both equations before one can proceed to the solution. For this reason, we expect that students will be forced to use the same procedure to solve both the numeric and symbolic versions of the question. The results are consistent with our expectation that there would be no difference between the versions.
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6.5.3



Large Difference Between Groups



For the five remaining questions in our study (Questions 1, 2, 3, 6, and 9) it is apparent that there are many students who could solve a numeric question but who are unlikely to be able to solve the analogous symbolic question. From data on Table 6.2 we can see commonalities between the questions for which large differences were observed. All five questions require that multiple equations be used to reach the correct solution. All of the questions can also be solved sequentially which we believe aids in the solution of numeric problems, but not symbolic problems. When working with numbers in a sequential question, the solution can be broken up into well defined steps during which the equations condense into numeric values. Symbolic solutions, on the other hand, do not condense so compactly and often become more complex. Further, because of the relative opacity of symbolic notation described in Chapter 5, students have difficulties conceptualizing the sequential solutions of symbolic questions in the same way they do numeric questions. Question 1 Question 1 is shown in Figure 6.7. This question was similar to the Bank robber question on the spring 2006 Physics 211 final exam except that an additional subscript was added to explicitly denote that v represented the velocity of the bank robber. Even with the subscript, 21% of the students chose the symbolic option corresponding to treating vR as the final velocity of the police officer. On the numeric version only 3% of the students made the analogous error. As described in the previous section the general equation vf2 = vo2 +2ax can be manipulated to reach the result corresponding to this popular incorrect answer. Question 2 Question 2 is shown in Figure 6.8. This question was similar to the A car can go question on the spring 2006 Physics 211 final exam except that an additional subscript was added to the time to denote that it was the time when the car reached a speed of v1 . There were two popular incorrect options on the symbolic version that were not popular in the numeric version. There 93



Figure 6.7: The numeric version of Question 1 from the spring 2007 Physics 211 final exam. Both the numeric and symbolic choices are shown with the popularity of each choice shown in parentheses. The correct choices are in bold and are italicized.
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Figure 6.8: The numeric version of Question 2 from the spring 2007 Physics 211 final exam. Both the numeric and symbolic choices are shown with the popularity of each choice shown in parentheses. The correct choices are in bold and are italicized.
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are multiple methods of reaching each popular incorrect answer. Error: d = v1 t1 /2 Numeric 2% ⇒ Symbolic 20% a) [a = v1 /t1 ] & [v12 = 2ad] ⇒ [d = v1 t1 /2] b) [a = v1 /t1 ] & [d = (1/2)at21 ] ⇒ [d = v1 t1 /2] c) [d = (v1 /2) ∗ t] Error: d = v1 t1 /4 Numeric 3% ⇒ Symbolic 22% a) [a = (v1 /2)/t1 ] & [(v1 /2)2 = 2ad] ⇒ [d = v1 t1 /4] b) [a = (v1 /2)/t1 ] & [d = (1/2)at21 ] ⇒ [d = v1 t1 /4] c) [d = (v1 /2) ∗ (t/2)] All of the errors stem from a failure to specify slot variables. This question exacerbates this difficulty because there are two final velocities, two distances, and two times. As explained in Chapter 5, the errors are not common on the numeric versions because the act of plugging in numeric values forces students to consider the meaning of the symbol. In symbolic questions many students seem to consider the symbols as generic slot variables. These errors can also be described in terms of general equation manipulation. The use of the constant velocity equation d = vt was a popular option, and is the main cause for the poor performance on the symbolic compared to the numeric for the top quarter. We analyzed the written work of the students in the top quarter who marked the incorrect choice on the symbolic version (N = 18) and found that one third of the errors made by this group were due to the use of the constant velocity equation d = vt. One sixth of the errors for this group were related to confusion over the symbol t. This question was the only one in which the top quarter seemed to significantly distinguish the numeric and symbolic versions. Question 3 Question 3 is shown in Figure 6.9. This question could be solved a variety of ways and so the exact topics involved in the solution depend on the approach taken by each individual. The solution to this question required the use of
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Figure 6.9: The numeric version of Question 3 from the spring 2007 Physics 211 final exam. Both the numeric and symbolic choices are shown with the popularity of each choice shown in parentheses. The correct choices are in bold and are italicized.
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at least three sequential equations. Our expectation was that there would be no differences between the versions because this question was designed specifically to only incorporate one quantity of each type, so that the specification of a slot variable was not necessary. The unexpectedly large difference between the numeric and the symbolic scores was found to be due to the manipulation of general equations. A sample of written work by students who chose the popular incorrect option d = P T /m on either version (N = 56) revealed that 66% used the equation d = vt, i.e. they used a constant velocity equation for an accelerating object. In addition to the gap in score between the numeric and symbolic versions, an analysis of written work revealed that there were differences in approach between versions even when comparing only those students who marked the correct choice. We looked at the work of 104 students who marked the correct choice (58 on the numeric version, and 46 on the symbolic version). While 69% of the students who correctly solved the numeric version first found the final velocity from the momentum and then used the velocity to find the acceleration, only 28% used the same procedure to correctly solve the symbolic version. The students who solved the symbolic problem correctly were much more likely to find the expression for the force, or use a work energy argument to find the correct result. We believe that the difference may be due to the way students interpret the information in the statement of the question. In the numeric version students immediately perceive that P and T are known quantities because they are identified by numeric values, and so it is clear that one can easily combine them to find the velocity. In the symbolic versions, one is only given the symbol, and because it is only implied that those symbols represent known quantities, such a connection between P and T may be obscured. Even though there is a large difference in the approach to the solution, that difference is not reflected in the magnitude of the difference in the scores between the two versions, thus this effect was not included in our list of phenomenological categories. Question 6 Question 6 is shown in Figure 6.10. This question is a conservation of angular momentum problem involving multiple equations. The most common
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Figure 6.10: The numeric version of Question 6 from the spring 2007 Physics 211 final exam. Both the numeric and symbolic choices are shown with the popularity of each choice shown in parentheses. The correct choices are in bold and are italicized.



symbolic error was the failure to specify the slot variable M . Students who made this error chose ω = 3v/(2L) and used M to represent both the mass of the ball as well as the mass of the rod. A sample of written work by students who selected this option on the symbolic version (N = 14) revealed that 78% of identifiable errors were due to the failure to specify the slot variable M . There is also the strange phenomenon that the choice ω = v/L was less popular in the symbolic version than it was in the numeric version. An analysis of the written work of those students who selected ω = v/L on either version (N = 32) did not reveal any approaches that resulted in ω = v/L. We believe that the increased popularity on the numeric version may be due to the proximity of the number 2.67 to some numerological combination of values given in the question. Even though this question had the smallest difference among the five questions described in this subsection, the breakdown of the class by subgroups shows that the difference is primarily due to the poor performance by the weakest students in the class. Also the mechanism behind the numeric option corresponding to ω = v/L probable decreased the gap in score between the versions.
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Figure 6.11: The numeric version of Question 9 from the spring 2007 Physics 211 final exam. Both the numeric and symbolic choices are shown with the popularity of each choice shown in parentheses. The correct choices are in bold and are italicized. The square brackets denote the procedures used to find various incorrect choices.



Question 9 Question 9 is shown in Figure 6.11. The solution to this question requires a combination of conservation of momentum and conservation of energy principles. The most difficult aspect of the solution related to the specification of slot variables. Students were required to specify the slot variable v as v/3, and M as 3M in order to reach the correct result. The question was designed so that each incorrect option corresponded to a different combination of the misuse of slot variables. While the failure to specify both M and v were equally common for both versions of the question (11-13%), students were much more likely to fail to either specify only M or only v on the symbolic version than on the numeric version. Those two errors increased by 10% each from the numeric to the symbolic version. Perhaps for this type of problem, the students who would have incorrectly failed to specify both M and v, would have solved this problem symbolically regardless of whether they were given numbers or symbols. For all but Question 6 an incorrect choice can be obtained by the blind manipulation of general equations. For Questions 1, 2, and 3 the most popular incorrect answer is the choice (or one of the choices in the case of Question 100



2) that can be obtained by manipulating general equations. Questions 2, 6, and 9 require that students specify a slot variable as a compound expression, such as t/2 for t. For Question 2 the second most popular incorrect choice corresponded to using v instead of v/2 or t instead of t/2. For Question 6 the most popular incorrect choice corresponded to a failure to specify the slot variable M . Question 9 required that students specify both the slot variable m as 3m and the slot variable v as v/3. Interestingly the main difference between numeric and symbolic versions was the popularity of the incorrect choices corresponding to a failure to specify either one or the other rather than both.



6.6



Discussion of Predictions



We predicted that simultaneous equation questions, questions with subscripts, and questions containing only one quantity of each type would show a smaller difference in score between the numeric and symbolic versions. Question 10 was a simultaneous equation question, and as already discussed it was one of the questions in the study which did not show a large difference in score between the numeric and symbolic versions. This original prediction was based on the idea that because the students would be forced by the structure of the equations to represent relationships regardless of whether they were working on the numeric or symbolic version, that both versions would be difficult. From the analysis of question 10 it appears our prediction was correct. The most popular error stemmed from students attempting to use sequential equations in the solution, and misidentifying the net force as the tension in the string, which might be interpreted as a confusion of two quantities of the same type. While T = mg is commonly considered to be a misconception, we believe that it may have been triggered by students’ expectation that the solution should involve sequential equations. Question 3 was specifically designed to involve only one quantity of each type. We expected that since it would be impossible to confuse two quantities of the same type, that the score on the symbolic version would be as high as the score on the numeric version. Unexpectedly there was a 16% difference in score between the numeric and symbolic versions. The analysis revealed that the students were more likely to inappropriately use the constant velocity
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equation, d = vt, in the symbolic version than in the numeric version. If the option corresponding to the manipulation of general equations had not been present than perhaps our prediction would have been verified. Questions 1 and 2 were similar to the questions in the original spring 2006 final exam study except that we included a greater number of subscripts. We predicted that the subscripts would create a greater barrier between confusing the meaning of the symbols. We found that the scores on the symbolic versions increased by about 10% relative to the scores for the symbolic versions in spring 2006. While this is result is consistent with our earlier findings this did not by any means eliminate the gap between the numeric and symbolic versions. During the student interviews we found that few students used subscripts to distinguish potentially confusing quantities, but these data seem to indicate that many students are ignoring the subscripts altogether.



6.7



Conclusions



The results from this study have allowed us to identify question properties that affect the difficulty of both numeric and symbolic questions. The most important factor we have identified influencing the difficulty of symbolic questions was whether the question required a single equation or multiple equations for the solution. For questions where the solution required only a single equation, the symbolic version score was as high as the score on the numeric version. This is consistent with our observations described in Chapter 5 that inappropriate cancelation often occurred when quantities of the same type were brought together by the combination of two equations. Further, if incorrect options were present corresponding to a failure to specify slot variables and/or the manipulation of general equations, then the symbolic questions tended to be more difficult. A question that requires the specification of a slot variable requires that a student replace the generic slot variable in a general equation with a specific expression. Such a question would require, for example, that the student replace the slot variable v with the compound expression v/2, and would contain an option corresponding to the failure to do so. A question allows for general equation manipulation if it contains an incorrect option which can be obtained by the manipulation of equations from the equation sheet with only minimal changes to the symbols.
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Both of these question properties make symbolic questions more difficult because students who do not attend to the meaning of the symbols are more likely to choose the incorrect option. We also identified a question property that influenced the difficulty of numeric questions. The score on a simultaneous equation numeric question was as low as the symbolic question. The structure of simultaneous equation questions require that two equations be represented before any quantities can be computed. Questions of this form stress the representation of the relationship between symbols. These results have also confirmed our findings from our earlier study in spring 2006 described in Chapter 3. Large differences between numeric and symbolic questions have been observed to occur for questions covering a variety of topics and with a variety of difficulty levels. The findings of the present study also verify that the difficulties with symbolic questions are the most pronounced for the poorest students in the class.
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Chapter 7 Coding the Mathematical Properties of Physics Questions 7.1



Introduction



In Chapter 6 we were able to identify question properties that influenced the difficulty of numeric and symbolic questions. A limitation of those findings to general application was that the correlation was observed for only 5 of the 10 questions studied. In this chapter I describe a study we performed to confirm our previous findings by the coding of an entire semester of exam questions based on the mathematical properties we described in Chapter 6. I will present data that show that a coding based only on these mathematical question properties can be used to identify difficult and discriminating physics questions.



7.2



Method



We examined the set of exam questions administered in spring 2006 in Physics 211. In spring 2006 there were 169 unique1 multiple-choice questions administered (3 midterms and two versions of the final exam), and 870 students who completed the course without any missing exam grades. The students were grouped by their overall course score in Physics 211. The class was divided into the bottom 1/4 (students who failed or were on the verge of failing) and the rest of the class (passing students) in order to study the issue of student retention in the physics sequence. We modified our coding developed from the final exam study and coded all of the questions administered during spring 2006. The most notable difference between the present study and the final exam studies described in previous chapters is that nearly all of the questions in 1



Some questions were common between the two versions of the final exam.
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the present study were unpaired2 . In the final exam studies we were able to isolate the mathematical difficulty from the physics content by administering both a numeric and symbolic version for each question. In this study analyzing the questions in pairs was not possible, therefore the equivalence or lack of equivalence between the physics content of different groups of coded questions is due to the consistency of the instructors who constructed the exams3 . Below are the three criteria we used to identify questions. From here on we will refer to the set of questions that met any of these criteria as the Equation Priority (EP) questions. 1. Multiple equation symbolic questions 2. Simultaneous equation numeric questions 3. Single equation numeric questions where the target unknown appears on opposite sides of the equal sign This last property is equivalent to the form Ax + B = Cx + D, which Filloy & Rojano [6] described as an structure that required students to use algebraic methods. We consider questions with this form to be a special case of simultaneous equation questions. All three of these question properties require students to formally represent the equations, and also prevent simple one equation at a time numeric sequential solutions. Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 show examples of questions coded that met these three criteria. Two of the properties identified in the previous study were not included in this coding scheme: general equation manipulation, and slot variable replacement. Even though we have some evidence that these properties tend to make symbolic problems more difficult, such a distinction is not important for this analysis. In this coding we were not interested in distinguishing one type of symbolic question from another, but questions whose mathematical structure require the formal setup of equations (thus the name equation priority) from those that do not. After analyzing the solutions to all of the exam questions, 39 of 169 (23%) were coded as Equation Priority (EP) questions. Although the great majority of the solutions of the non-EP questions required equations, they did not meet the criteria of this coding scheme. 2



The exception are the pair of questions on the final discussed in Chapter 3 Each exam is constructed by teams of 3 to 4 physics faculty members involved in teaching the course. 3
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Figure 7.1: Physics 211 spring 2006 exam 2, question 19. An example of a multiple equation symbolic question.



Figure 7.2: Physics 211 spring 2006 exam 2, question 10. An example of a question requiring simultaneous equations for the solution.
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Figure 7.3: Physics 211 spring 2006 exam 2, question 10. An example of a question requiring a single numeric equation where the target unknown appears on opposite sides of the equal sign.



7.3



Results



Table 7.14 shows that for both the bottom 1/4 and the rest of the class (the top 3/4 of the class) the Equation Priority (EP) questions are significantly more difficult than the non-EP questions. This is consistent with the findings of Chapter 6, in which we found that questions with these mathematical properties were the most difficult. Further, the mean difference for EP questions is 8.3% ± 1.8% larger than the mean difference for non-EP questions. The mean difference is calculated by first calculating the difference in score between the top 3/4 and the bottom 1/4 for each question, and then by calculating the mean of those differences. In other words, the EP questions are on average significantly better at discriminating between the bottom 1/4 and the rest of the class than the non-EP questions. We further categorized the non-EP questions as either conceptual or numeric sequential. Conceptual questions are questions that ask about simple relationships between quantities, or about properties or characteristics of objects. Numeric sequential questions are questions where one can reach the solution by using a sequential set of equations connected by numeric values. We found 38% of the questions were conceptual, and 36% were nu4



Appendix F has a discussion of the use of Gaussian standard error bars in Table 7.1
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Count EP Non-EP



39 130



Bottom 1/4 Score 32.5% ± 2.5% 56.1% ± 1.8%



Top 3/4 Score 62.4% ± 3.0% 77.6% ± 1.5%



Mean Difference 29.9% ± 1.5% 21.5% ± 1.0%



Table 7.1: Comparison of Equation Priority (EP) coded and non-EP coded questions. The mean difference is calculated by first calculating the difference in score between the top 3/4 and the bottom 1/4 of the class for each question, and then by calculating the mean of those differences.



39



Bottom 1/4 Score 32.5% ± 2.5%



Top 3/4 Score 62.4% ± 3.0%



Mean Difference 29.9% ± 1.5%



60



56.1% ± 2.8%



80.1% ± 2.3%



24.1% ± 1.6%



64



56.3% ± 2.4%



75.0% ± 2.0%



18.8% ± 1.2%



Count EP Numeric Sequential Conceptual



Table 7.2: Comparison of Equation Priority (EP) coded, Numeric Sequential, and Conceptual questions. The mean difference is calculated by first calculating the difference in score between the top 3/4 and the bottom 1/4 of the class for each question, and then by calculating the mean of those differences.



meric sequential5 . We repeated our earlier analysis after this categorization and found results that were qualitatively the same as our earlier analysis (See Table 7.2). The difference in mean difference between EP coded and Numeric Sequential questions is 5.8% ± 2.2%, and between EP coded and Conceptual questions is 11.1% ± 1.9%. We have shown that a code that identifies questions based only by their mathematical properties can be used to identify both difficult and discriminating physics questions. 5



The remaining 4% were single equation symbolic questions
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Figure 7.4: A comparison on EP (Equation Priority) and non-EP questions on a plot of the difference in score between the bottom quarter and the rest of the class as a function of the difficulty for the entire class. We are using the difference between the score for the bottom of the class and the rest of the class as a measure of discrimination. Questions were binned by their difficulty for the entire class.



7.4



Analysis of Systematic Errors: The Relationship Between Difficulty and Discrimination



As stated earlier, the Equation Priority (EP) questions on average were more difficult than the remaining questions for both the bottom 1/4 and the rest of the class. It might be argued that the larger mean difference for EP questions than for non-EP questions may be due to a positive correlation between difficulty and discrimination, i.e. difficult questions tend to be more discriminating. To address this concern we performed an analysis using four different methods of controlling for the effect of the question difficulty on the discrimination. Figure 7.4 shows that when you bin by difficulty for the entire class (the combined difficulty of the bottom 1/4 and the rest of the class), the EP questions still tend to be more discriminating than the non-EP questions. In fact discrimination seems to peak for a class average between 60% and 70%.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of the normalized discrimination for EP (Equation Priority) and non-EP questions.



Next we calculated the discrimination using an equation that allows for the comparison of the discrimination for questions with different scores. For example a question with a score of 75% would be calculated in the following way: D=



[(avg. f inal of correct) − (avg. f inal of incorrect)] [(avg. f inal of top 75%) − (avg. f inal of bottom 25%)]



Using this method we found that the EP questions had an average normalized discrimination of 0.53 ± 0.02, and the non-EP questions had an average normalized discrimination of 0.39 ± 0.01. The result of this analysis is shown in Figure 7.5. Finally, we controlled the difficulty for only the top 3/4 of the class in two different ways. The first method entailed omitting questions with the lowest difficulty from the set of non-EP questions, until the difficulty for the top 3/4 of the class on the non-EP questions was as low as the difficulty for the EP questions for that same set of students. Table 7.3 shows that a gap in the mean difference of 7.8% ± 2.1% for the bottom 1/4 still exists even after this correction was made for the top 3/4 of students. The second method entailed matching each EP question with a non-EP question by difficulty for the top 3/4 of the class. We wrote a program that
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39



Bottom 1/4 Score 32.5% ± 2.5%



Top 3/4 Score 62.4% ± 3.0%



Mean Difference 29.9% ± 1.5%



58



40.3% ± 1.9%



62.3% ± 1.8%



22.0% ± 1.5%



Count EP Difficult Non-EP



Table 7.3: Comparison between the bottom 1/4 and the rest of the class on EP (Equation Priority) and difficult non-EP questions. Non-EP questions with high scores were omitted until the average score for the remaining nonEP questions was the same for the top 3/4 of the class as the EP questions.



39



Bottom 1/4 Score 32.5% ± 2.5%



Top 3/4 Score 62.4% ± 3.0%



Mean Difference 29.9% ± 1.5%



39



41.7% ± 3.1%



62.4% ± 2.9%



20.7% ± 1.9%



Count EP Matched Non-EP



Table 7.4: Comparison between the bottom 1/4 and the rest of the class on EP (Equation Priority) and matched non-EP questions. Each EP question was matched to a non-EP question by difficulty for the top 3/4 of the class.



went from the least to the most difficult6 EP question and matched each with a non-EP question of similar difficulty. Table 7.4 shows that a gap in the mean difference of 9.2% ± 2.4% for the bottom 1/4 still exists even after this correction was made for the top 3/4 of students. The gap in the mean difference between Equation Priority (EP) and nonEP questions is relatively stable even when different methods are employed to correct for the difficulty for the top 3/4. Table 7.5 summarizes the mean differences we have calculated using various methods. These analyses show that the larger gap in score between EP and non-EP questions for the bottom 1/4 relative to the rest of the class is not an effect of the difficulty of the questions. 6



We found that matching from least to most difficult was more effective than from most to least difficult because difficult questions were the hardest to match.
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Method All Non-EP Difficult Non-EP Matched Non-EP



Gap in Mean Difference 8.3% ± 1.8% 7.8% ± 2.1% 9.2% ± 2.4%



Table 7.5: Comparison of the gap in the mean difference between the EP (Equation Priority) and subsets of non-EP questions. The set of difficult non-EP questions was created by omitting non-EP questions with high scores until the average score for the remaining non-EP questions was the same for the top 3/4 of the class as the EP questions. The set of matched non-EP questions was created by matching each EP question with a non-EP question by difficulty for the top 3/4 of the class.



7.5



Comparison to the Spring 2007 Final Exam Study



The analysis we performed in the final exam study to compare the correlations for the numeric and the symbolic versions with success in physics were straightforward because the physics content of the versions were identical. The constraints inherent in the present study did not allow for any strict controls of the relative physics content for the equation priority coded and the remaining questions. To measure the difficulty of the physics content of the questions we compared the score for the top 1/4 on Equation Priority (EP) and non-EP questions. We use the top 1/4 because the final exam study showed that their mathematical difficulties were minimal, so most of the variation in their score is primarily due to physics content difficulties. The top 1/4 had an average score on the EP questions of 79.3%, and an average score on the non-EP questions of 86.9%. The ratio of the two scores yields 0.91, consistent with the ratio of the symbolic score to the numeric score for the top 1/4 found in the final exam study. This criteria indicates that the EP and non-EP questions were similar on average in their physics content. Figure 7.6 shows the ratio of the EP question score to the non-EP question score for the bottom 1/4, middle 1/2, and top 1/4. Our results from coding exam questions from spring 2006 are consistent with the results from the five 112



Figure 7.6: Ratio of the score on EP (Equation Priority) questions to the score on non-EP questions as a function for different subgroups in the class.



questions in the spring 2007 final exam study which showed large differences between the groups (See Figure 7.7). This analysis shows that the findings from the spring 2007 final exam study were not the result of fluke properties of a few questions. We have been able to reproduce our earlier results with a larger set of questions.



7.6



Conclusions



An analysis involving 169 exam question has supported the findings from the spring 2007 final exam study involving only 10 questions. We find that multiple equation symbolic questions and simultaneous equation questions tend to be more difficult than other questions. We also find that these questions discriminate more strongly between the bottom 1/4 and the rest of the class than the other questions. One must be a little careful not to jump to the conclusion that this discrimination means that the problems of the bottom 1/4 will be solved by improving their ability to mathematically represent relationships. The difficulties I describe in this dissertation are just a few of many for the bottom 1/4. Even without calculation it is obvious that an 8% to 9% improvement on a quarter of the exam questions would not go a long way toward reducing the failure rate in physics. That, however, does not mean that an improved mathematical under113



Figure 7.7: Ratio of the score on symbolic questions to the score on numeric questions as a function for different subgroups in the class from the spring 2007 final exam study described in Chapter 6. Only questions that showed differences between the groups are shown.



standing cannot substantially assist the students in the bottom 1/4. It is possible that an improvement in mathematical ability would also improve scores on questions that primarily test physics content. In fact Meltzer [20] found that pre-physics scores on a mathematical abilities test correlated with gains on a purely conceptual (i.e. non-mathematical) physics assessment. Although as mentioned earlier he measured only algorithmic mathematical abilities. In the next chapter I will connect the findings from this dissertation to theories of learning. I will discuss some theories which suggest that mathematical knowledge may aid learning in physics.
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Chapter 8 Connections Between this Dissertation and Existing Theories of Learning 8.1



Introduction



In the preceding chapters I have described experiments we have performed to study the importance of mathematics, specifically algebra, for success in introductory physics. In this chapter we hope to condense our experimental findings and connect them to existing theories of learning.



8.2



The Cognitive Load Associated with Symbolic Problem Solving



We have identified differences between numeric and symbolic problem solving activities. Even though experts expect that the two types of questions to have equivalent solution procedures we have shown that symbolic questions are often much more difficult for students than numeric questions. Our research has also shown that there are important differences between numeric and symbolic problem solving procedures. First, when solving symbolic problems students must actively identify and track changes in symbol states. They must keep track of whether each symbol is a slot variable, a known or an unknown. Second, students must continually track the meaning of the symbols and the relationships between symbols in symbolic solutions in order to correctly simplify and interpret equations during later stages of the solution. We have adopted cognitive load theory as the primary theoretical description for the student difficulties we have observed [31,32]. Cognitive load theory posits the existence of a working (short term) memory and a long term memory. While one’s long term memory may have a large capacity, one’s working memory is of finite capacity and can be easily overloaded. Al115



though knowledge can be accessed directly from long term memory, all new information must first be processed through working memory. For this reason, the load on working memory is an important factor for understanding why students have difficulties learning. Research has shown that tasks that heavily tax one’s short term memory are more difficult to learn than those that do not [32]. We believe that the procedural differences between numeric and symbolic problem solving result in larger amounts of cognitive load when solving symbolic questions compared to solving numeric questions. Because cognitive resources must be used to perform activities like the tracking of symbol states there is less total cognitive capacity that could be reserved for other aspects of problem solving. Physics experts are able to minimize their cognitive load in a variety of methods. One method is that experts can access more information relevant to problem solving directly from their long term memory. While the novice must think about each step using their working memory, these processes are virtually effortless for the expert because this automated knowledge comes directly from long term memory without any taxing the finite short term memory. Experts are also better able than novices to limit the number of strategic decisions they must make while solving a problem. Blessing and Ross [1] working with experts in algebra found that experts connect surface features with schemata that contain information about the procedures necessary to solve the problem. Reading a question with certain surface features immediately triggers a limited set of possible solution procedures. Novices who do not have this same knowledge, and thus must make a greater number of strategic decisions than experts. This in turn results in a greater amount of cognitive load. Additionally, differences in strategy used by experts and novices may result in different amounts of cognitive load when working on symbolic questions. Larkin, McDermott, Simon, and Simon [18] have found that computer programs can be used to accurately model the strategies used by physics experts and novices during problem solving. To simulate novice problem solving they used a means-ends (working backward) strategy. Means-ends analysis begins with the desired quantity and looks 116



for equations including that quantity. Then it works backward, marking as desired any unbound quantity needed to solve such an equation. On the other hand, the program meant to simulate expert problem solving used a knowledge-development (working forward) strategy. Knowledge-development (forward chaining) begins with the known quantities in the problem statement and applies appropriate equations to derive new quantities from them until the desired quantity is reached. According to Sweller [31] different strategies can lead to very different amounts of cognitive load. Specifically, that a means-ends analysis places a great deal of cognitive load on one’s working memory. In order to use the [means-ends] strategy, a problem solver must simultaneously consider the current problem state and the goal states, the relations between the problem-solving operators and lastly, if subgoals have been used, a goal stack must be maintained. We believe that the cognitive load associated with a means-ends strategy is even greater when students attempt to apply it on symbolic questions. When working backward on symbolic questions, students must allocate a greater amount of cognitive capacity to identifying and tracking symbol states. The observations by Larkin et al. support this theory. They found that the novices were much more likely than experts to explicitly bind unbound variables1 to quantities in the question. This occurred because in a means-ends strategy one chooses a general equation based on the presence of the unknown with minimal regard to the other quantities in the question. Consequently, once the general equation is chosen, each of the quantities in the equation must be evaluated as known or unknown quantities. In a knowledge-development strategy general equations are chosen based on the known quantities in the equation, so experts do not need to evaluate the quantities after the equation has been selected. 1



Unbound variables refers to symbols in general equations which have not been related to, or bound, to given quantities in the statement of the question
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The means-ends strategy is difficult to successfully use to solve symbolic questions for two main reasons. First, while evaluating a chosen equation one has to track the state of each symbol in the equation. This procedure increases cognitive load and increases the likelihood of symbolic confusion. Second, by selecting an equation based on the presence of the target unknown, students are much more likely to introduce quantities not explicitly mentioned in the statement of the question. From our interviews students often (knowingly or unknowingly) introduced quantities not explicitly mentioned in the question through the use of general equations. This is possibly the source of the confusions students had with quantities of the same type, like the confusion between the final velocity of the police officer (not mentioned in the question), and the velocity of the bank robber (given in the question) in the Bank robber question. The knowledge-development strategy reduces cognitive load associated with the tracking of symbol states relative to the means-ends strategy by focusing primarily on known quantities. Additionally, because in this strategy experts use (known) quantities explicitly stated in the question they are less likely to introduce potentially confusing quantities into their equations. When working on numeric problems students avoid these difficulties because there is an explicit notation to distinguish symbol states. The numbers (with units) in the statement of the question may also make the forward working connections easier to recognize. That includes the ease of recognizing the known quantities, which perhaps makes the knowledge-development strategy seem more viable to students.



8.3



How Math May Aid The Learning of Physics



This dissertation has found that questions that require meaningfully representing symbolic relationships are more discriminating than other questions. The goal of this section is to list some hypotheses for why the kind of nonalgorithmic mathematical knowledge associated with symbolic questions may assist in the learning of physics. Meltzer [20] analyzed the discriminatory value of different diagnostic exams. While gain on a conceptual physics survey showed no correlation with 118



the pre-instruction score on that conceptual survey, there was a strong correlation with the pre-instruction scores on a math exam. While seemingly supportive of our findings closer inspection reveals that the math exam used by Meltzer in the study focused mainly on computation and algebraic manipulation. Meltzer’s findings are consistent with our finding that algorithmic manipulation questions from our Physics 100 Math Diagnostic Exam did show some correlation with success in physics. Our data suggest that a stronger correlation would likely have been observed if Meltzer had used more symbolic word problems. There may be some minimal mathematical ability necessary in order to learn physics. A lack of basic algorithmic mathematical abilities could certainly distract from learning in other aspects of the course, including conceptual ideas. Symbolic questions may play an even more important role. Difficulty understanding symbolic equations could hinder learning because so many important ideas in physics are represented mathematically. Students with such a difficulty most likely do not comprehend the derivations and example problems completed symbolically presented in lecture or in the textbook, and so do not learn from these activities as others might. Schwartz, Martin and Pfaffman [25] have found that mathematical equations help children develop an understanding of balance problems. They hypothesize that the structure of the mathematical equations supports precision of conceptual ideas, it alleviates working memory, and allows for the organization of multiple parameters. Also, Sloutsky, Kaminski and Heckler [29] find that learning and transfer can be facilitated when knowledge is expressed in an abstract generic form. In introductory physics the ability to meaningfully construct and interpret symbolic equations may be beneficial to learning in all aspects of the course. Conversely, students who are unable to understand symbolic equations may learn less than those that do. Forward working strategies may allow more learning than backward working strategies. According to Sweller, the cognitive load required for meansends approaches impinges upon resources necessary for schema acquisition. The activation of a schema for a solution is the activation of knowledge about the pattern of moves that one must make in order to reach the solution. Sweller believes that students with forward working strategies are more likely to acquire a schema while problem solving than other students who use a means-ends approach to problem solving. 119



Sweller has performed many experiments in an attempt to establish the relationship between schema acquisition and strategy selection in many different domains. Instead of direct instruction about the use of forward working strategies, he and his colleagues have experimented with goal free questions2 . These questions eliminate the single goal, and thus do not allow means-ends strategies. The structure of these questions forces students to use a knowledge-development strategy. He has shown that students learn more from goal free mazes, and goal free geometry questions than groups with goal based questions [21, 33, 35]. Symbolic questions may serve a similar purpose. While not impossible to correctly solve using a means-ends approach, we have shown that it is probably more difficult to do so successfully than for numeric questions. While the act of working forward may free resources for schema acquisition, the symbolic equations also have the added benefit of clearly showing the structure of the relationships between quantities in the question. It seems plausible that students who solve questions symbolically would be better able to solve a class of similar problems because they are able to view the structure of the relationships without the distraction of the surface features. If students are unable to alleviate their working memory when solving symbolic questions, then students may more effectively acquire physics schema while solving numeric questions. It may be that there is some initial potential barrier that students must overcome before they can effectively learn from symbolic problem solving activities. While many of these suggestions for the possible underlying relationship between mathematical ability and success in physics are plausible many have little or no supporting evidence in the context of introductory physics. I write this section not to describe the causal relationship, but to give suggestions and possible hypotheses for future experiments. 2



Although they call these questions goal free, they are perhaps better categorized as multiple goal problems.
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8.4



Connections with Math Education Research



The findings of this thesis are in agreement with the math education literature on learning algebra. While students can successfully apply numeric sequential procedures that reflect the operational ability to solve questions, many have difficulties with the representation of formal relationships that go beyond just copying a general equation. The large difference in score between numeric and symbolic questions are in large part due to difficulties students have representing relationships using symbolic algebraic equations. Consistent with Filloy and Rojano [6], we find that questions that require students to algebraically represent a relationship, such as symbolic questions and simultaneous equation numeric questions tend to be more difficult than those that do not. Our description of difficulties with ambiguous notation in physics is nearly identical to the types of difficulties described in the math education literature [8,15,17,39]. Gray and Tall have speculated that an ambiguous notation is useful to expert mathematicians because a single notation can be utilized in a variety of contexts. The ambiguity of symbolic notation may serve a similar purpose in physics. An expert physicist may use a set of symbols to represent specific knowns when solving a question, but later the symbols in the final expression may represent slot variables in a general equation. This is a method which easily allows physicists to derive general equations from specific examples. A similar transformation of meaning may also occur when experts examine extreme cases. The dynamic nature of the meaning of the symbols during problem solving we observed during the interviews is also similar to what is observed in the math education literature. During interviews about questions similar to the “Students and Professors” question Rosnick [24] observed that students would frequently switch from an algebraic interpretation of the symbols to a unit interpretation of the symbols. In the Tortoise and Hare question we found a similar rapid switch in meaning of the symbols when asked about the meaning of the symbol v. Two of the students who initially interpreted v as the velocity of the Tortoise, later switched their interpretation to the velocity of the Hare a minute later. It is not that the switch in the meaning
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of the symbols is always inappropriate, but just that the students do not know limits of applicability of such changes. An understanding of algebraic representation is an essential skill for physics expertise. Our findings demonstrate that there are a great number of students who take introductory physics who have difficulties constructing and interpreting symbolic equations that represent physical situations.



8.5



Connections with Existing Research Concerning Mathematics in Physics



We believe our work is consistent with previous research into the ways students use equations in physics. When Sherin [28] created the symbolic forms framework he viewed it as a bridge between problem solving research like the type performed by Larkin et al., and misconceptions research. Misconceptions research focuses on identifying and correcting the naive conceptions that novices have about physical phenomena [4, 19]. Many students will often make incorrect predictions about physical events because of these misconceptions. Many instructors were surprised at how poorly their students performed on multiple-choice conceptual physics exams like the Force Concept Inventory [11], in which incorrect choices were based on researched student misconceptions. To Sherin, problem solving research is deficient because even though it may describe the steps a novice or expert may make to reach the solution it does not describe the role of the understanding of the physics equations in the problem solving process. On the other hand, research of physics misconceptions does not take into account the importance of problem solving in physics. The symbolic forms framework is positioned specifically as a response to the principle based reasoning espoused by many problem solving researchers [2,18] in which experts are guided by schema closely associated with physical principles and novices are guided by surface features. Rather than principles, Sherin sees the problem solving procedure as driven instead by the symbolization of conceptual relationships using symbolic forms. I think Sherin overemphasizes the importance of equation structures for problem solving in introductory physics. In introductory physics the rela122



tional structures for most questions are controlled by general equations on the equation sheet. The notable exception, which plays a prominent role in many of Sherin’s examples, is with regard to the elaborate specification of slot variables, in which a single slot variable must be replaced with a multiple term expression. The most common example of this is for the equation F = ma, in which F is representative of the sum of the forces which can potentially be very complex symbolic expression. Similarly, Tuminaro’s epistemic games framework may be appropriate at describing how students approach the solutions to numeric and symbolic problems [40,41]. Fundamentally numeric problem solving is a different epistemic game than symbolic problem solving for students. Students may be confused about this because experts are constantly telling them that they are the same process. Experts don’t appreciate the differences, and the students attempt the same procedures on symbolic questions as they would use on numeric questions and have more difficulty. As a result of the difficulties students experience with symbolic questions, students may frame symbolic problem solving far differently than experts. In an earlier chapter we found that a major factor in the differences between numeric and symbolic problem solving was whether one of the incorrect equations was due to the blind manipulation of general equations. In particular the constant velocity equation d = vt, was a popular equation to use in questions where it was not appropriate. This seems to indicate that there are students who frame symbolic problem solving as a type of equation manipulation and combination game. Hammer, Elby, Scherr, and Redish [10] have theorized that a large source of student confusion and misunderstanding is due to inappropriate framing of activities in physics. They have observed cases where students were unable to activate knowledge in a physics class that they activate everyday in other contexts. We have found that while changing numbers to letters does not substantially affect how experts frame physics activities it can have a large effect on the way novices frame those activities. In Chapter 6 we described how students who found the correct result to a question3 used strategies that were very different depending on whether they were given the numeric or symbolic version of the question. While 69% of the students who correctly 3



Question 3 described in Chapter 6
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solved the numeric version first found the final velocity from the momentum and then used the velocity to find the acceleration, only 28% of those correct used the same procedure to solve the symbolic version.



8.6



Conclusions



Cognitive load theory describes many of the difficulties we have observed that students have solving symbolic questions. Symbolic questions require the tracking of symbol states and the meaning of each symbol. The amount of cognitive load for symbolic problem solving is larger when means-ends strategies are used compared to forward working strategies. Symbolic questions and simultaneous questions may be good indicators of success because they possess structures, which favor expert-like strategies and approaches. We also were able to place our work within the framework of existing math education research about difficulties associated with learning algebra and physics education research on how equations are used in physics.
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Chapter 9 Instructional Implications



9.1



Introduction



This thesis has primarily focused on understanding the nature and importance of symbolic difficulties for success in introductory physics. While our goal has ultimately been to improve student performance in physics, our progress towards that goal has been indirect. In this chapter we hope to outline some ideas from this dissertation that might be of use to practicing physics instructors.



9.2



Reducing Symbolic Notational Difficulties



Most physics instructors have observed that students perform more poorly on symbolic questions than on numeric questions. While we had initially assumed that the procedures to solve numeric and symbolic questions were identical, we have found that not to be the case. As experts we perform many mental procedures that we are not aware we are performing. These procedures have sometimes been called “habits of mind.” In this dissertation we have been able to identify some of these habits associated with symbolic problem solving. It is important to acknowledge some of the difficulties and potential pitfalls inherent when working with symbols. In the future, as more research is performed and better instructional techniques are developed we may see mathematical instruction as a common component of physics instruction. Instructors should tell students that they should take care to identify the known quantities when solving symbolic questions. This identification will make it easier to recognize simple relationships necessary for forward working 125



strategies, and identify the symbols appropriate for the final expression. Although unconventional, perhaps a notation for known quantities, such as an underlined or circled symbol could be implemented. Such a notation would make the symbol state explicit and reduce the amount of cognitive load. Students should also be encouraged to explicitly use subscripts when applying a general equation. While this seems trivial, it is an important exercise because it forces the student to assign meaning to each symbol. This is common practice for experts, but in our interviews only a few students ever used subscripts. The subscripts decrease confusion for two main reasons, first they decrease the probability that students will confuse quantities of the same type, and second they explicitly distinguish a slot variable from either a known or unknown quantity. This is important because during our interviews many students seemed to use and interpret the equations as if they were general equations. Using subscripts might be a method to force the students to bind (in the words of Larkin et al. [18]) the symbol to a specific quantity in the question or related to the physical situation.



9.3



Exam Construction: Creating Discriminating Exam Questions



We have seen that multiple equation symbolic and simultaneous equation questions tend to be more discriminating than other types of questions. In this section we give some advice on constructing these types of questions. Most sequential questions can be transformed into a simultaneous equation by modifying the known and unknown quantities in the statement of the question. Writing out the equations symbolically allows one to see the possible ways of combining the equations. Care must be taken with this procedure because the questions can become somewhat contrived and unrealistic based on what is known or unknown. Similarly, most numeric questions can be easily transformed into symbolic questions. In fact, most of the symbolic questions we developed for the final exam studies were originally numeric questions. The only major change that we made was to change the option choices. Symbolic answer choices can give information about the solution that numeric choices do not. In the symbolic choices we prefer to have choices that only differ by numeric factors. An 126



Figure 9.1: Questions on the Physics 211 spring 2006 final exam in which the symbolic score was significantly higher than the numeric score. This is an example of question in which the symbolic choices give the students too much information.



example of a question in which the choices give too much information was a numeric and symbolic set of paired questions used on Physics 211 final exam spring 2006 created by one of the professors in the course (See Figure 9.1). In this example the score on the numeric version was significantly lower than the score on the symbolic version. This is the only such numeric and symbolic pair that we found to exhibit this property. This result is almost certainly due to the information gained from the solution choices. We have also found that certain question properties tend to make the symbolic questions more difficult. Symbolic questions tend to be more difficult if they contain multiple quantities of the same type (multiple velocities, multiple times, etc). Even though both sets of questions in the original spring 2006 final exam study had multiple quantities of the same type, we had not anticipated the importance of this question property because many of these quantities were not explicitly mentioned in the statement of the question.
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We found during the student interviews that they would introduce these potentially confusing quantities (not mentioned in the question) through the use of general equations. When writing exam questions one can allow for the possibility of multiple quantities of the same type by using questions with multiple subjects (the tortoise, the hare, the bank robber, the cop, etc), multiple objects (mass 1, mass 2, resistor 1, resistor 2, angle 1, angle 2), or multiple trials. It is also important to note that quantities of the same type must have different values in order for errors to be possible. Questions with multiple quantities of the same type allow for the possibility of possible confusions of meaning, and force the students to consider meaning in order to get the correct result. Symbolic questions tend to be more difficult if there is at least one incorrect option that can be obtained by the blind manipulation of general equations from the equation sheet. This option will account for students who are attempting to solve the question without thinking or reasoning about the physical situation being described in the question. A related question property is whether the solution requires the specification of a slot variable. If there are multiple quantities of the same type, you may design the question so that students must replace a generic slot variable with a symbolic expression. For example, writing the question so that it is necessary to replace v with v/2, or m with 3m when using a general equation. It is important that at least one incorrect option can be obtained by methods which fail to specify the slot variables. Again this type of question will distinguish those who do not pay attention to the meaning of the quantities from those that do.



9.4



Numeric vs. Symbolic: Which Questions are Best?



What balance should exist between numeric and symbolic questions in physics? One extreme is to assign only symbolic questions in order to force students to solve questions symbolically. I emphatically disagree with this stance. While symbolic representation is important, I believe that numeric computation is also very important. Numbers allow students to compare their results with their everyday experiences. The expert practice of estimation requires 128



that students have an accurate numerical sense of the magnitude of different quantities. Additionally, numeric questions give students practice dealing with units and unit conversions, which is important when they apply what they have learned to their future careers1 . An important question to consider also is if our symbol dominated instruction is confusing to students. If one were to look at the lecture notes for any of the introductory physics classes in the physics department, one would find an equation on nearly every slide. We use the mathematical equations for more than computation; in fact very few of the equations shown during a lecture are used to compute numbers. The equations are used to represent physical situations, to make logical arguments and to express conceptual ideas. Many students who see a symbolic derivation or a symbolic example problem may have difficulties following the arguments being made and the ideas we attempt to express. It may be beneficial if example problems of new material are numeric, only to be supplemented by symbolic examples once the main ideas are understood. While the sole use of symbolic questions may be inappropriate that does not mean that the number of symbolic questions assigned in physics classes should not be increased. It is possible that increasing the share of symbolic questions in the physics curriculum may assist in the students’ development toward expertise. If it is true that multiple equation symbolic and simultaneous questions reward expert-like strategies, then increasing the number of such questions may encourage students to take such expert-like strategies more seriously. Using more symbolic questions may have the effect of changing the reward structure by directly connecting expert procedures to problem solving success. Emphasizing symbolic physics questions also allows for many other expert practices that are not possible with numeric solutions. Symbolic solutions show the structure of the relationships between different factors. This interpretive ability allows experts to connect the result to the physical situation and to determine how changes to individual factors can affect the physical system. And in so doing experts gain a deeper understanding of the system they are studying. Experts can also use this interpretive ability to also check the reasonableness of their result by imagining extreme cases and comparing 1



The Mars Climate Orbiter is believed to have burned up in the Martian atmosphere because of confusions between english and metric units [22].
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it to their expectations. Students cannot begin to learn these expert skills until they gain a facility with symbolic problem solving.



9.5



Summary



The goal of this section was to give practical advice that might be gained by physics instructors from this dissertation. We have discussed some methods that might be employed to assist students in learning how to solve symbolic questions, considerations when creating symbolic and simultaneous equation questions, and the importance of striking a balance between numeric and symbolic questions.
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Chapter 10 Dissertation Summary



10.1



Introduction



The ability to represent physical phenomena using mathematical equations is an essential component of physics expertise. Students who are unable to use and understand symbolic equations cannot begin to learn expert practices like how to derive a general result or to check a solution by the examination of extreme cases. It is apparent by the large discrepancies in score between analogous numeric and symbolic questions that many students have not acquired this essential mathematical skill. Symbolic representation has been an underappreciated mathematical skill in physics. Our research has shown that difficulty with symbolic questions has less to do with algorithmic manipulation and computation, than with the mathematical skill related to their ability to interpret and understand the meaning of symbols and symbolic equations.



10.2



How Meaning is Encoded by Symbols in Physics



Many of the difficulties we have observed with symbolic questions can be described by the differences in how information is encoded with numbers and with symbols. The first general category of meaning that is encoded by symbols is information that relates the symbol to the physical system (See Table 10.1). There is information about the type of quantity or property, the object associated with that property, and other associated temporal and spatial properties. While numbers can be used to explicitly represent the type of quantity by using an appropriate unit (“m/s” represents the unit for velocity for ex131



Symbol Properties 1) Type of Quantity 2) Object Association 3) Spatial and Temporal Associations



Example 1) Mass, Force, Momentum, etc. 2) Mass of the car, Mass of the bike. 3) Initial, final, in, out.



Table 10.1: Summary of symbol properties that are used to specify the relationship of the symbol to the physical system.



ample), numbers cannot be used to explicitly represent object, spatial, and temporal associations. However, symbols can be used to explicitly represent all of those types of information by the letter and subscripts used (vR,i represents the initial velocity of the robber). Even though our data indicate that confusions of meaning are far more common for symbolic questions than for numeric questions, this line of argument makes it seem as if opposite should be true. We have just shown that there is less explicit notation for the connection of the symbol to the physical system in numeric solutions than in symbolic solutions. This argument fails to take into account two additional important factors. First, very few of our students use subscripts to denote the connection of the symbol to the physical system. When we added subscripts to questions we found only moderate increases to the symbolic question scores1 , which indicates that many ignore the subscripts even when provided. Second, there is another category of information that is encoded by symbols which relate to changes in symbol state during the problem solving process (See Table 10.2). Tracking this type of meaning is far more difficult to do with symbols alone compared to the combination of numbers and symbols. Throughout a solution the state of a symbol is constantly changing. A symbol may start off as a slot variable, be transformed into a specific unknown quantity, and then be transformed into a known quantity. General equations contain slot variables, which act as place holders in the equation for more specific symbols or quantities. Slot variables contain partial information about the quantity so that they can be applied to many systems. They sometimes carry temporal and spatial associations, and rarely carry object associations. Known and unknown symbols differ from slot variables in that they carry specific 1



We observed a 10% increase in score for question in which the gap in score was between 30% and 50% between the numeric and symbolic versions.
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Symbol State 1) Known 2) Unknown 3) Slot variable



Example 1) “A force of F = 3N pushes ...” 2) “Find the force, F ” 3) A symbol in a general equation. F in F = ma.



Table 10.2: Summary of the symbol states used during physics problem solving. Symbol States General Equation with Slot Variables Equation with Known and Unknown Quantities Transformation of an Unknown Quantity into a Known Quantity



Numeric



Symbolic



d = vt



d = vt



1m = (0.2m/s)t



d = vt



t = 5s



t = d/v



Table 10.3: The transformation of symbol states in numeric and symbolic solutions. While the equations in the numeric solution undergo explicit transformations from one step to the next, the symbolic equations do not.



associations to the physical system (object, temporal and spatial). When solving numeric questions there is a very neat notation that can be used to differentiate each of the symbol states (See Table 10.3). When the entire equation is symbolic the equation contains slot variables, when the equation has both numbers and symbols the equation contains specific known and unknown quantities, and then there is an explicit transformation from an unknown quantity to a known quantity. In symbolic solution these steps are implicit. Many of the symbolic difficulties we observed were due to students confusing the meaning described in Tables 10.1, and 10.2.



10.3



Numeric vs. Symbolic Solution Procedures



Even though we originally assumed that the procedures necessary to solve numeric and symbolic questions were identical, that has turned out not to be the case. We have identified many important differences between numeric 133



Symbolic Procedure 1) Keep track of relationships between symbols for later simplification 2) Actively Identify and Track symbol states



Analogous Numeric Procedure 1) Relationships between quantities are resolved by rules of computation. 2) Numbers with symbols allow for an explicit notation for identifying and distinguishing symbol states.



Table 10.4: Summary of procedures necessary to successfully solve symbolic physics questions, and their analogous numeric procedure. The difficulty of these procedures in symbolic solutions relative to numeric solutions we believe to be the main cause of poor performance on symbolic questions.



and symbolic solution procedures. Symbolic solutions require more attention to the meaning of symbols and the tracking of relationships between the symbols than do numeric solutions (See Table 10.4). We believe that we have identified routinized procedures used during symbolic problem solving that many experts are not aware that they perform. Understanding these procedures is important if we are to improve instruction related to symbolic problem solving.



10.3.1



Tracking Relationships Between Symbols



Symbolic solutions require that students keep track of the relationships between symbols. This is important so that the solver does not either use multiple symbols for the same quantity or cancel out two symbols representing different quantities. For numeric solutions this tracking is not necessary because once you have satisfied yourself that you have plugged in the correct quantity the rules for computation take care of the rest. In addition, it was found that the numeric sequential solutions aided students in keeping different quantities from being confused. A numeric sequential question is one involving two equations and two unknowns, where one of the two equations contains only a single unknown. Sequential solutions allow students to focus on an individual equation to solve for a numeric value, which they can then plug into the next equation. Sequential equation solutions allow the students to focus on small and simple steps. When work134



ing with symbolic equations the equations run into one another and so it is more difficult to keep the meaning of the symbols straight.



10.3.2



Actively Identifying and Tracking Symbol States



Symbolic questions also require that the solver actively identify and track the state of each symbol. In symbolic solutions letters are used for both known and unknown symbol states, while in numeric solutions letters are used for unknown quantities and numbers are used for known quantities. When reading numeric questions students can easily process the known and unknown quantities because numbers are known and letters are unknown. But when reading symbolic questions both known and unknown symbols are represented with letters. The successful solver must actively interpret which are known and unknown by the context in which the symbol is introduced. We also observed that students who had difficulty distinguishing known and unknown symbols eliminated known rather than unknown quantities when attempting to solve systems of equations and did not realize that a symbol equal to an expression of only known symbols was also a known quantity. Further, symbolic solutions require students to distinguish general from specific symbols. To correctly apply a general equation one must specify the relationship of the slot variable to the physical system under analysis. Operationally this means that the problem solver must replace the slot variable with a specific number or symbol. Some students seemed to have an overly general sense of the symbols in their equations. We believe that this was due to the failure to conceptually specify the meaning of the slot variables in the general equation. In numeric solutions, on the other hand, the act of plugging in numeric values seemed to act as a cue to consider the symbols meaning.



10.3.3



Rules of Consistency



Further, a procedure that works well for interpreting equations in a numeric solution breaks down in a symbolic solution. A way of checking to see if you are correctly plugging into an equation is whether all of the quantities you are using pertain to the same object,
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or whether the symbols pertain to the same instant or interval of time. It would be inappropriate, for example, to plug in the acceleration and distance of the Hare along while also plugging in the velocity of the Tortoise into the equation vf2 = 2ad. All of the quantities in the equation should be associated with the same subject/object. In symbolic solutions this rule is harder to apply because the symbols do not have to be consistent in this way when two or more equations are combined. So it is possible that you could have a symbolic equation with the acceleration and the distance of the Hare as well as the velocity of the Tortoise. We found that this caused students to be mislead about the interpretation of different symbols, and to inappropriately question correct expressions.



10.4



Question Properties that Influence Numeric and Symbolic Question Scores



We have found that properties other than whether the question is numeric or symbolic can have a large affect on the difficulty of physics questions. We identified two main factors that influenced whether a symbolic questions would be difficult: questions with multiple equations, and multiple quantities of the same type. First, questions with multiple equations were often difficult because confusions in meaning often occurred when students combined equations. Second, questions with multiple quantities of the same type allowed for the possibility of the confusion of meaning. When students confused two similar quantities of the same type we observed two types of errors: a failure to specify slot variables, and the manipulation of general equations. A question that requires the specification of a slot variable requires that a student replace the generic slot variable in a general equation with a specific expression. Such a question would require, for example, that the student replace the slot variable v with the compound expression v/2, and would contain an option corresponding to a failure to do so. A question allows for general equation manipulation if it contains an incorrect option which can be obtained by the manipulation of equations from the equation sheet with only minimal changes to the symbols. Both of these question properties make symbolic questions more difficult because 136



students who do not attend to the meaning of the symbols are more likely to choose the incorrect option. We also identified a question property that influenced the difficulty of numeric questions. The score on a simultaneous equation numeric question was as low as the symbolic question. A simultaneous equation question is, for example, two equations and two unknowns, where both unknowns are in both equations. The structure of simultaneous equation questions require that two equations be represented before any quantities can be computed. Questions of this form stress the representation of the relationship between symbols, and so are equally difficult on both the numeric and symbolic versions.



10.5



The Discrimination of Symbolic Questions



Using a variety of methods we have been able to show that symbolic questions are more discriminating than numeric questions. Paired questions from final exams showed that the poorest students show a larger difference in score between the numeric and symbolic versions than other groups in the class. Similarly, results from a math diagnostic exam administered to underprepared engineering students showed that for non-physics algebra questions that symbolic questions were more difficult and more discriminating than numeric questions. The math diagnostic also showed that algebraic word problems were more difficult and more discriminating than algorithmic equation manipulation exercises. While most pre-instruction math diagnostic exams test algorithmic knowledge of manipulation and computation, our data suggest that symbolic word problems are a better alternative. Finally, we were able to show this relationship by coding a whole semester of exam questions (N = 169) and comparing the relative discrimination of the coded and non-coded questions. Questions that required either multiple symbolic equations, or simultaneous equations, were more discriminating than other questions. We verified this result by controlling for the difficulty of the questions using four different methods.
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10.6



Theoretical Considerations



Cognitive load theory describes many of the difficulties we have observed that students have solving symbolic questions. Symbolic questions require the tracking of symbol states and the meaning of each symbol, and therefore increase the amount of cognitive load compared to numeric questions. Expert forward working strategies may increase the probability of success by reducing the amount of cognitive load compared to novice backward working strategies. There is a large amount of cognitive load to backward working strategies because when general equations are chosen the solver must interpret and track the symbol state of each of the symbols in the equation. This strategy also increases the possibility that the solver will introduce quantities that can be confused with other quantities in the problem. Forward working strategies decrease the amount of cognitive load by only focusing on known quantities and on what new quantities can be found. Using this strategy one does not have to use cognitive resources to track symbol states.



10.7



Final Remarks



The original motivation of this research was to find the relationship between mathematical understanding and success in physics in order to increase the retention of students through the introductory physics sequence. While we have not been able to show the effectiveness of any particular instructional strategies that improve the rate of success in physics we believe that we have identified some important factors that should be considered by those aiming for that goal. While mathematics was universally believed to be an important factor in success in physics, we have been able to refine more specifically the types of mathematical skills that are important in introductory physics.
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Appendix A Fall 2006 Math Diagnostic Exam In the first meeting of Physics 100 in fall 2006 the students were asked to complete a math diagnostic exam. Students who added the course in later weeks were given the exam and completed it at home. All together there were 120 students who completed the math diagnostic. The 12 questions that comprise the math diagnostic are shown in the following figures.
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Figure A.1: The first page of the math diagnostic in Physics 100 fall 2006.
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Figure A.2: The second page of the math diagnostic in Physics 100 fall 2006. Question 2 should properly specify the price in a single day.
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Figure A.3: The third page of the math diagnostic in Physics 100 fall 2006.
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Figure A.4: The fourth page of the math diagnostic in Physics 100 fall 2006.
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Figure A.5: The fifth page of the math diagnostic in Physics 100 fall 2006. The symbol T should be properly defined as the time in minutes.
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Figure A.6: The sixth page of the math diagnostic in Physics 100 fall 2006.
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Appendix B Math Diagnostic Unanticipated Variables The math diagnostic was designed so that different questions could be compared along a numeric vs. symbolic axis, a sequential vs. simultaneous axis, and a context axis. There were three types of context questions: area, rate, and no context. Unfortunately unanticipated variables invalidated many of the context, and the sequential vs. simultaneous comparisons. Table B.1 shows the question comparisons between area and rate questions, and Table B.2 shows the question comparisons between sequential and simultaneous questions. Although not mentioned in Chapter 4, we also predicted that area questions would be harder than rate questions. This prediction was based on the differences in the ways the equations could be conceptualized in the two contexts. Rate questions can be easily conceptualized as a difference between rates by a change in one’s frame of reference. This alternate conceptualization allows one to solve questions that would ordinarily be simultaneous equation questions as sequential equation questions. For example, compare the final equations for question 9 and question 10. Students can interpret the final equation in question 9 as the size of the bonus over the difference in pay per year, but you cannot easily interpret the analogous equation in question 10. Before returning the math diagnostic exams to the students, we photoProperties Numeric, Sequential Numeric, Simultaneous Symbolic, Sequential Symbolic, Simultaneous



Rate 83.3 ± 3.4 75.0% ± 4.0% 60.0 ± 4.5 58.3% ± 4.5%



Area 70.8 ± 4.1 73.3% ± 4.0% 45.0 ± 4.5 65.8% ± 4.3%



Diff/Error 2.3 2.9 ∗ 10−1 2.4 −1.2



p-value 1.3 ∗ 10−2 7.3 ∗ 10−1 1.4 ∗ 10−2 3.8 ∗ 10−2



Table B.1: Area vs. rate comparisons of question difficulty for questions on the math diagnostic.
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Properties Numeric, Area Numeric, Rate Symbolic, Area Symbolic, Rate Numeric, No Context Symbolic, No Context



Sequential 70.8 ± 4.1 83.3 ± 3.4 45.0% ± 4.5% 60.0% ± 4.5% 86.7% ± 3.1% 78.3% ± 3.8%



Simultaneous 73.3 ± 4.0 75.0% ± 4.0% 65.8% ± 4.3% 58.3% ± 4.5% 86.7% ± 3.1% 75.8% ± 3.9%



Diff/Error −4.3 ∗ 10−1 1.6 −3.3 2.6 ∗ 10−1 0 4.6 ∗ 10−1



p-value 6.4 ∗ 10−1 1.1 ∗ 10−1 2.6 ∗ 10−4 7.1 ∗ 10−1 1 6.2 ∗ 10−1



Table B.2: Sequential vs. simultaneous comparisons of question difficulty for questions on the math diagnostic.



Question



Correct



1 2 3 4 9 10 11 12



83.3 70.8 75.0 73.3 58.3 65.8 60.0 45.0



Setup Error 10.0 11.7 1.7 15.0 28.3 8.3 30.8 36.7



Manip. Error 0 0 0.8 2.5 12.5 22.5 6.7 4.2



Comp. Error 1.7 5.8 8.3 2.5 0 0 0 0



Unit Error 0 0 8.3 0 0 0 0 0



Other 1.7 0.8 5.0 1.7 0.8 1.7 2.5 0.8



Don’t Know 3.3 10.8 0.8 5.0 0 1.7 0 13.3



Table B.3: The results from an analysis of student errors for each of the word problems on the math diagnostic. The values represent percentages for the popularity of each category. Strange patterns are denoted by shaded cells.



copied and analyzed each exam. The analysis was performed to determine from their written work the common sources of the error for each question. Table B.3 shows the results from this analysis for the word problems. This analysis revealed extraneous factors that were not accounted for in the original design. The errors for questions 3 and 10 stand out from the errors from other similar questions. When we compare question 10 to the other symbolic questions there is a larger than average number of manipulation errors and a smaller than average number of equation setup errors. We believe that the diagram for question 10 may have assisted students in setting up the relationship who might not have been able do so otherwise. The larger number of manipulation errors were due to students who had setup the correct equation, but then could not manipulate the equation to find the correct final result. Many students who made this error wrote down x = (xb + A)/d. We believe that the large number of manipulation errors is due to students who were aided in the construction of the equation by the diagram whom would have been able to do so otherwise. 147



Question 3 had a large number of computational and unit errors. While seemingly trivial we believe that the unit errors may be a sign of what Clement [3] called word order matching. We naively used a sentence structure that allowed students to use the word order to create an equation that was correct except for the units for the rate of each moving van. This is consistent with the lower than average number of setup errors when compared to the other numeric questions. The large number of unit errors is likely a counterbalance to the lower than expected number of setup errors. We also observed a non-negligible number of computational errors on the numeric word problems. These errors were due to student difficulty determining the result of fractions like 10000/50, and 100/0.4. The design for question 2 may have played a role in the number of computational errors observed. Question 2 involved three equations while the others only involved two equations, and so increased the possibility of making a computational error. These unanticipated factors invalidates some of the comparisons. The following is a summary of these factors and the effect on the question comparisons. Area questions that used two different equations Questions 2 and 12 used the form A = l ∗ w and P = 2l + 2w, while questions 4 and 10 used an equation of the form l1 ∗ w + A = l2 ∗ w. The equations involving the perimeter were more difficult than the ones only involving the area. This invalidates sequential vs. simultaneous comparison of area questions. additionally, area comparisons cannot be combined. Area questions with diagrams The diagram for question 10 assisted students in setting up the equation. This invalidates sequential vs. simultaneous comparison of area questions. Number of Equations Question 2 contained three equations and involved both area and rate. This did not affect our numeric vs. symbolic comparison because it is a confounding factor to our expected results. Invalidates sequential vs. simultaneous comparison for numeric questions, and also rate vs. area comparisons for numeric questions. Word order matching to setup the equation The sentence structure of Question 3 is similar to correct equation except for unit error. Unclear 148



if this assisted students in the construction of the correct equation. Computational errors Numeric questions had computational errors that were not present in the symbolic questions. This did not affect our numeric symbolic comparison because it is a confounding factor to our expected results. In Chapter 4 I discussed only the comparisons of numeric and symbolic questions because of the difficulties described above. Future versions of the math diagnostic will be designed to reduce these types of errors.
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Appendix C Spring 2007 Interview Materials In spring 2007 we interviewed 13 students to understand their difficulties with symbolic questions. At the start of each interview the following script was used to introduce the students to the procedures for the interview. Hello, Thanks for participating. My name is Eugene Torigoe and I am a graduate student working on a PhD in the field of physics education. My topic is related to student understanding of mathematics in physics and how we can improve instruction. One of the ways we collect data for this research is to interview students while they solve physics problems, which is what we will be doing today. So as you work through these problems try to talk aloud about your reasoning so that we can get an idea about what you’re thinking as you solve the problems. It’s important that you are clear what you’re doing and why you are doing it. I’m here to make sure that what you are saying is clear and not necessarily to tell you if you are right of wrong or to give assistance. Treat this as if you were taking an exam and had to speak about your reasoning. As you go through the questions try not to erase anything. We prefer that that cross out rather than erase. This makes it easier for us when we are reviewing the interview. There may be some questions in which you will want to use a calculator, and that’s fine. You just have to remember to tell us what you enter in and what the calculator reads out. If you want to get a calculator you can do that now. 150



As you go through this don’t be afraid of doing anything wrong, these are difficult problems. If you make a mistake it is likely that other students make the same mistake, which is something we’d be interested in. Any questions? The students were then given an equation sheet (See Figure C.1) and asked to solve the following two warm-up questions. 1. A racecar initially at rest accelerates at a rate 3m/s2 . What is the final velocity of the racecar after traveling 65meters? 2. A block with mass m = 5kg is pulled with a horizontal force T = 14N on a frictionless surface. If the block starts from rest, then how long does it take to pull the block a distance d = 2.5m.? Then as described in the methodology section of Chapter 5 they were given the Tortoise and Hare question and the Airliner question. Figure C.2 shows the numeric and symbolic versions of the Tortoise and Hare question and Figure C.3 shows the numeric and symbolic versions of the Airliner question.
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Figure C.1: The equation sheet given to the subjects at the start of the interview. It is identical to the equation sheet they were given two weeks earlier when they completed the first midterm exam in Physics 211.
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Figure C.2: The numeric and symbolic versions of the Tortoise and Hare question.
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Figure C.3: The numeric and symbolic versions of the Airliner question.
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Appendix D Spring 2007 Final Exam Questions In spring 2007 we used ten pairs of numeric and symbolic questions to study the factors that effect question score. The following figures show the numeric and symbolic versions of all ten questions used in this study as well as the popularity of each option for different groups within the class.
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Figure D.1: The numeric and symbolic versions of question 1 on the spring 2007 final exam. Also shown are the scores for the bottom 1/4, the middle 1/2, and the top 1/4 by total points in Physics 211.
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Figure D.2: The numeric and symbolic versions of question 2 on the spring 2007 final exam. Also shown are the scores for the bottom 1/4, the middle 1/2, and the top 1/4 by total points in Physics 211.
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Figure D.3: The numeric and symbolic versions of question 3 on the spring 2007 final exam. Also shown are the scores for the bottom 1/4, the middle 1/2, and the top 1/4 by total points in Physics 211.
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Figure D.4: The numeric and symbolic versions of question 4 on the spring 2007 final exam. Also shown are the scores for the bottom 1/4, the middle 1/2, and the top 1/4 by total points in Physics 211.
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Figure D.5: The numeric and symbolic versions of question 5 on the spring 2007 final exam. Also shown are the scores for the bottom 1/4, the middle 1/2, and the top 1/4 by total points in Physics 211.
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Figure D.6: The numeric and symbolic versions of question 6 on the spring 2007 final exam. Also shown are the scores for the bottom 1/4, the middle 1/2, and the top 1/4 by total points in Physics 211.
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Figure D.7: The numeric and symbolic versions of question 7 on the spring 2007 final exam. Also shown are the scores for the bottom 1/4, the middle 1/2, and the top 1/4 by total points in Physics 211.
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Figure D.8: The numeric and symbolic versions of question 8 on the spring 2007 final exam. Also shown are the scores for the bottom 1/4, the middle 1/2, and the top 1/4 by total points in Physics 211.
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Figure D.9: The numeric and symbolic versions of question 9 on the spring 2007 final exam. Also shown are the scores for the bottom 1/4, the middle 1/2, and the top 1/4 by total points in Physics 211.
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Figure D.10: The numeric and symbolic versions of question 10 on the spring 2007 final exam. Also shown are the scores for the bottom 1/4, the middle 1/2, and the top 1/4 by total points in Physics 211.
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Appendix E Spring 2007 Analysis of Student Work Each student was required to turn in their exam booklets at the end of the final exam. Although ungraded these booklets show a great deal of the students’ written work. We analyzed the students’ written work for the ten questions studied on the spring 2007 Physics 211 final exam in order to understand the methods used for popular incorrect options.



E.1



Question 2



This question was the only one in our study in which the score for the top quarter on the symbolic was much different than the score on the numeric. After studying the written work by all of the students in the top 1/4 who made an incorrect choice, we found that the most common error was to inappropriately use the constant velocity equation d = vt. Tables E.1 and E.2 shows the results. We also analyzed students’ written work to categorize the popularity of different incorrect procedures. On the symbolic version 71 chose choice b [d = vt/2], and 79 chose choice c [d = vt/4]. Tables E.3 and E.4 show our coding of errors for samples of both populations. Number (N=18) 6 3 3 2 2 1 1



Percent 33% 17% 17% 11% 11% 6% 6%



Description Used constant velocity equation Time error (d = (1/2)(v/t)t2 ) Don’t know Algebra error Made up numeric values No work Setup incorrectly



Table E.1: Question 2, symbolic version: Top 1/4 who chose the incorrect option.
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Number (N=1) 1



Percent 100%



Description Algebra Error



Table E.2: Question 2, numeric version: Top 1/4 who chose the incorrect option.



Number (N=44) 10 9 8 7 4 3 1 1 1



Percent



Description



23% 20% 18% 16% 9% 7% 2% 2% 2%



Don’t know Velocity confusion Time confusion Used constant velocity equation No work Made up numeric values Algebra error Setup incorrectly Correct work



Table E.3: Question 2, Symbolic version: Chose incorrect choice b [d = vt/2]. The sample contains 44 out of 71 students who chose this option.



Number (N=37) 10 7 5 5 4 3 2 1



Percent



Description



27% 19% 14% 14% 11% 8% 5% 3%



Don’t know Used constant velocity equation Time confusion Made up numeric values No work Algebra error Wrong general equation Setup incorrectly



Table E.4: Question 2, Symbolic version: Chose incorrect choice c [d = vt/4]. The sample contains 37 out of 79 students who chose this option.
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E.2



Question 3



The most popular incorrect option is choice c [d = P T /m]. On the numeric version (final 1) 65 students chose choice c, on the symbolic version (final 2) 99 students chose choice c. An analysis of the written work by a sample of students revealed that the popularity of this error was due to students who inappropriately used the constant velocity equation. Tables E.5 and E.6 show the results of this coding. Number (N=22) 13 4 2 2 1



Percent



Description



59% 18% 9% 9% 5%



Used constant velocity Don’t know Error with a general equation No work Calculator error



Table E.5: Question 3, Numeric version: Students who chose choice c [d = P T /m]. The sample contains 22 out of 65 students who chose this option.



Number (N=34) 24 6 3 1



Percent



Description



71% 18% 9% 3%



Used constant velocity Don’t know Error with a general equation No work



Table E.6: Question 3, Symbolic version: Students who chose choice c [d = P T /m]. The sample contains 34 out of 99 students who chose this option.



We also analyzed the methods used by students who found the correct result. On the numeric version (final 1) 308 students made the correct selection, on the symbolic version (final 2) 226 made the correct selection. We found that the methods to the correct solution were very different in the numeric and symbolic versions. Specifically, the variety of methods was much greater for symbolic solutions than for numeric solutions.



E.3



Question 4



In this question the most popular incorrect answer on the symbolic version was choice a. We analyzed the work of a sample of students who made this 168



Number (N=58) 40 11 3 2 1



Percent



Description



69% 19% 5% 3% 2%



Found velocity, then acceleration Found force, then acceleration Other Don’t know Used impulse equation to find the acceleration



Table E.7: Question 3, Numeric version: Method to the correct result [d = P T /(2m)]. The sample contains 58 out of 308 students who chose this option.



Number (N=46) 13 8 7 6 5 4 1 1 1



Percent



Description



28% 17% 15% 13% 11% 9% 2% 2% 2%



Found velocity, then acceleration Use a = v/t as if it were a known quantity Use a = F/m as if it were a known quantity Used impulse equation to find the acceleration Don’t know Found force, then acceleration Energy equations Other False positive



Table E.8: Question 3, Symbolic version: Method to the correct result [d = P T /(2m)]. The sample contains 46 out of 226 students who chose this option.
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error and found that the great majority of students showed work that was either mostly or completely correct. The popularity of choice a was in nearly all the cases not due to an incorrect method, but the similarity of the correct option with choice a. Table E.9 shows the result of this analysis. Number (N=21) 13



Percent



Description



62%



Correct work Mostly correct, setup conservation of energy equation correctly Don’t know No work



6



29%



1 1



5% 5%



Table E.9: Question 4, Symbolic version: Method for choice a [vmax = sqrt(k(L1 − L0 )/m)]. The sample contains 21 out of 45 students who chose this option.



E.4



Question 5



For question 5 the most popular incorrect answer corresponded to the option T = mg. On the symbolic version (final 1) 131 students chose T = mg, on the numeric version (final 2) 97 students chose T = mg. On the symbolic version this choice is actually more popular than the correct option. An analysis of the work by students who made this error revealed that most showed no work (see Tables E.10 and E.11). We interpret this to mean that this error is primarily a conceptual error. The popularity of this option on the symbolic version compared to the numeric version is probably due to the clarity of this idea when represented symbolically. We also analyzed the work by students who chose the option corresponding to the equation T = 2mg. On the symbolic version (final 1) 67 chose Number (N=24) 20 4



Percent



Description



83%



No work Don’t know (equations for T but not solved explicitly)



17%



Table E.10: Question 5, Symbolic version: Method for choice b [T = mg]. The sample contains 24 out of 131 students who chose this option.
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Number (N=19) 13



Percent



Description



68%



No work Don’t know (equations for T but not solved explicitly) Algebra error Calculator error



4



21%



1 1



5% 5%



Table E.11: Question 5, Numeric version: Method for choice b [T=mg]. The sample contains 19 out of 97 students who chose this option. Number (N=25) 8 5 5 3 2 1 1



Percent



Description



32% 20% 20% 12% 8% 4% 4%



Did not include mg in Newton’s 2nd Law Used a = g Don’t know No work Used pendulum frequency ω = sqrt(g/L) Algebra error Other



Table E.12: Question 5, Symbolic version: Method for choice c [T = 2mg]. The sample contains 25 out of 67 students who chose this option.



students choice d [T = 2mg]. We found that the majority of errors were due to either not including mg when applying Newton’s 2nd Law or assuming that a = g. Table E.12 shows the results for this analysis. Because this question was difficult for even the top 1/4 of students we were interested in determining whether the score for the bottom 1/4 was due to chance. Our analysis, shown in Tables E.13 and E.14, revealed that the majority of the bottom 1/4 with the correct result also showed the correct work. Regardless, we omitted this question from further analysis on the grounds that the physics content was too difficult to accurately measure the effect of mathematical difficulty. On the symbolic version the bottom 1/4 scored only 7%, which is far below the rate of guessing one would expect of 20%.



E.5



Question 6



On the symbolic version choice d [ω = 3v/(2L)] was 12% more popular than the corresponding choice on the numeric version. On the symbolic version
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Number (N=5) 3 2



Percent



Description



60% 40%



Correct work No work



Table E.13: Question 5, Symbolic version: Method by bottom 1/4 with correct choice . The sample contains 5 out of 5 students who chose this option. Number (N=17) 9 4 4



Percent



Description



53% 24% 24%



Correct work Setup incorrectly (False positive) No work



Table E.14: Question 5, Numeric version: Method by bottom 1/4 with correct choice. The sample contains 17 out of 17 students who chose this option.



(final 2) 62 students chose choice d [ω = 3v/(2L)]. An analysis of student errors revealed that the majority of identifiable errors were due to students using the symbol M for both the mass of the putty and the mass of the rod. As described in Chapter 6 we describe this error as a failure to specify a slot variable. Table E.15 shows the result of this analysis. Number (N=14)



Percent



7



50%



4



29%



2



14%



1



7%



Description Used M instead of 2M for the moment of inertia of the rod Don’t know Used I = (1/2)M R2 for the moment of inertia of the putty No work



Table E.15: Question 6, Symbolic version: Method for choice d [ω = 3v/(2L)]. The sample contains 14 out of 62 students who chose this option.



The incorrect option c [ω = v/L] was less popular on the symbolic version than the numeric version. This is the only such case we have observed where this is the case. On the numeric version (final 1) 43 students chose choice c, and on the symbolic version (final 2) 20 students chose choice c. Our analysis of the written work, shown in Tables E.16 and E.17, did not reveal any information on the source of this error. We currently believe that the popularity of this option on the numeric version was due to the numerical 172



proximity of some computation involving the quantities in the question. Number (N=22) 20 2



Percent



Description



91% 9%



Don’t know No work



Table E.16: Question 6, Numeric version: Method for choice c [ω = v/L]. The sample contains 22 out of 43 students who chose this option.



Number (N=10) 7 2 1



Percent



Description



70% 20% 10%



Don’t know Use I = (1/2)M L2 Correct work



Table E.17: Question 6, Symbolic version: Method for choice c [ω = v/L]. The sample contains 10 out of 20 students who chose this option.



E.6



Question 8



Similar to question 5 the score on this question was low even for the top 1/4 of students. We analyzed the written work by the students in the bottom 1/4 and found that almost none of the students from that group showed correct work. We believe that the score for the bottom 1/4 was due to guessing. Tables E.18 and E.19 show the result of this analysis. Number (N=16) 8 5 3



Percent



Description



50% 31% 13%



Don’t know False positive No work



Table E.18: Question 8, Numeric version: Work by bottom 1/4 who made correct choice . The sample contains 16 out of 16 students who chose this option.
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Number (N=13) 6 4 2 1



Percent



Description



46% 31% 15% 8%



Don’t know No work False positive Correct work



Table E.19: Question 8, Symbolic version: Work by bottom 1/4 who made correct choice. The sample contains 13 out of 13 students who chose this option.



E.7



Question 10



For question 10 the most popular incorrect option corresponded to the equation a = (1/2)g. On the symbolic version (final 1) 100 students chose choice c [a = (1/2)g], and on the numeric version (final 2) 79 students chose choice c [a = (1/2)g]. Our analysis of student work revealed that many of the students who chose this option showed work that resulted in a = 2g. We believe that many students chose a = (1/2)g because of its similarity to a = 2g. Tables E.20 and E.21 show the results of this analysis. As a result of this questions difficulty it was not included in further study. Number (N=26) 13 6 5 1 1



Percent



Description



50% 23% 19% 4% 4%



Use T = mg and find a = 2g Don’t know No work Algebra error Wrong general equation



Table E.20: Question 10, Symbolic version: Method for choice c [a = (1/2)g]. The sample contains 26 out of 100 students who chose this option.



Number (N=19) 14 3 2



Percent



Description



37% 16%



Use T = mg and find a = 2g Don’t know Use the equation: mg − mgR = ma with (R = 1/2), and find a = g/2



11%



Table E.21: Question 10, Numeric version: Method for choice c [a = (1/2)g]. The sample contains 19 out of 79 students who chose this option.
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We also looked at the work of the bottom 1/4 on this question. While we observed that there were students in this group who showed correct work, most of the work was unclear. Tables E.22 and E.23 Number (N=18) 9 5 3 1



Percent



Description



50% 28% 17% 6%



Don’t know No work Correct work False positive



Table E.22: Question 10, Symbolic version: Work by bottom 1/4 who made correct choice. The sample contains 18 out of 18 students who chose this option.



Number (N=11) 5 3 2 1



Percent



Description



45% 27% 18% 9%



Good work Don’t know False positive No work



Table E.23: Question 10, Numeric version: Work by bottom 1/4 who made correct choice. The sample contains 11 out of 11 students who chose this option.
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Appendix F Justification of Gaussian Standard Error F.1



Introduction



The error bars reported in this dissertation were calculated using the Gaussian standard error [36]. The Gaussian distribution is given the by Equation F.1. (x−X)2 1 GX,σ (x) = √ e− 2σ2 σ 2π



(F.1)



The symbol X represents the mean of the distribution and σ represents the standard deviation. The mean is the center of the distribution and the standard deviation is a measure of the width. The equation for the standard deviation for a Gaussian distribution is given by Equation F.2. r



Σ(xi − X)2 (F.2) N −1 The symbol N represents number of measurements that make up the distribution. The standard error represents the standard deviation of the distribution of means that would result if the experiment of N measurements were repeated many times. The standard error can be calculated from the standard deviation by dividing by the square root of the number of measurements. σ=



σ σx¯ = √ N



(F.3)



Equation F.3 is the error on the mean of a Gaussian distribution. However, many of the distributions we have studied are not Gaussian distributions. In this appendix we investigate the deviation of the Gaussian standard error from the error generated from Monte Carlo simulations.
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Figure F.1: The distribution of scores from spring 2006 Final 1 question 7. The maximum score for this question is 6 points, with the possibility of partial credit if more than one choice was selected.



F.2



The Error on Exam Question Scores



We performed Monte Carlo simulations on the four questions described in Chapter 3. This set of questions contain both high and low scoring questions. Each of the exam questions were six point questions with the possibility of partial credit. Students had the option of choosing multiple options but with fewer points if one of the options were correct. If they choose two options and one was correct, then they would get three points for that question. If they choose three options and one was correct, then they would get two points for that question. Of course, if none of the options they chose were correct they would receive no credit. A distribution of scores was created for each of the questions. Figure F.1 shows the distribution from spring 2006 Final 1 question 7. To understand how the Monte Carlo simulation works, let us consider a question that was answered by 400 students for which 30% received zero points, 10% received two points, 20% received three points, and 40% received six points. We generate 400 random numbers between 0 and 1 to simulate
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Score Gaussian Error Monte Carlo Error (G-MC)/MC



Final 1 Q. 7



Final 1 Q. 6



Final 2 Q. 7



Final 2 Q. 6



94.48%



85.72%



58.73%



45.31%



1.07%



1.62%



2.31%



2.36%



1.11%



1.55%



2.35%



2.20%



-2.95%



4.61%



-1.49%



7.39%



Table F.1: The comparison of the error calculated using the equation for the Gaussian standard error and the error calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation.



students who answered the question. If the random number is between 0 and 0.3 then the simulated student is assigned zero points, 0.3 and 0.4 (0.4 = 0.3+ 0.1) and he is assigned two points, 0.4 to 0.6 and he is assigned three points, and 0.6 to 1.0 and he is assigned six points. The resulting distribution is similar to the parent distribution, but with random variations. We calculate the mean value for this distribution and then repeat the simulation 500 times. Using the mean value from each of the simulated distributions we create a distribution of mean values. By calculating the width that contained 68% of the total number of data points are able to determine the error. The result of this analysis is shown in Table F.1. The Gaussian standard error was within 8% of the error calculated from the Monte Carlo simulations for each of the cases.



F.3



Error on the Mean Difference



In Chapter 7 we performed an analysis in which we coded exam questions and calculated the mean difference for groups of questions. The mean difference is calculated by first calculating the difference in score between the top 3/4 and the bottom 1/4 of the class for each question, and then by calculating the mean of those differences. The distribution of differences in question score between the top 3/4 and the bottom 1/4 is determined by the skill of the students and the consistency of the professors who created the exam questions. This distribution could be effected by differences in topic, the 178



Figure F.2: The distribution of differences in score between the top 3/4 and the bottom 1/4 for Equation Priority (EP) coded questions.



mathematical content, the clarity of the question, and other such effects that would lead one to believe that it is probably not a Gaussian distribution. Each exam question was coded as being either an Equation Priority question (EP coded question) or a non-EP question. We created histograms by binning by the difference in score between the top 3/4 and the bottom 1/4 for EP and non-EP questions. The two distributions are shown in Figures F.2, and F.3. We performed Monte Carlo simulations using these two parent distributions to create similar distributions. For each parent distribution we created a distribution of mean values using a method similar to the one I described in the previous section. By finding the distance from the mean that encompassed 68% of the data points we determined the error for each distribution. The result of this analysis is shown in Table F.2. In neither case did the Gaussian standard error deviate by more than 7% from the error computed from the Monte Carlo simulations.
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Figure F.3: The distribution of differences in score between the top 3/4 and the bottom 1/4 for non-Equation Priority (non-EP) coded questions.



Mean Difference Gaussian Error Monte Carlo Error (G-MC)/MC



EP Questions



Non-EP Questions



29.85%



21.53%



1.55%



0.99%



1.46%



0.97%



6.14%



1.51%



Table F.2: The comparison of the error calculated on the mean difference using the equation for the Gaussian standard error and the error calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation.
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F.4



Conclusions



For the error on the scores of individual and grouped questions the Gaussian standard error was in good agreement with the error calculated from the Monte Carlo simulations.
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